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SUMMARY
The aim  of this study was to investigate a variety  of cell cycle- 
re la ted  changes in FeLV -infected lymphoid c e l ls .
The cell cycle and the use of synchronised ce lls  played a m ajor 
ro le in m ost of the experim ents c a rrie d  out. The Introduction, therefore, 
contains an outline of the concept of the m am m alian cell cycle and a 
discussion of some of its  p rac tica l applications,
In C hapter One, synchronising techniques and life  cycle analysis 
methods a re  described  in general, while the methods used during the 
course of this study a re  p resented  in m ore d e ta il .
The relationship  between a distinct phase of the cell cycle and 
the re lea se  of FeLV is examined in Chapter Tw o. By using two assay  
system s and applying two different synchronising methods it was established 
that v iru s production is cell cycle-dependent. It occurs in the period 
in both homologous and heterlogous cell l in e s .
Changes in morphology during synchronous growth w ere examined 
by transm ission  (TEM) and by scanning (SEM) electron  m icroscopy (Chapter 
T h ree). An analysis of morphological data obtained by TEM and SEM 
revealed that synchronised cells  of the cat lym phoblastoid line, FL74, 
exhibited d istinct u ltra  s truc tu ra l varia tions which w ere closely re la ted  to 
the cell c y c le . It was also established, for the f ir s t  tim e, that the surface 
s tru c tu re  of lymphoid ce lls  showed cell cycle-specific  changes which w ere 
highly c h a ra c te r is tic . When the num ber of budding C-type partic le s  was
counted on ce lls  which w ere morphologically ch arac te rised  in this way 
it was found that in both TEM and SEM preparations the early-G j^-cells 
w ere re leasing  the highest num ber of v irus p a r t ic le s .
An investigation of the expression of v ira l antigens and FOCMA 
in synchronised cells was the subject of a fu rth er study described  in 
Chapter F o u r . By using im m unofluorescence techniques, evidence was 
obtained for the cell cycle-dependent expression of v ira l and FOCMA 
antigens. The v ira l s truc tu ra l antigens, p l5  and p30, and the m ajor 
envelope glycoprotein gp70 reached a peak in the early-G ^ phase, w hereas, 
FOCMA was expressed  14 hours la te r  in the late-G ^ p erio d . FOCMA 
peaks were detected on FeLV -infected feline but not on FeLV -infected 
canine cell lin e s . This suggested that FOCMA was d istinct from  the 
v ira l an tigens.
In o rd e r to investigate the kinetics of FeLV production and to 
explore some of the regulatory m echanism s responsible for the expression 
of antigens in FL74 cells, the effects of various m etabolic inhibitors were 
examined (Chapter F ive). It was found that v iru s  production and antigen 
expression  w ere regulated by a complex cell cycle-dependent synthesis 
of RNA, mRNA, v ira l and ce llu lar proteins, which in turn w ere co-ordinated 
by m ito s is .
Finally, in Chapter Six, the occurrence and distribution of 
feline leukaem ia v iru s-asso c ia ted  antigens w ere examined by immuno- 
electron  m icroscopy. F e rritin  labelling of ce ils  prefixed in glutaraldehyde 
revealed  that the cell surface antigens were randomly d is tr ib u ted . gp70
XI
was found to be the m ost plentiful followed by FCXUMA, p30 and p l5  in 
descending o rd e r . A ntisera to p l5  and p30 did not stain  intact v ira l 
p a rtic le s , while the non-budding a reas  of the cell m em brane were 
lab e lled . Both gp70 and FOCMA an tisera  stained v ira l p a rtic le s  as 
well as the non-budding a reas  of the cell m em brane. In o rd er to 
investigate the unexpected labelling of v ira l p a rtic le s  by FOCMA an tisera , 
an im m unofluorescence-im m unoferritin study in capping conditions and 
competition experim ents were perfo rm ed . The re su lts  indicated that 
FOCMA was d istinct from  gp70 and that labelling of v irions was possibly 
due to the undetected presence of neutralising  antibodies in the FOCMA 
an tise ra  used . F e rritin  labelling of synchronised FL74 cells  showed 
that in the early-G ^ phase considerably m ore antigenic s ites  per unit 
length w ere expressed  than in the S p h ase .
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I N T R O D U C T I O N
INTRODUCTION
1. The Concept of the Cell Cycle
2 . Some Practical Applications of the Cell Cycle Model
3 . Review of the L ite ra tu re
In the la s t  few y e a rs  the theoretical and p rac tica l im portance 
of cell cycle-dependent changes in p ro liferating  cells  has been recognised 
to an increasing  extent. In many fields of biological sciences, re se a rc h e rs  
a re  becoming m ore and m ore aw are of the in teraction between phases of 
the cycle and certa in  biochem ical ev en ts . This is  re flected  in the growing 
num ber of references made to this phenomenon in data analysis and in te r­
pretation  .
The concept of the cell cycle has contributed to a bette r understanding 
of the nature and behaviour of the neoplastic cell and to the therapy of the 
d isease  it  c au ses . S im ilarly, it has a m ajor ro le to play in tlie elucidation 
of the complex relationship  between v irus production, antigen expression  and 
the infected c e ll .  At a m ore practica l level, a knowledge of this concept 
may prove useful in the explanation of apparent contradictions in experim ental 
re su lts  in a variety  of fields, such as virology, immunology, morphology e t c . 
Thus, for example, variations that som etim es occur in cytotoxicity te s ts  
may be explained by cycle-specific changes in cell m em brane antigen 
expression . Also, cell cycle-dependence of certa in  immunological m arkers 
may have a profound effect on the actual proportion of cells  identified. 
M oreover, v irus detection in low -producer ce lls  can be greatly  im proved 
by their synchronisation, and the effectiveness of vaccines may be influenced 
by the stage in the ir life cycle of the cells from  which they w ere p rep ared .
In u ltra  s truc tu ra l studies also the occurrence of cyc le -re la ted  changes in 
cell morphology can be a crucial factor in data in terp re ta tio n .
When th is study was commenced only a lim ited  num ber of 
publications w ere available as to the cell cycle-dependence of oncorna­
v iru se s . M ost of the investigations were ca rried  out in the avian system .
In the m urine system , rep o rts  w ere scarce  and contradictory , while in 
the feline system  alm ost no inform ation was obtainable. It was the aim  
of the p resen t work to fill th is gap and to clarify certa in  aspects of v ira l 
ca rc in o g en esis . F o r this purpose it was decided to investigate several 
cyc le-re la ted  changes in feline leukaem ia v irus-in fected  lymphoid c e lls .
It was also hoped that in so doing some inform ation might be gained 
concerning the nature of feline oncornavirus-associa ted  cell m em brane 
antigen (FOCMA). This topic has been the subject of extensive re sea rch  
during recen t y ea rs , although the m olecular nature of the antigen has yet 
to be de term in ed .
As the p resen t investigations w ere progressing , a few im portant 
findings w ere published regard ing  cell cycle-dependent changes mainly in 
the m urine sy stem . These confirm ed and in p a r t helped to in te rp re t the 
re su lts  already obtained by m e . They will be d iscussed  in the appropriate 
con tex t.
The cell cycle and the use of synchronised cell cu ltu res are  the 
two common denom inators in all the experim ents presen ted  in this th e s is .
The complexity of the cell cycle model and the variety  of synchronising 
techniques and life  cycle analysis methods available requ ired  a separate  
re se a rc h  into these m a tte rs . _ This was necessary  to enable the projected 
main experim ents to be ca rrie d  out. This p relim inary  re se a rch  is  d iscussed 
in the Introduction and in C hapter One.
This Introduction has the following aim s:
F irs t ,  to outline the concept and describe the basic  postulates 
of the cell cycle m odel.
Second, to draw  attention to the im pact which its  application 
has already made on the therapy of c a n c e r ,
Third, to review  the re su lts  obtained by the use of synchronised 
cell cu ltu res in the field  of v ira l carcinogenesis and antigen expression .
1. The Concept of the Cell Cycle
The cell cycle has been defined as the interval between one m itosis 
and the next in one o r both daughter c e l ls . Since its  form ulation, the concept 
has had a considerable im pact on cell biology. Many studies of cell replication 
have been d irected  towards defining the fundamental events which ch arac te rise  
the various stages in the life cycle of a c e l l . O riginally, m ost investigations 
w ere concerned with m itosis, since this was the only event in the cycle which 
could be observed m icroscopically . It was only in 1953 that Howard and Pelc 
dem onstrated that DNA synthesis in eukaryotic ce lls  was confined to a d isc re te  
period of the in terphase which they called the DNA synthetic phase (S), 
Consequently, the cell cycle was divided into four phases. G^ , - S - G^ " M, 
where G^ and G^ a re  gaps, S is the period of nuclear DNA synthesis and M 
is  the period of m ito s is .
This was the f ir s t  m ajor step in the evolution of the cell cycle 
concept. The second, no le s s  im portant, was the c lassification  of m am m alian 
ce lls, in relation  to DNA synthesis and m itosis, into th ree  distinct populations:
(1) continuously dividing cells  such as stem  cells of the bone m arrow  and those 
in the cryp ts of the sm all intestine and exponentially-growing cells in cultures;
(2) non-dividing ce lls  exam ples of which a re  ery throcy tes, polym orphonuclear 
■leukocytes and the keratin ised  ce lls  of the epiderm is; and (3) restin g  cells 
which can be induced to divide by an appropriate stim ulus; such types are  
liv er ce lls, which regenera te  a fte r partia l hepatectomy, endom etrial cells 
p r io r  to oestrogen stim ulation, lymphocytes before phytohaemagglutinin 
stim ulation and confluent o r contact-inhibited cultured fib ro b las ts . The cell 
cycle is shown diagram atically  in Figure 1.
. T issues in the animal body can grow by two basic  m echanism s; by 
an increase  in the size of the cells  o r  in the number of c e l ls . The cell cycle 
is  concerned only with the second mechanism  of growth and considering the 
three d istinct cell populations described previously, it may be concluded that 
the cells  of an adult tissue or organ may increase in num ber in a given time 
by one of th ree ways, i . e . , (1) by shortening the length of the cell cycle, (2) by 
increasing  the fractions of ce lls  that go through the cycle and (3) by decreasing 
cell lo s s .
Since neoplasia is, pathologically, one of the m ost im portant aspects 
of growth, the discovery of the cell cycle was, not surprisingly , a breakthrough 
in this a r e a . The concept of the cell cycle has not only furthered  the 
development of a whole new field, the biochem istry of the cell cycle, but it 
has brought about a completely new approach to the fac to rs  that control division 
in m am m alian cells, and to the therapy of can cer.
Questions about the kinetics of cell p ro liferation  a r ise  at many stages 
of an attem pt to study the development of malignant c e lls . Information about 
the onset and cessation  of p ro liferative activity and the phases of the p ro liferative 
cell cycle, makes it possible to com pare the growth of norm al and cancer c e l ls . 
C ertain populations of cells differ in their p ro lifera tive  behaviour. As pointed 
out by G ilbert and Lajtha (1965), the main ch a ra c te r is tic s  of these populations 
a re  governed by the input of cells from  other populations, the production of cells 
within the population and the lo ss  of c e lls . However, ce lls  may divide and 
Increase in number without loss or gain from  other populations, a phenomenon 
known as closed dividing. C ells in tissue cuiture and in early  tumour growth 
a re  exam ples of this .
There a re  several methods for the analysis of the kinetics of cell 
p ro liferation  in norm al and malignant c e lls . Tum our growth can be expressed  
in m athem atical te r m s . In vivo tumour growth m ust be thought of in basic 
te rm s of cell population k inetics. Determ ination of the degree of production 
and the growth c h a rac te ris tic s  of neoplastic cell populations a re  as im portant 
as the analysis of the p ro liferating  cell c y c le .
In in v itro  tissue  culture system s, evaluation of the duration of the
cell cycle based on the tim e taken to double the cell population, usually gives
mean values of 20 - 30 h r .  according to the type of cell and the m edium . The
mean duration of the cell cycle can also be calculated from  m itotic in d ices .
The m ore cells which divide per unit of tim e, the sh o rte r  is  the generation
tim e . The form ula T = log 2”  = 0, 693 fits  b e s t with experim ental resu lts ,e M M
where T = generation time, M = m itotic index, and d = duration of m ito s is .
In 1971, Lipkin published average tim es for each phase of the cell cycle in 
rapidly renewing norm al cell populations . The duration of M is short, ranging 
from  1 - 2  hr; is generally  longer than M, lasting  for 1 - 4 h r . ;  S is about 
7 h r .  in rodent tissu es and approximately 10 - 20 h r .  in human c e lls . The 
g rea te s t variation is found in G^, with estim ated tim es ranging from  a few 
hours to several d ay s . The length of the G^ period is responsible for the 
variations in the duration of the whole cell cycle, the other periods being m ore 
constant.
The concept and terminology of cycling cells  actively moving through 
the cell cycle is well established and documented (Baserga, 1976; P rescott,
1976). M ore confusing a re  the various concepts and the terminology of non­
cycling cells  and their relationship to cycling c e lls . In 1963, Lajtha proposed
that ce lls  can move out of the cycle o r become a rre s te d  for extended periods
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of tim e but s till re ta in  the capability of reactivation . The sam e author in tro ­
duced the concept of whére cells  move out of the cycle from  the 0^  period;
where they can rem ain  indefinitely in a resting  state (as fa r as cell division is 
concerned); and where upon being recalled  by an appropriate stim ulus, they 
exhibit a ch a rac te ris tic  delay before entering S p h ase . In addition, it has been 
shown (Epifanova and Terskikh, 1969; Tobey e t a l . , 1971; and Pederson and 
Gelfant, 1970) that a sm all population of cells can leave the cycle a t the G^ 
s tag e . These cells are  held up o r a rre s ted  in the G^ period, but could en ter 
m itosis imrriediately, in response to an appropriate s tim u lu s .
A much g re a te r  proportion of cells moves out of, and back into, the 
cell cycle from  the G^ period; and for this reason and because of the behaviour 
of norm al and transform ed cells  in culture, G^ and G^ periods have been sub­
divided and analysed by a variety  of schem es. Temin (1971) subdivided G^
into G, , Smith and M arthi (1973) subdivided the cell cycle into an "A 1 a .b , c .
sta te" and "B phase". The "B phase" includes the conventional S  ^ G^ and M 
periods and p a rt of G^; the "A sta te" is located in G^ . However, the "A s ta te ” 
differs from  the G^ concept in that it im plies that ce lls  have a constant 
probability ("transition  probability") of leaving the "A sta te"  and entering the 
"B phase" . Pardee (1974) introduced the concept of a unique fixed restric tio n  
point, "R", located in mid-G^, a c ritica l switching point at which cells  shift 
back and forth  from  cycling to non-cycling states; he proposed that m alignant 
ce lls  have lo s t their R-point co n tro l. Augenlicht and Baserga (1974) in tro ­
duced the concept of "deep-deeper G^ sta tes" , in which they postulate that the 
longer that ce lls  rem ain quiescent, the deeper they go into G^, and the longer the 
p re -rep lica tiv e  phase la s ts  ( i .e . ,  the delay before entering  S after stim ulation). 
P resco tt (1976) favours the idea of "prolonged a r re s t"  within the cell cycle in
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the and in the G^ p erio d s. Finally, Gelfant (1977) described a model with 
four m ajor categories of ce lls: cycling cells, non-cycling G  ^-blocked cells, 
non-cycling G^-blocked cells  and non-cycling G^-blocked c e lls .  These 
rep re sen t the potential p ro lifera ting  pool in cells in culture and in tissues and 
tum ours in v iv o .
M ost tissu es  and cell system s a re  predom inantly composed of cycling 
ce lls  and non-cycling G^-blocked c e lls .  They also contain sm all proportions 
of both G^- and G ^ -blocked c e lls . G^- and G ^-blocked ce lls  en ter S or M 
promptly; G^- blocked cells  en ter S after a delay (release from  the G^ b a r r ie r  
im plies concom itant opening of the G^ block). The degree, the ra te  and the 
point of re lease  of all three categories of non-cycling ce lls  may depend upon 
the stim ulus, on whether ce lls  a re  im m ature, adult o r chronologically aged, 
and upon the p a rticu la r t is s u e .
There a re  several procedures for studying and for detecting cycling 
and non-cycling cells  in vivo and in v itro . Cycling, continuously dividing 
cells, can be identified in a number of w ays.
(1) DNA content p rofiles obtained by Feulgen cytophotom etry o r by flow cyto- 
fluorometxy, reveal 3 c la sses  of cells according to their DNA content :
(a) ce lls  in G^ with a norm al restin g  diploid nuclear DNA content of 2C,
(b) ce lls  in G^ with 4G DNA, and
(c) ce lls  with interm ediate DNA contents between 2C and 4C represen ting  
cells  in the p rocess  of DNA synthesis ( i .e . ,  moving through the S phase of 
the cell cycle).
3(2) Cycling cells  in S incorporate H-thymidine and can be observed as 
labelled nuclei in autoradiographs o r detected by scintillation counting.
(3) Cycling cells  can be seen in m ito s is .
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In general, non-cycling cells can be dem onstrated and distinguished 
from  one another only by experim entally opening the b a r r ie r  and the 
and the G^ blocks in the same tissue by some form  of physical, chem ical o r 
biological stim ulus.
(1) G^-blocked ce lls  a re  a rre s te d  late, in the G^ period and a re
located a t the G^ block (nuclear DNA content, 2C).
(2) G^ blocked ce lls  a re  a rre s te d  in the late G^ period and a re  located
at the G^ block (nuclear DNA content, 4G).
(3) G^-blocked ce lls  a re  a rre s te d  early  in G^ by a G^ b a r r ie r ;  these
ce lls  have 2C nuclear DNA contents and they a re  located a t a distance 
in tim e from  the G^ cell-cycle"block.
M ost of the authors favour the view that transform ed ce lls  a r ise  from  
non-cycling cells  and under certa in  conditions lose their ability to re tu rn  to a 
restin g  sta te  (Temin, 1971; Pardee, 1974; Baltimore, 1974; and Gelfant,
1977). The point in the cell cycle a t which cells r e s t  is  somewhere in G^, 
but not at the border of the S p h a se . P ardee 's  re s tr ic tio n  point "R" and T em in 's 
"G^^" phase a re  located in mid-G^ and are  com parable to G elfant's out-of-cycle
Gq p h ase . In addition, Gelfant suggests that transforrnation can occur in all 
three categories of non-cycling, blocked ce lls .
Since the m am m alian cell cycle revolves round two m ajor events,
DNA synthesis and m itosis, the preparation for both of these p rocesses 
involves an elaborate sequence of biochemical even ts . The changes necessary  
fo r DNA synthesis occur in the p rerep licative (G^) phase and those requ ired  
for m itosis occur in the prem itotic  (G^) p h ase . M acrom olecular biosynthesis 
is  maximal during S and minim al during M. ' The m ain biochem ical events 
which can occur during the various phases of the cell cycle a re  shown in Table 2 ,
p . 28.
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Biochemical studies of the cell cycle usually requ ire  populations which 
a re  "synchronised". The production of these populations in which m ost of 
the cells  a re  a t a s im ila r stage of biochemical development has thus become 
an im portant technique of cell physiology. The usefulness of synchronised 
cu ltu res in the study of the biochem istry of several phases of the cellu lar life 
cycle of m am m alian cells  has been long recognised and num erous methods 
have been developed to produce such c u ltu re s . The ideal synchronisation 
method would be one which is  purely selective and which could be applied to 
a growing population without affecting the growth r a t e . The technique which 
com es c lo sest to these requ irem ents is "m itotic selection", but, unfortunately, 
its  use is  re s tr ic te d  to monolayer c u ltu re s . Many of the physical and 
chem ical blocks presently  available for preparing  synchronised populations 
can cause a state of unbalanced growth and may even prevent p art of the 
population from  carry ing  out subsequent cell cycle o p era tio n s . TTie techniques 
may s till be profitably employed in studies of cell cycle-param eters provided 
that appropriate allowance is  made for non-traversing  populations in data 
in te rp re ta tio n .
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2. Some P raçtical Applications of the Cell Cycle Model
In infectious d iseases, especially  those due to v iru ses , prevention is 
much m ore spectacular than cu re . It may be that prevention will also 
become the method of control of can ce r. Prevention en tails  a knowledge of 
causative facto rs in cancer, i . e . ,  the aetiology of cancer and the m echanism  
of ca rc in o g en esis . This is  one justification for the la rg e  investm ents in 
v ira l oncology, chem ical carcinogenesis and cell b io logy. The cell cycle 
model has already exerted  some influence on carcinogenesis and cancer 
th erap y ,
Although the work presented  in this thesis  is concerned mainly with 
certa in  aspects of v ira l carcinogenesis and the cell cycle, re s tr ic tio n  of the 
discussion to this aspect only would re su lt in an incom plete p ic tu re . Before 
reviewing the relevan t lite ra tu re , therefore, it is proposed to outline briefly  
the influence that the knowledge of the cell cycle has had on the cure of 
c a n c e r .
While re se a rch  into the reciprocal relationship  of the cell cycle and 
carcinogenesis is  still in an early  stage and could be considered a fruitful 
a rea  for future investigation, the knowledge of the cell cycle has already 
made its  im pact on cancer th erap y . From  the very f i r s t  studies on cell 
kinetics, it becam e quickly apparent that both radiotherapy and chemotherapy 
could be made m ore rational if based on the kinetics of the cell cycle and its  
p h ases .
The m ajor goal in cancer chemotherapy is  to lea rn  how to se lect 
drugs, drug levels and in tervals between doses o r cou rses that will kill 
dissem inated cancer cells fa s te r  than they are  being replaced, for long
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enough to reduce the number with p ro liferative integrity  to zero, and without 
ever overdosing the h o st. F ac to rs  which determ ine the ra te  a t which 
neoplastic and norm al ce lls  a re  killed by cytotoxic drugs include the 
p ro liferative state of the cell populations and the tim e such ce lls  a re  exposed 
to effective concentrations of the d rug . This is  true  both for cells growing 
in v itro  and in v ivo . In general, agents which rea c t with DNA have a 
tendency to ren d er cells  non-viable very  quickly and in an exponential 
m anner. However, "anti-m etabolites" which show varying degrees of ce ll- 
cycle-stage specificity, with or without self-lim itation , usually requ ire  
longer periods to render dividing cells  perm anently incapable of pro liferation, 
reg a rd less  of the drug concentration.
One of the m ajor advances in cancer chem otherapy has been the 
application to trea tm en t of humans of anim al-derived data on cellu lar and 
drug kinetics . Selective toxicity of anti-tum our drugs has been dem onstrated 
fo r rapidly growing la rg e  growth fraction tum ours occurring  in patients under 
age 30. Attem pts to im prove chemotherapy of la rge  and sm all growth 
fraction  tum ours by kinetic observations in vivo in humans, have been d is ­
appointing. Recent evidence suggests that the heterogeneity of cells  within 
tum ours has prevented p rec ise  observation of the re la tion  of ce llu lar and drug 
k in e tic s . N evertheless, the availability of xenografts, flow cytom etry and 
tum our m ark ers  p resen ts  an opportunity to isolate subpopulation of tumour 
cells; to ch arac te rise  their ce llu lar and drug kinetics and to co rre la te  these 
with values obtained in v ivo .
The rationale of the radiotherapy of cancer r e s ts  upon two im portant 
observations of ce lls  moving through the cell c y c le . F irs t,  ce lls  in certa in
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phases of the cycle a re  much m ore sensitive to the action of X -ray s than they 
a re  when in o ther p h a se s . Secondly, and even m ore im portantly, ce lls  which 
a re  not in the cell cycle may be m ore re s is ta n t to X -rays than cells  moving 
around the c y c le . If one could synchronise a population of ce lls  and then hit 
them with X -rays, it  might be possible to 'achieve the goal of cancer therapy,
i . e . ,  a m axim al effect on cancer ce lls  with a minimum of damage to norm al 
c e l ls . The problem  here, of course, is  the fact that synchronisation of ce lls, 
while feasible in v itro , has not been accom plished in v iv o . Repeated doses 
of X -rays and subsequent use of certa in  drugs like v incris tine  do increase  the 
degree of synchronisation of a population of tum our ce lls  but not effectively 
enough. In the methodology of synchronising in vivo tum our ce lls, immunology 
may play a r o le .
Non-cycling cells  are  quite re s is ta n t to X -ra y s . It has been proposed 
that these tum our cells  may be the ones that cause the defeat of therapeutic 
m easures, whether chemotherapy or radiotherapy, because they can escape 
both and then s ta r t  tumour growth anew when they re tu rn  to the cycle after the 
cessation  of the therapeutic m easu res . De C asse and Gelfant (1968) have 
shown that tumour ce lls  can be brought back to the cycle by im m unosuppressive 
agents, indicating that immune m echanism s may be responsible for shifting 
tumour cells  to a non-cycling G^ state, and the rem oval or inhibition of these 
m echanism s may make it possible for G^ cells  to switch back to the p ro liferative 
cycling state and s ta r t  tumour growth again . Presently , the combination of 
chem otherapy, radiotherapy and immunology seem s to be the m ost prom ising 
approach to the cu re  of c a n c e r .
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3 . Review of the L ite ra tu re
In in v itro  studies, it  has been found that the production of many 
cellu lar products, including proteins, RNA and new cellu lar DNA is cell-cycle  
re la te d . Various cell surface m ark ers  appear to be p referen tia lly  expressed  
in ce rta in  phases of the cycle, which is, in m ost cases, the p h ase .
There a re  rep o rts  indicating a relationship  between the phase of the 
cell cycle and the ability of carcinogenic agents to effect neoplastic transform ation 
F re i  and Ritchie (1963) have shown that 7, 12-dim ethylbenz (a) anthracene, a 
poly cyclic arom atic hydrocarbon, is  m ore effective in inducing cancer of the 
skin of m ice when applied a t the tim e of day in which the num ber of skin cells 
in DNA synthesis is  at a m axim um .
1-p-D -A rabinofuranosylcytosin (ara-C ) is  a powerful inhibitor of 
DNA synthesis and is  widely used as a chem otherapeutic agent. It has been 
shown that a ra -C  is  capable of causing malignant transform ation  in cultured 
ham ster em bryo cells  and also  in r a t  cells  (Jones e t a l . , 1972; Kouri e t a l .,
1975). M ore recently , Jones e t a l (1977) have repo rted  that the C3H /10Ti 
CL8 line of mouse em bryo cells have been transform ed by the agent and the 
transform ation  was cell cycle, m ore precise ly , S-phase specific . This ceil 
line has been recently  utilised  in several lab o ra to ries  to study the oncogenic 
potential of various other chem otherapeutic ag en ts .
In the field of v ira l carcinogenesis, it has been shown that a close 
relationship  ex ists  between the cell cycle, on the one hand, and, on the other,
(a) v ira l transform ation, (b) v irus induction or activation, (c) v irus infection,
(d) v irus production and (e) v ira l antigen exp ression . These various 
relationships a re  d iscussed  below, in tu rn .
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(a) Todaro and Green (1965) found that when ce lls  in culture were exposed 
to an oncogenic v iru s  such as SV-40, neoplastic transform ation  occurred  only 
when thé ce lls  w ere allowed to divide at lé a s t once afte r exposure to the v iru s .
(b) Human ly mphobl a s to id ce lls  latently infected with the Epstein-B arr 
herpesv irus (EB v irus) contain num erous, apparently com plete copies of the 
rep re sse d  v irus genom e. V irus activation in cultured lymphoblastoid cells 
occurs spontaneously in producer cells, and may be induced in some producer 
and non-producer ce lls  by the incorporation into the DNA of thymidine (dT) 
analogues. Activation of the rep ressed  Epstein-B arr v iru s  in human lympho­
blastoid cells  by halogenated pyrim idines is cell cycle-dependent m that the 
analogue m ust be incorporated into DNA during the early  S-phase to initiate 
the v irus activation sequence (Hampar e t a l . . 1973, 1974a). Replication of 
the resid en t EB v iru s  genome in non-producer cells  also  occurs during the 
S-1 period (Hampar e t a l ., 1974b), suggesting a tem poral relationship  with 
v irus activation.
Drugs other than halogenated pyrim idines have been employed for 
activating rep re sse d  v irus genom es. Inhibitors of protein  synthesis o r media 
deficient in specific am ino-acids, for example, may induce activation of latent 
DNA (Kaplan e t a l ., 1972) or RNA v iruses (Aaronson and Dunn, 1974).
Hampar et a l . , (1976) were able to induce EB v irus activation in synchronised 
non-producer Raji ce lls  with inhibitors of protein synthesis o r with arg in ine- 
deficient m edium .
Activation of SV-40 v iru s by UV irrad ia tion  is cell cycle-dependent, in 
that maximum activation levels a re  observed when ce lls  a re  trea ted  during the 
la te  S-G^ phase (Kaplan e t a l ., 1972).
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Evidence to suggest cpll cycle-dependence fo r drug induced 
activation of type-C RNA v iru ses  has been reported  (G reenberger and 
Aaronson, 1975; Schwartz e t a l 1975).  The thymidine analogue -5- 
bromodeoxyuridine (BrdU) induced the synthesis of a. la ten t type C v irus in 
secondary cu ltu res of norm al ra t  embryo c e lls . The optimal virogenic dose
3of BrdU was 0 .1  mM; when the concentration was reduced to 0 .1  pM H BrdU 
was incorporated predom inantly into the repetitive and in term ediate repetitive 
DNA sequences (Schwartz et a l . . 1975). The same re se a rc h e rs  dem onstrated 
that the 30, 000 m olecular weight group-specific antigen (p30) of F riend mouse 
leukaem ia v irus, was expressed  in synchronised r a t  em bryo cell cu ltures 
trea ted  with 0 .1  pM BrdU. T reatm ent with BrdU during the la te  synthetic (S)
3phase was sufficient for the expression  of the p30 antigen and H-BrdU was 
preferen tially  incorporated into the interm ediate repetitive  DNA of r a t  embryo 
ce lls  during the synthetic phase of the cell cycle (Schwartz et a l . , 1975).
These findings indicate that BrdU-specific effects may stem  from  the 
incorporation of BrdU into a few c ritica l regulatory sequences responsible for 
the control of specialised gene expression in animal c e lls .
In the light of these re su lts , one has to take into account the possibility 
of cell cycle-dependence in attem pts to activate v iru ses by d ru g s . If the drug 
employed inhibits the cell from  traversing  the cycle, activation may not occur 
and one may conclude, erroneously , that the drug in question cannot activate 
v iru s .
(c) T here is  a close relationship between m urine leukaem ia or sarcom a 
v irus infection and the cell cycle (Joshikura, 1968, 1970; Joshikura e t a l . , 
1968). A s im ila r phenomenon has been reported  for Rous sarcom a virus
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(RSV) infection (Bader, 1966a). In both cases, the efficiency of v irus 
infection was a t its  maximum in the DNA synthetic p erio d . It was supposed 
that ce llu la r DNA synthesis is requ ired  for the establishm ent of v irus infection. 
According to Temin (1967), new DNA is requ ired  for the establishm ent of the 
v irus infection, and the "provirus" thus form ed is activated by cell d ivision.
The necessity  of cell division for RSV infection was also  reported  by Bader (1968)
(d) Hobom- Schnegg e t a l (1970) have shown that in synchronised chicken 
em bryo ce lls  infected many hours before m itosis, RSV production did not 
begin before the end of m ito sis . Temin (1967) observed that colchicine in 
concentrations which a r re s t  ce lls  in m itosis, blocks o r delays RSV production. 
He went fu rther, suggesting that cell division is  necessary  for activation of 
any new cellu lar differentiation in v e r te b ra te s .
H um phries et a l ., (1972) have dem onstrated that neither v ira l- 
specific RNA nor avian leukosis v ira l gs antigens a re  produced in stationary 
ce lls  and that, until cell cycle-dependent activation, transcrip tion  of the 
pro  v irus does not o c c u r .
In synchronised chick fibroblasts transform ed by and producing the 
Schmidt-Ruppin s tra in  of RSV, v irus-specific  RNA, v ira l pro te in  synthesis 
and v iru s re lease  occurred  in the early  S and phases of the cell cycle, 
re sp ec tiv e ly . . This would be a second control of v ira l transcrip tion  once the 
transcrip tion  was activated by the initial cell d ivision.
V iruses of the avian sarcom a-leukosis group a re  re leased  from  
synchronised chick ce lls  a fte r m itosis, irresp ec tiv e  of whether the cells  a re  
infected during the f ir s t  gap (G^) period o r during the synthetic phase of the 
cell cycle (Temin, 1967; Hobom-Schnegg, 1970; Leong, 1972). Such a
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co rre la tion  between v iru s  production and a distinct phase of the cell cycle is  
le s s  c le a r  fo r the m urine sarcom a-leukaem ia v iru se s . In 1971, L e rn e r e t al 
reported  that v ira l antigen and budding v irus partic le s  w ere p resen t in mouse 
cells  infected with Moloney leukaem ia v irus, throughout all cellu lar growth 
phases and also in m etaphase a rre s te d  c e l ls . The re le a se  of K irsten mouse 
sarcom a leukaem ia v irus from  synchronised ra t  ce lls  coincided with m itosis, 
according to Panem and K irsten  (1973). Stimulation of stationary  mouse 
fib rob lasts  chronically infected with Moloney leukaem ia v irus to re -e n te r  the 
growth cycle synchronously, was followed by two waves of v iru s re le a se .
The f ir s t  wave occurred  in and the second wave coincided roughly with the 
m itotic period of the following cell cy c le . Ih e  f i r s t  wave of re leased  v irus 
appears to have contained v ira l RNA already p resen t in the re s tin g  cells, 
while the second wave of re leased  v irus p artic le s  c a rr ie d  newly form ed 
v ira l RNA (Paskind e t a l . , 1975).
(e) V irus re lease  and m ajor group-specific antigen expression  has been 
examined in heterologous ra t  cells  chronically producing m urine leukaem ia 
v irus (MuLV) and the K irsten  isolate of m urine sarcom a v iru s . M itosis has 
been shown to be requ ired  for v irus re lease  and the m ajor v ira l protein was 
in highest amounts during the phase of the cell cycle (Panem and Schauf, 
1974).
Infectious M-MuLV production was completely dependent on the f ir s t  
m itosis a fter re lea se  from  synchrony and, in con trast to studies in ra t  cells 
chronically infected with MuLV, it was shown that in a de novo infection of 
synchronised mouse ce lls  with MuLV, the three v ira l p ro te ins examined were 
produced not during the G^ phase of the cycle, but only afte r m itosis 
(F ischinger e t a l . , 1975).
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When the synthesis and cleavage of v irus p rec u rso r  pro teins w ere 
investigated in synchronised mouse ce lls  chronically infected with R auscher 
m urine leukaem ia v iru s  (R-MuLV), synthesis was shown to occur in three 
distinct waves corresponding to the middle S and la te  S-G^ phases of the 
cell c y c le . The G^ wave of v ira l p recu rso r synthesis did not requ ire  new 
v ira l RNA synthesis, while the two la te r  waves w ere apparently dependent 
upon the p resence of newly made v iral RNA (Naso and Brown, 1977), If v iru s  
re lease  occurs around m itosis, these observations a re  consistent with a 
synchronised synthesis of v ira l protein p recu rso rs  p r io r  to m ito s is .
Apparently, not only the induction of v iru ses is  cell cycle-dependent, 
but also the induction of differentiation and the synthesis of specialised p ro d u c ts .
M urine erythroleukaem ia cells (MELC) can be induced to erythroid
differentiation in culture by several agents. D ifferentiation is associated with
the expression of ery thro id  ch a rac te ris tic s  including ^=<and ^  globin mRNA,
globins and haem oglobins. It has been dem onstrated with o ther cell system s
that there is  a differential expression of genes during the cell cycle . Studies
with synchronised cell cu ltu res have shown that ce rta in  genes appear to be
transcribed  p rim arily  in G^, while o thers are  tran scrib ed  throughout the cell
cycle (Prescott, D. M. ,  1976 and Mellx e t a l ., 1977). Gam bari e t a l . , (1978)
examined the relationship  between globin mRNA synthesis, DNA replication
and the phase of the cell cycle in synchronised and induced M ELC.
Accumulation of newly synthesised globin mRNA was f ir s t  detected when cells
w ere in the f i r s t  prolonged G^ phase of the cycle, which follows re lease  of
the ce lls  from  block at the G^/S boundary and p rogression  of cells  through the
f ir s t  S - G^ - M, implying that a round of DNA synthesis is  requ ired  p rio r  to the 
accumulation of globin in M ELC.
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In the la s t few y ears , several cell surface m ark ers  have been detected 
and ch arac te rised  by the application of recently  developed and m ore refined 
immunological techniques. Significantly, the im portance of the tim ely co­
ordination of complex biochem ical events and their re la ted n ess  to the cell 
cycle in the expression of the cell surface m ark ers  is  being recognised .
Evidence fo r the cell cycle-dependent expression  of cell surface 
antigens has been obtained in several studies with synchronised cell cu ltu re s .
An established line of mouse lymphoma, induced by M-MuLV showed 
considerable variations in complement-dependent, antibody-m ediated cytotoxic 
sensitivity to anti-H -2 and anti-M-MuLV s e ra .  These variations were also 
observed when cells  w ere tested  with the same se ra  in an ind irect m em brane 
im m unofluorescence te st (Cikes, 1970a). Experim ents designed to elucidate 
the m echanism  of this phenomenon revealed an inverse corre la tion  between 
growth ra te  and cell volume on the one hand and expression  of surface antigens 
on the o th e r. Quantitative absorption studies showed that the decrease in 
surface antigen concentration was not m erely due to a dilution of antigenic 
recep to rs  on the surface of la rg e r  cells, but to a decrease  in the number of 
antigenic recep to rs  per cell (Cikes, 1970a). This conclusion was substantiated 
in fu rther experim ents (Cikes, 1970b). When the expression  of H -2- and v iru s- 
determ ined surface antigens was monitored during synchronous cell growth, 
the highest proportion of antigen-positive cells was found during the period 
of the cell cycle . Interestingly, the H -2- and v iru s-determ ined  surface 
antigens w ere tem porally co-expressed  (Cikes e t a l ., 1971).
Shipley (1971) synchronised U79-753B-3 Chinese ham ster cells  by 
incubating them with 2 mM hydroxyurea for 3 .5  h r s .  which synchronises cells
a t the G j/S  boundary. The sensitivity of the synchronised cells to complement-
2 1
dependent immune damage has been tested by their .colony-form ing ability 
following exposure to a heterologous an tiserum  and com plem ent. It has been 
found that the cells  in the middle of the S period were maximally re s is ta n t to 
specific immune ly s is .
Pasternak (1971) used zonal centrifugation to synchronise P 815 Y
mouse m astocytom a c e ils . This procedure separates ce lls  according to their
size which, in turn, is dependent on the position of ce lls  within the cell cycle .
The extent of com plem ent-dependent cytolysis in cells harvested from  different
51regions of the gradients was m easured by the C r-re le a se  te s t using a suitable 
dilution of H-2 an tiserum . The cytotoxic sensitivity was high during the early  
period, decreased  progressively  during the G^/S transition , reached its 
low est value in the middle of S, and was res to red  in G ^ .
Changes in the extent of cell surface antigen expression seem  to be 
the m ost convincing explanation to account for the changes in cytotoxic 
sensitivity during the cell c y c le .
Thomas (1971) has studied the expression of blood groups B and H 
activ ities in synchronised mouse mastocytom a cells and in mitogen induced 
mouse lym phocytes. It has been found that these two activ ities behaved 
reciprocally ; during the G^  ^ phase, cells were B- and H+, w hereas in the S 
phase, they were B+ and H- . It has also been shown that B-negative mouse 
lymphocytes, which are  norm ally in G^ phase, acquired B-positive activity 
upon stim ulation with m itogen .
Pellegrino e t a l . , (1972) examined HL-A antigen expression in 
synchronised cu ltu res of long established human cell line (WIL^) derived from  
splenic lymphocytes of a norm al donor. The synchronisation in G^ was
2 2
achieved by growing cells to saturation density . It was found that maximal 
antibody absorptive capacity occurred  in early  S .
Summer e t a l (1973) assayed the expression  of H-2 antigens in 
Ficoll gradient fractions of P 815 Y m astocytoma cells  using com plem ent- 
dependent immune cytolysis, the binding of radiolabelled antibody and the 
inhibition of specific immune cy to lysis . In addition, the fragility  of ce lls  was 
assayed by the ir resis tan ce  to detergents, hypotonicity and freeze-thaw ing. 
Immune cytolysis and cell frag ility  reached m inimal values during the S phase. 
H-2 antigen expression  was highest in the phase of the cell cycle . It was 
concluded that H-2 antigens were synthesised and in serted  into the cell m em brane 
during the G. period and their concentration did not change during the S and G^ 
p e r io d s .
No cell cycle-dependent changes in HL-A antigen expression was found 
in synchronised norm al human lymphoid cell line (WIL^) by examining the 
sensitivity  of these cells  to com plem ent-dependent immune ly sis  (Ferrone e t a l . , 
1973).
The discrepancy between this re su lt and those showing cell cycle-
dependent changes in the expression  of antigens was explained by the fact that
in this study, norm al and not transform ed cells were used . However, Pellegrino
et a l (1972) and Rosenfeld e t a l (1973a, b) have dem onstrated cell cycle-
re la ted  changes in antigen expression on cells derived from  norm al donors.
The findings of Thomas and Phillips (1973) give an additional and m ore plausible
explanation for the above described  d isc rep an c ies . They have found that
dividing lymphoid cells  possess m em brane antigens which a re  not p resen t on
norm al restin g  lym phocytes. Thomas (1974) has also dem onstrated that the
cell surface antigen (i antigen), which is only expressed  in foetal tissues,
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transform ed cell lines and mitogen stim ulated lymphocytes, was recognised by 
an ti-i se ru m . This i antigen is maximally expressed  in human lymphoblastoid 
cell lines during the S and p e r io d s .
The ra t  basophüic leukaem ia cells  have histam ine-containing granules 
and recep to rs  for IgE . It has been observed that the IgE-binding capacity of 
cultured ce lls  varies  quite widely from  culture to cu ltu re . When experim ents 
were undertaken to elucidate this phenomenon, it was found that the variations 
could be accounted for by changes in the number of recep to rs  during the cell 
cycle and the distribution of cells in different phases of the ir cycle in cultures 
a t various stages of grow th. The cells  showed an inverse relationship between 
growth ra te  and expression  of recep to r activity for IgE, active recep to rs  being 
acquired in the G^ phase of the cell cycle . No accum ulation of recep to rs  
occurred  during S suid G^ phases, though the average cell volume in creased . 
During m itosis, recep to rs  w ere simply d istributed to daughter ce lls  (Isersky 
e t a l . , 1975).
O lsen e t a l . , (1976) found that the feline oncornavirus associated  cell 
m em brane antigen (FOCMA) expression  on the feline lymphoblastoid cell line 
FL 74 is  cell cycle-dependent and that the ra te  at which a cell passes through 
the cell cycle determ ines the pattern  and intensity of the fluorescence of the 
cell m em brane. Highest anti-FOCMA titre s  were detected in the G^ phase 
of the cell c y c le .
The use of cell surface m ark ers  to identify subpopulations of lympho­
cytes has received wide application in the evaluation of the ro le  of lymphocytes 
in the immune resp o n se . Thym ic-derived lym phocytes (T cells) may be 
identified by their ability to form  non-immune ro se tte s  with ery throcy tes of
heterologous or, in some cases, homologous sp ec ies . Bursal o r bone marrow-
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derived lym phocytes (B cells) possess  a recep to r for the th ird  component 
of com plem ent and a re  identified by their ability to fo rm  ro se tte s  with an 
erythrocyte-antibody-com plem ent (EAC) com plex.
Krakowka e t a l (1977) examined two continuous lines of lymphoid 
c e lls .  FL74 cells have T cell m ark ers  w hereas canine GT45-S cells  
exp ress  EAC m ark ers  on their su rfaces . They showed that synchronisation 
has a profound effect on the expression of these m ark ers  and, in fact, can 
affect the actual proportion of cells identified as T ce lls, B cells  o r non- 
rosetting  null c e l l s . One hundred per cent of FL74 ce lls  w ere expressing  
the T  cell m ark ers  in the G^ phase of the cell cycle, w hereas 100% binding 
of EAC to CT45-S ce lls  was never observed. Low est percentages of EAC- 
b inding ce lls  w ere found in the G^ phase, highest values being obtained 
during the ce llu lar exponential growth p h ase .
Recently, the phenotypic expression of blood group H and its 
specific gene product '=<>-2-fucosyl tran sfe rase  enzyme (FT) have been 
dem onstrated in HeLa c e lls .  In synchronised ce lls, F T  assay  values were 
found to be m aximal m S and early  G^ phases and m inim al in early  G^ phase. 
It has been suggested that cell cycle-re la ted  enzyme discontinuity may 
explain the previously dem onstrated low tran sfe rase  enzyme values in 
untreated acute leukaem ic cells, where significant proportions of the total 
cell m ass a re  believed to  be non-cycling in G^ o r G^ (Kuhns, 1978).
The re su lts  of studies on cell surface antigen expression  in 
synchronised cell cu ltures obtained in various lab o ra to ries  provide 
convincing evidence for the existence of cell cycle-dependent antigenic 
expression . The m ost likely explanation for some divergent re su lts  is  the
25
use of d ifferent cell lines, heterologous and not p recise ly  defined an tisera , 
and the application of different synchronising techniques.
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TABLE 1
The M ammalian Cell Cycle
Phase Meaning Functional State Duration
F ir s t  gap Stable amount 
of DNA = 2C
Few hours - 
several days
s Synthetic DNA doubles its  
amount = 2C—*-4C
7 hours
Second gap Stable amount 
of DNA = 4C
1 - 4  hours
M M itosis DNA is halved 
= 2 X 2C
1 - 2  hours
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TABLE 2 .
BIOCHEMICAL EVENTS OCCURRING DURING THE VARIOUS PHASES OF THE CELL CYCLE 
Phase
Reformation of polysomes, nucleoli and the nuclear membrane.
Altered membrane function, with increased uptake of amino acids and nucleosides.
Increased cellular Na"^  content and decreased cellular IC+ content.
Restoration of protein synthesis.
Synthesis of specific proteins, non-histone chromosomal proteins and immunoglobulins.
Increase in the specific activity of alkaline phosphatase in isolated plasma m em branes.
Increase in the specific activity of RNA polym erase.
Glycoprotein synthesis.
Increased rate of synthesis and utilisatioa of ATP.
Synthesis of histone messenger RNA 
Complete cessation of histone synthesis.
S Phase
DNA and simultaneous histone synthesis .
Synthesis of non-histone chromosomal proteins.
High rate of protein synthesis.
Increased synthesis of enzymes related to nucleic acid metabolism.
Increased synthesis of glycoproteins.
Continuation of RNA synthesis.
Decrease in alkaline phosphatase activity.
Peak rate of uptake of oxygen.
Micro tubular protein synthesis (in mid-S).
Cg Phase
Decreased protein synthesis, but continuation of non-histone chromosomal protein synthesis. 
Decreased RNA synthesis.
Completion of m icro tubular protein synthesis.
Synthesis of special class of division-related proteins.
^n thesis  of ^ycolipids and lipids.
Decreased uptake of oxygen.
Degradation and disappearance of some enzymes responsible for metabolism of deoxynucleotides, 
e .g .,E ^A  polymerase HI.
Persistence of elevated levels of thymidine kinase, DNA polymerase I and ribonucleotide reductase, 
Cessation of histone synthesis.
M Phase
Markedly reduced rate of protein synthesis.
Complete cessation of histone synthesis.
^n thesis  of non-histone chromosomal proteins continues unabated.
Reduced rate of RNA synthesis.
DNA transcription ceases, with a marked decrease in chromatin template activity.
Reduced ability of ribosomes to incorporate amino acids into proteins.
Changes in cell surface, loss of Ca++, elevated electrophoretic mobility, decreased gelation. Decreased uptake of oxygen.
Disaggregation of polysomes, nucleoli and nuclear envelope.
Chromatin condensation, centriole migration and spindle formation.Decreased activity of RNA polymerase.
^ t h e s i s  of glycolipids and lipids.
Data collated from Baserga, (1968, 1974); Lieberman (1970); Mueller (1971); Tobey et a i . . (1971).
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FIGURE 1. Com partm ents of the Cell Cycle
1 . Continuously dividing, cycling cells  trav ers in g  the
sequence —►G^—►M.
2. Non-dividing ce lls  which leave the cycle perm anently 
afte r M, and will never synthesise DNA.
3 . Resting cells  which leave the cycle transiently:
(a) from  G^, and en ter a restin g  state in G^ or 
in an "extended G^" phase . Following 
appropriate stim ulus they will resum e 
DNA synthesis.
(b) from  G^. and en ter a restin g  state called 
" G ^ -a rre s t" . Following appropriate 
stim ulus they will en ter m ito s is .
T H E  CELL C Y C L E
s t i m u l u s
0 2 ” a r r e s t▼ / ' n o n - d i v i d i n gce l l  d e a t h  ^
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C H A P T E R  ONE
CELL SYNCHRONISATION AND LIFE CYCLE ANALYSIS
CHAPTER ONE: CELL SYNCHRONISATION AND LIFE CYCLE ANALYSIS
1, M aterials and Methods
2 , Synchronising Techniques in General
3 , Life Cycle Analysis in General
4 , Synchronising Techniques Used during the
Course of this Study
5 , Life Cycle A nalysis of FL74, F422 and 
CT45-S Cell Lines
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1 . M aterials  and Methods 
Cells
FL74 is  a pseudodiploid feline lymphoid leukaem ia cell l in e . It was 
estab lished  in a static suspension culture from  a solid in filtra te  of a leukaem ic 
c a t 's  kidney by The hen e t a l (1969).  These cu ltu res a re  infected with, and 
continually produce, the Kawakami- Thehen s tra in  of FeLV, subgroups A, B and 
C (FeLV-ABC/KT), and a re  used as standard ta rg e t ce lls  to detect feline 
leukaem ia antibodies by the ind irec t imm unofluorescence te s t .  The cells 
exp ress  the T-lymphocyte m arker for the feline species (Cockerell e t a l 1976).
F422 is an established cell line growing in suspension isolated 
originally from  a thymic lymphoma of a kitten inoculated with the second passage 
of R ickard s tra in  of FeLV, subgroup A (FeLV -A /R).
CT45-S cells a re  canine thymocytes originally isolated by D r. J. 
M itchell. The cells were derived from  a prim ary  culture of norm al canine 
thymus tissue, but express only the EAC (B cell) surface m a rk e r.
Media
Growth m edium : suspension cultures (FL74, F422, CT45-S) were
maintained in medium consisting of equal proportions of Liebovitz L-15 and 
McCoy's 5A media (Gibco Bio-Cult L td .) supplemented with antibiotics and 15% 
foetal bovine serum  (FES).
Media for synchronising cells:
(1) (a) For thymidine blockage the growth medium described above is  used
with the addition of 2mM thym idine. '
-3(1) (b) R elease medium is the growth medium with the addition of 2 x 10
M deoxycytidine.
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(2) Growth medium was used for the cold treatm ent of cells  at 4°C .
(3) Isoleucine-deprived niedium was p repared  from  Select-Am ine Kit 
Lyophilised (Gibco Bio-Cult L td .)  which contains the amino acids 
individually packaged, vitam ins and balanced sa lt solution, in s te rile  
lyophilised fo rm . The medium was supplemented with 15% dialysed 
iso leucine-free  foetal calf serum  and antib iotics.
Cell culture
C ells w ere grown in stationary suspension cu ltu res in 8 ounce glass 
b o ttle s . They w ere subcultured every three days. C ells were pelleted by low 
speed centrifugation (500 rpm) for 5 minutes and resuspended in fresh  p re ­
w arm ed growth m edium . C ells were generally seeded a t the density of 
5 X 10^ cell per m l .
Chem icals
Chem icals were purchased from  Sigma Company, London, and from  
British Drug Houses (B .D .H .).
3T ritia ted  tliymidine ( H-TdR) was obtained from  the Radiochemical 
C entre, Amer sh am .
3Pulse labelling with H-TdR
Replicate cu ltures of known cell number w ere synchronised by a 
double thymidine block. A fter re lease  from  the block, at two hourly in tervals, 
the re lease  medium was replaced with fresh  re lease  medium containing 0 .2p
3C i/m l H-TdR and cells w ere incubated in it for 30 m inutes. Incorporation 
was term inated  by chilling rapidly to 0 - 4 °C . C ells were centrifuged and 
washed by re  su spending in the sam e volume of cold incom plete medium o r PBS. 
The washed cells  w ere re  suspended in about 20 tim es the ir volume of 10% 
trich lo race tic  acid (TCA) and were kept on ice for a t le a s t 30 m inutes to ex trac t
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the acid-soluble m a te ria ls . The p recip ita tes were drained by filtra tion  
through Whatman G F/C  g lass-fib re  f ilte r  d iscs in serted  into M illipore 3025 
sam pling m anifold. Before rem oval, the filte rs  w ere washed with e thanol.
TTie f il te rs  were dried in a hot a ir  oven and placed in scintillation fluid : 
toluene witli 0,4% 2, 5 diphenyloxazole (PPO) and 0 .04% 1, 4 di-2-(5  phenyl- 
oxazolyl)-benzene (POPOP).
Samples were counted in an Inter technique SL40 scintillation co u n te r.
3DNA synthesis was expressed  as counts p er minute H -T dR /ce ll.
M itotic index (MI) determ ination
0 .5  - 1 m l. of suspension culture was centrifuged for 3 minutes at 
500 rp m . The medium was decanted and the cells w ere resuspended by drop- 
wise addition of 1 - 2 m l . of cold hypotonic buffer (0.002 M phosphate buffer) 
with continuous gentle agitation. C eils were allowed to swell for 2 minutes in 
the case of F422 and CT45-S cells, and for 5 minutes in the case of FL74 cells 
A fter fixation with C arnoy’s fixative (3 p a rts  methanol : 1 p a rt acetic acid) for 
5 m inutes, ce lls  w ere a ir-d r ie d  and stained with G iem sa stain  for 30 m inutes.
500 to 1, 000 cells were scored routinely fo r m itotic fig u res . The 
percen t of nuclei in metaphase was taken as the percen t of cells in m ito s is .
Trypan Blue Exclusion Test
0 .1  m l. of cell suspension and 0.1 m l. of 0.1% Trypan Blue solution 
(in PBS) w ere m ixed. A fter 2 m inutes, a haemocy to m eter was filled with the 
m ixture by a capillary  tube. C ells were counted in the four corner squares, 
and from  the number of live cells  and dead cells (the la tte r  stain blue) the 
viability of the cell culture in percentage could be calcu lated .
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2. Synchronising Techniques in General
Techniques which accum ulate o r se lec t cultured ce lls  in short, 
specific segm ents of the cell cycle a re  extrem ely useful in studies of periodic 
biochem ical events and regulatory m echanism s controlling m acro m olecular 
b iosynthesis. Synchronously growing populations of m am m alian cells  have 
been obtained by two general approaches.
A . The f ir s t  method involves the blocking and accum ulation of cells in 
a p a rticu la r stage of the division cycle, followed by re le a se  of this block..
B. The second method of obtaining synchronously growing populations 
involves selection of a group of cells in or close to a p articu la r stage of the 
cell cycle .
The m ost frequently used synchronising techniques belonging to both 
methods a re  d iscussed below.
A . (1) Technique's for blocking ce lls  in the G^ phase
(a) Low tem perature  treatm ent
In 1959, Newton and Whdy reported that HeLA cells  could be induced
to undergo parasynchronous division by chilling (4°C) for a short period .
They suggested that the effect of chilling is to place all those cells not actually
in m itosis in a state  corresponding to that at the end of telophase.
M iura and Utakoji (1961) proposed tliat only a certa in  population of
cells  is affected by chilling in logarithm ically growing populations. Analysis
of their data reveal that the G ^-cells were affected by the low tem perature
trea tm en t. The ce lls  were delayed and divided only afte r one generation tim e.
In p ractice , if stationary cells  (most of which a re  in the G^ phase) are
subjected to chilling for an appropriate length of tim e, a fte r the re lease  of the
cold block, they will be accum ulated in the phase in much higher percentage 
and will divide synchronously one generation tim e l a t e r .
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(b) Establishm ent of s ta tionary -phase cu ltures by a variety  of means 
T here is  experim ental evidence that stationary cells a re  a rre s te d  in 
the phase of the cell cycle (Tobey and Ley, 1970).
Serum  starvation, isoleucine and glutamine deprivation, contact 
inhibition and growth to high cell densities are  all known to estab lish  stationary 
phase cu ltures, in other words, to block cells  in the G^ phase.
L ittlefield  (1962) reported  partia l synchronisation of L -ce lls  afte r 
diluting stationary-phase suspension cultures with fre sh  medium, but the medium 
components responsible for these observations w ere not determ ined . Mohberg 
and Johnson (1963) showed that isoleucine, glutamine, and leucine w ere the only 
amino acids depleted from  the medium after growth of mouse L -ce lls  had 
ceased in monolayer cu ltu re s . Temin (1971) reported  stim ulation of m ulti­
plication of stationary chicken cells  by the addition of se ru m . Ley and Tobey
(1970) p resented  evidence that components of the growth medium were 
responsible for the induction of DNA synthesis and cell division in G ^-arrested  
cells  independently of addition of fresh  se ru m . Amino acid analysis of spent 
medium revealed that it was completely devoid of isoieucine and addition of 
isoleucine and glutamine to ceils in spent medium brought about synchronous 
cell division without addition of fresh  se ru m . The re  su its p resented  suggest 
that, in the absence of isoleucine, ceiis in S-G^-M continue to tra v e rse  the cell 
cycle and accum ulate in G^, w hereas in glutam ine-deficient medium, m ost cells 
synthesising DNA at the time of tran sfe r to deficient medium, never d iv ide.
E ssentially , all ce lls  in a culture maintained for 20 h r s . in isoleucine- 
deficient medium possess  the G^ DNA content. Experim ental evidence is 
provided by biochem ical m easurem ents of DNA m ass and standard cell cycle 
analysis techniques (Enger and Tobey, 1972). The m echanism s by which iso ­
leucine and glutam ine induce DNA synthesis in ce lls  a rre s te d  in G is not known
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A . (2) Technique for blocking cells in t±ie S-phase: Inhibition of DNA synthesis
The synthesis of DNA in m am m alian cells  is  inhibited by a high con­
centration of thymidine in the medium, apparently by the inhibition of the 
reduction of cytidine diphosphate to deoxycytidine diphosphate (Xeros, 1962).
This effect form s the basis  of a method for the synchronisation of DNA synthesis 
and cell division and is known as the thymidine block (Rueekert, 1960; Xeros,
1962; P etersen  and Anderson, 1964; and Bootsma, 1964). Usually, two con­
secutive additions and rem ovals of an excess of thymidine in medium are  used 
in o rd er to increase  the degree of synchrony. This is  called the double thymidine 
block. According to Petersen  and Anderson (1964) no significant differences in 
the quality of tlie synchrony w ere observed with blocking concentrations of 
thymidine ranging from  2 to 25 mM.
It is  often assum ed that the excess thymidine blocks DNA synthesis 
com pletely and the cells a re  blocked at the G^/S b o rd e r. However, cells  
subjected to the double-thymidine procedure accum ulate in the S phase.
Galavazy and Bootsma (1966), Studzinski and L am bert (1969) and Bo stock et a l ..
(1971) have showed by various techniques, that celis en ter the S phase and 
complete replication of p a rt of their genom e.
The thymidine block is  a useful technique, but in terpretation  of 
re su lts  m ust take into account two points: (1) the thymidine block does not 
accum ulate cells a t the G^/S border and (2), it does not completely inhibit DNA 
sy n th es is . This effect of a double thymidine block gives a plausible explanation 
for the observations that the f ir s t  S + G^ period a fte r re lea se  from  the thymidine 
block is  shortened in com parison with untreated ce lis  (Galavazi and Bootsma,
1966; Studzinski and Lam bert, 1969).
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BL (1) The use of gentle shearing forces to co llect o r  rem ove m itotic cells
The method proposed by T erasim a and T olm ach (1963) is by fa r the 
m ost a ttrac tive  synchronisation procedure for m onolayer c u ltu re s . It is based 
on the fact that cells, when growing in a monolayer culture, a re  tightly bound to 
the g lass during interphase, but become tenuously attached and round up afte r 
they en ter m ito sis . Division occurs w hile in the loosely bound state, and, 
la te r , in early  G^, the daughter cells spread out into the typical in te r  phase 
morphology. During the m itotic period, the cells  can be selectively rem oved 
by gentle washing or shaking.
This method is  reported  (Mitchison, 1971) to in te rfe re  le ss  than otlier 
methods with the biochem ical events in the ce il c y c le . F u rther support for the 
advantages of this method cam e from  Terasim ova e t a l (1966, 1968).
In o rd er to increase-the yield of m itotic ce lls, several m odifications 
of the technique w ere in troduced . A relatively  high m itotic index was obtained 
by Sinclair and Morton (1963) working with Chinese ham ster cells  trea ted  with 
cold trypsin  which caused little  detachm ent of non-dividing cells  from  glassw are 
Robbins and M arcus (1964) dem onstrated the im portance of low calcium  
concentration in the medium; by their method they increased  the yield up to 
95%. Lindahl and Sdrenby (1966) have been able to produce large  quantities of 
m itotic HeLa cells  by the use of a ra th e r com plicated mechanical system . 
M itterm ayer e t a l . . (1968) and Petersen  et a l (1969) found that repeated 
harvesting increased  the yield of m itotic c e l l s . Ooka and Daillie (1974) 
developed a combined method of selective detachm ent following by natural 
gravity  sedim entation and Yamaguchi e t a l ., (1977) designed a special 
cylindrical cu lture flask for the selection of m itotic c e l l s .
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B. (2) Tem porary inhibition of m itosis by colcem ide, with subsequent 
gathering of the inhibited cells
The observation that Chinese ham ster fib rob lasts can be blocked in 
m itosis by colcem id, and that the block can be rev e rsed  by rem oval of this 
agent, provided a means for the synchronisation of la rg e  populations of cells 
(Stubblefield e t a l . ,  1965).
B. (3) Selection of synchronous cell populations by the repeated  addition of 
vinblastine sulphate (VSQ4) to monolayer cu ltures 
The m itotic cell collection method is lim ited by the relatively  sm all 
fraction of cells  which is in m itosis a t  any randomly dividing population. The 
m itotic rem oval method req u ires  frequent rinsing  or shaking of the m onolayer 
c u ltu re s . Pfeiffer and Tolmach (1967) introduced a method for obtaining large, 
synchronous populations which w ere relatively  unperturbed and w ere not con­
tam inated by dead o r damaged o r metabolic ally a lte red  c e lls .
By this technique, randomly growing cultures w ere trea ted  with VS04, 
which caused m etaphase a r r e s t  and blocked the passage of ce lls  through m itosis ,  
Any fraction  of the population could be accumulated in m itosis and subsequently 
washed away, leaving behind cells  in only the la tte r  p a rt of the division c y c le . 
After the rem oval and the second addition of the drug, the position of the 
rem aining cells  in the cell cycle could be sharply defined.
B. (4) Killing of the DNA synthesising cell population by high specific 
activity ^H-TdR
By this method (Whitmore and Gulyas, 1961), high specific activity 
3tr itia  ted thymidine ( H-TdR) was used to kill selectively cells  synthesising DNA 
so as to leave alive only a "window” of ce ils  in the la tte r  p a r t  of the G^ phase
3of the cell cycle . Although the H-TdR method can yield la rge  populations,
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they a re  contam inated with dead o r damaged celis, making m ost biochem ical 
studies im possib le.
The synchronising techniques d iscussed above usually produce only 
one synchronous wave of grow th. In biological situations, variability  in the 
p ro lifera tive  behaviour of the cells  leads to the rounding off of the f ir s t  wave 
and to desynchronisation and decline in size of succeeding w aves. In practice, 
com plete de synchronisation occurs a fter the second o r th ird  wave.
The decay of synchrony is  caused by variations in generation tim es 
among cells as pointed out by Engeiberg (1964), using m athem atical m odels . 
G eneration tim es norm ally differ among cells belonging to the sam e clone and 
even between daughter c e lls . The phase of the cell cycle seem s to be the 
main variab le responsib le for this spread .
Genetic heterogeneity may account for the rap id  reversion  of 
synchronised cultures to random  grow th . The capacity of a population of 
ce lls  to desynchronise may be a fundamental property  of the growing c e l l .
This m echanism  could play a ro le  in survival, and could be considered a 
defence against any insult to which cells  in a certa in  phase of the cell cycle 
w ere susceptible, but to which, ce lls  in other phases w ere relatively  insensitive.
S im ilarly, the degree of synchrony attainable may be an inherent 
property  of the c e l l . Time lapse cinematography of different cell lines, 
notably HeLa and Chinese ham ster ovary cells, revealed  that synchrony in HeLa 
ce lls  with approxim ately 9% variation  in generation tim es (Puck and Steffen,
1963) was superio r to that observed in ham ster cells fo r which the variance was 
about 13% (Anderson and Petersen, 1964).
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3 . Life Cycle Analysis in General
The use of specific radioactive p re cu rso rs  which a re  incorporated 
into DNA. RNA and protein  of the cell, has led to additional advances in cell 
p ro liferative k in e tic s . The m ost widely used p re cu rso r  has been the 
deoxyribonucleoside thymidine (TdR) which is  incorporated specifically into 
the DNA that is  being synthesised a t the tim e of the labelling . The 
incorporation of TdR into DNA has made possible the identification of the 
DNA synthesis phase of the cell cycle, in addition to m ito s is . P rio r to 
incorporation, the thymidine is converted to its  triphosphate derivative which 
is  then incorporated  as monophosphate into DNA together with the phosphates 
of the other th ree deoxyr ibonucleo sides dATP, dGTP and dCTP.
A num ber of theoretical models have been developed and used to 
follow the p ro g ress  of a group of ce lls  through the p ro lifera tive  cycle .
(1) By the standard percen t labelled m itosis method, the duration
of the cell cycle phases can be m easured by pulse labelling the cells with 
3H-TdR and using autoradiography. After cells a re  so labelled, their 
passage through m itosis and the phases of the cell cycle can be followed and 
analysed. This method has been widely used to determ ine cell cycle 
c h a ra c te r is tic s  of tissue culture, animal and human cell types. In o rder to 
use the method, the frequency of m itoses m ust be high, as in bone m arrow , 
skin, intestine and it can be anticipated that a g rea t deal of time will be spent
3in counting H -TdR -labelled m itoses.
In addition, the following methods have also been developed 
to analyse the duration of the cell cycle phases:
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3(2) "Double labelling" of ce lls  with H-TdR followed after a short 
period by labelling with ^^C-TdR (Baserga, 1963).
3(3) "Continuous labelling" with H-TdR (Robinson e t a l . , 1965).
(4) Tim elapse cinematography and autoradiography (Sisken, 1964).
3(5) The combination of H-TdR and colchicine (Puck and Steffen, 1963)
(6) The use of the above methods norm ally takes several d ay s .
Gray e t a l . , (1975) and Gray and Mendelsohn (1975) have reported  a rapid
technique of cell cycle analysis u tilising sequential sampling, electronic 
sorting of S phase cells and liquid scintillation countm g.
(7) Barranco e t a l ., (1977) have recently  published a rapid and
accurate technique which allows the determ ination of cell cycle param eters
within 1 hour of the end of the experim en ts . The procedure involves 
3H-TdR pulse labelling of asynchronous monolayer cu ltu res and liquid 
scintillation counting of sequentially collected m itotic c e lls .
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4 . Synchronisation Techniques Used during the Course of this Study
Throughout this study, lymphoid cell lines (FL74, F422, CT45-S) 
w ere used which w ere growing in suspension cu ltu re . This fact re s tr ic ted  
greatly  the choice of synchronisation procedures and life  cycle analysis 
m ethods. It was decided that three c lasses  of synchrony-induction 
techniques would be used:
(a) rev ers ib le  suppression of DNA synthesis with excess 
thymidine (double thymidine ((TdR) block),
(b) rem oval of an essen tia l component from  the culture 
. medium (isoleucine deprivation) and
(c) low tem peratu re  trea tm en t of cells a t 4^G.
The combination of these synchronisation techniques offered two 
advantages.
F irs tly , it produced a tightly synchronised cell population in both 
the S + + M and the G^ phases of the cycle . As previously described,
the double TdR block a r re s ts  ce lls  at the G^/S bo rder o r in the early  S phase 
After re lease  from  the block, the cells  synchronously tra v e rse  through the 
S 4- G^ + M phases, the duration of which is fairly  constant and during which 
the synchrony is  tight. Due to the variations in the generation time of 
individual ce lls  and to the p resence of a non-traversing  population in the G^ 
phase, ce lls  gradually lose their synchrony. Especially, in the FL74 cell 
line, the G^ phase is very long ranging between 22 - 25 hours; therefore, in 
o rder to be able to examine a m ore tightly synchronised population in the 
phase, isoleucine deprivation and cold treatm ent of ce lls  were applied. 
Although both techniques accumulate ce lls  in the G^ phase, the m echanism s 
responsible for producing synchrony are  d ifferen t. The tim e of the block
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within is not the sam e . Isoieucine deprivation blocks ce llu lar m aturation 
a t the end of G^ (Yen and Pardee, 1978), while cold trea tm en t of cells produces 
a block at the beginning of the G^ phase (Miura and Utakoji, 1961).
Secondly, the re su lts  of the same experim ents using the different 
synchronising methods could be com pared. This, in turn, helped to exclude 
possible artefactual phenomena in data in terpretation  and played a confirm atory 
ro le  in the case of s im ila r r e s u l t s .
The detailed synchronisation procedures a re  p resen ted  in Tables 3,
4 and 5 , p . 48, 49 and 50 respective ly .
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5 . Life Cycle Analysis of the FL74, F422 and CT45-S Cell Lines
Life cycle analysis of the cells  was perform ed to determ ine the 
optimum tim es for nucleoside addition and rem o v al. F or the analysis of the 
various lymphoid cell lines  growing in suspension cu ltu res, the following . 
method was used:
A . D eterm ination of the population doubling time
The tim e it takes for an en tire  culture to double in num ber when all cells 
a re  dividing is  called the population doubling tim e. When all cells a re  dividing 
the cell num ber in creases  exponentially with time, and the average doubling 
tim e of a single cell can be derived from  a plot of the log of cell number versus 
tim e, which will be a s tra ig h t l in e ,
Population doubling tim es were computed from  growth c u rv e s . Viable 
cell counts w ere done daily by the trypan blue exclusion te s t .  The doubling 
tim e was that tim e in which the population increased  by a factor of 2 during the 
logarithm ic growth p h ase .
A lternatively, population doubling tim e was determ ined by the form ula - 
Log N = Log No 4- kt log 2 
where N is the number of cells  a t tim e t. No is the num ber of cells at tim e o, 
and k is the reg ressio n  constant. The population doubling tim e is the recip rocal 
of k . (Hayflick, 1973).
The doubling tim es of the FL74 cell line which has the low est saturation 
densities (1.2 x 10^/m l) ranged between 28 and 32 h o u rs. The mean doubling 
tim e of 30 h r s . was used throughout the ex p erim en ts .
The cell lines F422 and CT45-S have higher saturation  densities, 2 .5  x 
10^/m l and 2 .8  x 10^/m l, and fa s te r  doubling tim es, 20 - 23 h r s .  and 18 - 20 
h r s . re sp ec tiv e ly .
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B, Synchronisation of cells  by a double TdR block
C ells w ere synchronised using standard recom m ended tim es. A 16 h r .  
block was applied twice with an 8 h r .  re lease  period in betw een. The time 
after the re lease  from  the second block will be designated as p o s t-re lease  - 
0 hour (PR -0 hr), and the following tim es as PR - 2 h r, PR - 4 h r .  and so on.
After PR - 0 h r .  the cells  resum ed growth and tra v e rsed  the following 
phases of the cell cycle (S + + M) in a synchronous fashion.
C . D eterm ination of the tim e of m itosis and the degree of synchrony
C ells w ere synchronised and grown in duplicate c u ltu re s . At two hourly 
in tervals, afte r PR - 0 hr, ce lls  were rem oved, trea ted  with hypotonic buffer, 
sedim ented on cover slips by cy to spin, fixed with Carnoy’s fixative and stained 
with Giemsa s ta in . One thousand cells w ere counted for the estim ation of the 
m itotic index.
The m itotic index (MI) of FL74 cells  reached a peak at PR - 8 h r . 22 -
25% of the synchronised ce lls  were in metaphase at that tim e, and a t le a s t 50 - 
60% of the ce lls  passed through m itosis between 7 and 9 h r .  post re le a se .
Both the F422 and CT45-S cell lines have their m itotic peaks at PR - 8 h r .
The duration of the m itotic period can be calculated from  mitotic in d ices .
In a population of dividing cells, the fraction of ce lls  within each period at 
any tim e is  about equal to the fraction of the average cycle time taken up by 
that period . F or example, in an asynchronous log-phase culture of FL74 cells, 
about 3.2% of the cells  a re  in m itosis, so m itosis m ust take about 95 minutes 
for that population which doubles every 30 h r s .
Throughout the experim ents, 1.5 h r was used as a mean value for the 
duration of the m itotic phase of FL74 c e lls .  In CT45-S and F422 cell lines, 
m itosis takes about 1 h r .
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The mean duration of the cell cycle can also be calculated from  mitotic 
in d ices . The m ore cells divide per unit of time, the sh o rte r the generation 
t im e .
Not only can the position of the m itotic phase in the cell cycle be 
calculated, but a t the same tim e, the degree of synchrony can be monitored 
by countmg m itotic in d ices . The higher the percentage of ce lls  in metaphase, 
the b e tte r  the synchrony.
During each experim ent where synchronised ce lls  w ere used, the m itotic 
index" was determ ined m o rder to see the degree of synchrony and the time of 
the m itotic peak. In the la tte r , there were variations, due to the different 
tim es needed for the manipulations of the c e lis .
D . D eterm ination of the DNA synthetic phase
3C ellular DNA synthesis was m easured by the incorporation of H-TdR into 
acid precip itab le m a te r ia l. Replicate cu ltures w ere synchronised by a double 
TdR block. A fter re lease , cells were pulse-labelled  for 30 minutes with
3H-TdR a t 2 h r .  in te rv a ls . C ells were precipitated, p recip ita tes were 
drained, dissolved and counted in a scintillation counter. DNA synthesis was
3expressed  as counts per minute H -TdR /cell (see F ig . 2).
C ellu lar DNA synthesis was maximal at 4 hr a fter re lease  from  the TdR 
b lock .
D eterm ination of the DNA synthetic phase was done only in FL74 cells;
this cell line was used for studies with metabolic inhibitors (see Chapter Five),
and therefore the knowledge of the exact duration of the S phase was c ru c ia l.
F rom  the data of A, B, C and D, the phases of the cell cycle can be
estim ated  as follows :
The phases of the FL74 cell cycle a re :
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S + G ^ / M / G ^ = 7 . 5  + 1 .54-21  = 30 h r .
The phases of the F422 cell cycle a re  :
S + G ^ / M / G j ^  = 7  + 1 + 11 ==19 h r .
The phases of the CT45~S cell cycle are:
S + G^ /  M /  G^ = 7 + 1 + 13.5 = 21.5 h r .
During the f ir s t  synchronising experim ents, using standard blocking and 
re le a se  tim es, the degree of synchrony was not very high. The life cycle 
analysis of ce lls  revealed  the exact durations of the cell cycle phases whereupon 
a new synchronising time schedule was designed which, in turn, considerably 
im proved the degree of synchrony.
F or exam ple, in the case of the FL74 ce lls, using the values for the m ajor 
segm ents of the life cycle, the following general procedure for inducing synchrony 
in suspension culture was devised.
On the f ir s t  day afte r subculturing, 5 x 10^/ml ce lls  w ere blocked for a 
period equivalent to G^ + M + G^ (24 h r .) by addition of 2 mM of thym idine.
The block was re leased  for a period slightly in excess of the duration of S 
(about 6 h r . ) .  A second block was added for a period of 24 h r .  R elease from  
the second block resu lted  in all the cycling cells  proceeding through S phase as 
a synchronised w ave.
C ultures were afterw ards sampled at in tervals and m itotic indices 
determ ined to a s se s s  the degree and stability of synchrony. R esults a re  shown 
in Table 7 and F ig . 3 ,
As a re su lt of bette r synchrony, at PR - 8 h r, 48% of the FL74 cells  were 
in m etaphase, and between PR - 7 h r . and PR - 9 h r . all the cycling cells went 
through m ito s is .
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TABLE 3
Synchronisation Procedure
Using Double Thymidine Block
Time
(hr)^ Treatm ent
Cell n o ./m l
X 10^
0 H arvest and resuspend logarithm ically
growing cells^  in fre sh  pre-w arm ed
* cgrowth medium containing 2 mM T dR .
5 .0
24 Wash 2 X with pre-w arm ed m edium . 
Resuspend in fresh  pre-w arm ed growth 
medium containing 10 pM dCTP (release 
m edium ).
30 Wash 1 X with p re-w arm ed m edium . 
Resuspend in fre sh  pre-w arm ed growth 
medium containing 2 mM TdR .
54 Wash 2 X with p re-w arm ed m edium . 
Resuspend in fresh  pre-w arm ed re lease  
m edium . This time rep resen ts  zero 
hour after re lease  from  the double 
thymidine block (PR - 0 h r).
The cells  are  in the S p h ase .
5 .0
a This tim e schedule was designed for the F L 74 cell lin e .
b C ells a re  growing logarithm ically during the f ir s t  and
second day after subculturing.
c Abbreviations : thymidine (TdR); deoxycytidine (dCTP)
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TABLE 4
Synchronisation Procedure
Using Cold Block
Time
(hr)
Treatm ent Cell n o ./m l
X 10^
0 H arvest and re  su spend cells  a t the
end of their logarithm ic growth
a o phase in p re-cooled  (4 G) growth
medium and keep a t 4°G..
5 - 5 .5
24 - 30 H arvest and resuspend cells in fre sh  
p re-w arm ed growth medium (37^C). 
This tim e rep resen ts  zero hour a fter 
re lease  from  the cold block (PR - 0 h r) . 
The cells  a re  in the early  phase.
5 - 5 .5
■1
At the end of the th ird  day after subculturing.
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TABLE 5
Synchronisation Procedure
Using Isoieucine Deprivation
Time
(hr)
Treatm ent Cell n o . /m l
X 10^
0 H arvest, wash and resuspend ce lls  at 
the end of their logarithm ic growth 
phase in isoieucine deficient medium, 
supplemented with 15% dialysed iso ­
ieucine free  foetal calf s e ru m .
5 - 5 . 5
24 - 30 H arvest and resuspend cells  in p re -  
w arm ed growth m edium ^.
This tim e rep resen ts  zero hour a fter 
re lease  from  the deficiency block, 
(PR - 0 h r) .
C ells are  in the la te  phase.
5 - 5 .5
The com plete growth medium can be the isoieucine deficient 
medium, but supplemented with isoieucine (0.26 g /l i tre  in 
trip le  d istilled  w ater).
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C H A P T E R  TWO
VIRUS RELEASE AND THE CELL CYCLE
CHAPTER TWO : VIRUS RELEASE AND THE CELL CYCLE
1. General P roperties of Feline Leukaem ia V irus
2 . Review of the L ite ra tu re
3 . M aterials and Methods
4 . Experim ents and R esults
A . M easurem ent of FeLV re lease  from  synchronised 
FL74 cells  by the C81-assay
B. M easurem ent of FeLV re lease  from  synchronised 
FL74 ce lls  by electron m icroscopy
C . FeLV re lease  during logarithm ic cell growth
D . FeLV  re lease  from  synchronised F422 cells
E . FeLV re lease  from  synchronised CT45-S cells
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At the tim e this work was started , there  was little  knowledge of the 
cell cycle-dependence of oncornav iruses, A lth o u ^ , in a few studies, the ciose 
relationship  between the cell cycle and avian oncornavirus re lease  had already 
been indicated, in the m urine system  re su its  were contradictory and alm ost 
no inform ation was available concerning feline ieukaem ia v iru s e s . The purpose 
of this chapter is  to investigate whether FeLV re le a se  is  cell cycle-dependent. 
F irs t, the general p ro p erties  of FeLV will be briefly  d iscussed .
1. General P roperties  of Feline Leukaemia V irus
Feline leukaem ia v irus (FeLV) is a m em ber of the RNA tumour v irus 
group. It was discovered in 1964 (Jarre tt e t a l . , ) and la te r  dem onstrated in 
field cases (Laird e t a l . , 1967). RNA tumour v iru ses  o r oncornaviruses a re  
usually c lassified  on the b asis  of the host species from  which they were 
isolated, and by the type of malignancy that they c a u se .
The leukaem ia and sarcom a v iruses have very s im ila r m orphologies. 
Each virion com prises a nucleoid containing the RNA genome associated  with 
protein, enclosed in a lipid-containing m em brane, calied  the envelope. 
O ncornaviruses rep licate  without killing the host cell, vdiich continues to 
multiply afte r infection. In thin sections of infected ce lls  in the EM, progeny 
v irus can be seen budding from  the cell su rfac e .
Frequently, sarcom a and leukaem ia v iruses a re  collectively 
described as "C-type p a r tic le s" . This term  and two o thers, "A-type 
p a rtic le s"  and "B-type p a rtic le s"  were coined by Bernhard In 1958 to distinguish 
the different so rts  of tumour v irus partic les  he had observed in thin sections 
in the EM.
C-type p a rtic le s  have a centrally  placed and spherical nucleoid 
and they can be seen budding or found e x trac e llu la riy .
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B-type p artic le s  have an excentric nucleoid, they a re  
vacuolar o r ex trace llu lar (mouse m am m ary tum our v iru s ) ,
A-type p artic le s  can be found only in tracellu larly  and they 
a re  often located in the a rea  of the Golgi a p p a ra tu s .
FeLV appears in two struc tu ra l ‘form s in the e lectron  m icroscope.
(1) The so-called  "im m ature" o r type-1 virions a re  c ircu la r  and have three 
concentric e lectron-dense la y e r s . The outer m em brane or envelope has a 
d iam eter of 100 - 120 nm and the interm ediate s tru c tu re  and the dense inner 
core or nucleoid have a diam eter of 80 - 90 nm and 50 - 65 nm resp ec tiv e ly . 
Budding and im m ature FeLV p artic le s  have surface projections, "spikes" on the 
outer surface of their outer m em brane, but these a re  not nearly  as prom inent 
as those seen on avian v irio n s . The im m ature or type-1 virions are  usually 
seen near the cell surface, very  often next to the budding form s .
(2) In the "m ature" o r type-2 v irus p artic les, no in term ediate m em brane can 
be seen . The p a rtic le s  very often have a cuboidal shape and generally tend to 
vary in shape and size . Spikes mostly disappear, although interm ediate 
s tru c tu res, that is, type-2 p artic le s  with spikes, can also be frequently 
observed. M ature p artic le s  can be found in any position, often in te r  cell ularly 
in c lu m p s.
In the m urine leukaem ia virus system , the m aturation p rocess has 
been attributed to cleavage of a p recu rso r polypeptide in the re leased  virion 
(Yo shin aka and Luf tig, 1977).
There is no doubt that the im m ature type converts into a m ature one, 
but the re la tive  infectivity of the two types has not yet been estab lished . 
N evertheless, there is evidence to suggest that the type-1 p a rtic les  may be the
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m ore infectious ones. Smith (1974) found that.rapidly harvested  v irus is m ore 
infectious, with an optimum of 20 m inutes for RSV. FL74 cells  produce a 
la rge  number of budding and type-2 partic les, but type-1 p a rtic le s  a re  extrem ely 
ra re ly  seen . This finding indicates that the conversion from  type-1 to type-2 
p a rtic le s  m ust be a very rapid  p rocess, and the low infectivity ra te  of the F L 74 
v iru s may be partly  due to the lack of the m ore infectious type-1 p a r tic le s .
These observations with FL74 cells  were made during the course of the various 
experim ents presented  in this th e s is . Budding, type-1 and type-2 FeLV can be 
seen in F ig . 2.
The genome of FeLV is  a single stranded, rapidly sedimenting 70S RNA 
m olecule (Jarre tt e t a l . . 1971), which d issociates on heating into sm aller 353 
sub-un its. FeLV, like all oncornaviruses, possesses  the RNA -dependent 
DNA polym erase or re v e rse  tran scrip tase  enzyme by which the v ira l genetic 
inform ation is converted into double stranded c ircu la r  DNA (p ro v iru s). The 
v iruses rep licate  via this p rov irus, which en ters  into a stable genetic re la tio n ­
ship with the host cell chrom osom es.
The genome of the oncornaviruses is coding for four genetic functions.
(1) gag for the group-specific antigens or in ternal v ira l polypeptides,.
(2) pol for the rev e rse  transcrip tase ,
(3) env for the envelope glycoprotein, and
(4) one o r s rc  for a cell transform ation p ro te in .
FeLV has no one coding potential. The one o r s rc  gene is  expressed  
in the m am m alian sarcom a v iru ses , m ost of which appear to be defective 
mainly due to the loss of the env function. ' Sarcoma v iru ses  requ ire  the 
presence of helper v iruses to provide m issing replicative functions. The 
helper v iru s is usually a leukaem ia v iru s ,
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By in v itro  translation  of v ira l RNA, the gene products of RNA tumour 
v iru ses  have been established (Von der Helm and Duesberg, 1975; K err e t a l . . 
1976; S^den e t a l .. 1976). FeLV has four s truc tu ra l pro te ins : plO, p l2 , p l5  
and p30, which are  coded by the gag-gene and are  derived from  a common 
p recu rso r (Okasinski and V elicer, 1977). The glycoprotein gp70 is coded b^  ^
the env-gene.
plO is  a basic protein; it is found in the v ira l core and is strongly 
associated with the v ira l RNA. It has group-specific antigenic determ inants 
and is  poorly an tigen ic .
p i 2 is  an acidic molecule located in the v ira l c o re . MuLV p l2  c a r r ie s  
type-specific determ inan ts.
p l5  is, like p30, close to neutral in overall charg e . Its exact location 
in FeLV has not yet been estab lished . It is not associated  with the core and is 
not expressed  on the envelope of the v ir io n . It may be involved with the 
hexagonal shell which possibly constitutes the in term ediate m em brane in the EM. 
p l5  is the subgroup-specific antigen for R-MuLV, and c a r r ie s  the FMR (Friend, 
Moloney, R auscher MuLV) cell surface antigen (Friedm an e t a l ., 1974).
p30 is  the m ajor s truc tu ra l protein of the v ira l c o re . It has group, 
type and in ter species antigenic determ inants. It is not expressed  on the surface 
of the v ir io n .
gp70 is the only glycoprotein of FeLV estab lished  so fa r (Bolognesi 
a l ., 1974). Antibodies to gp70 are  v iru s-neu tra lis ing  and mostly subgroup- 
specific and they generally  correspond with the c lassification  of FeLV into 
subgroup A, B and G indicated by in terference te s t .  This is  the recep to r for 
cell infection. FeLV-A s tra in s  grow only in feline ce lls, while FeLV-B and C
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have a wider host range (Jarre tt e t a l 1978).  FeLV-A is p resen t in all known 
Isolates, half of the iso lates contain FeLV-B and only 1% of the iso la tes contain 
FeLV-C as FeLV-AC or FeLV-ABC (Jarre tt e t a l ., 1978).
A fter the transcrip tion  of the provirus and the translation  of the v ira l 
polypeptides, the v ira l RNA, v ira l proteins and glycoprotein assem ble a t the 
cell m em brane. Newly form ed virions a re  re leased  by budding at the cell 
surface where they acquire an envelope containing cell m em brane com ponents.
In this way, an infected cell can be transform ed and may continue to p ro lifera te  
while re leasin g  v irus progeny .
Due to the fact that oncornaviruses rep lica te  in cells without causing 
any cytopathic change, rapid detection of the v iru s in cell culture req u ires  
ind irec t m ethods. There a re  several methods to isolate and assay FeLV,
3e . g ,  labelling with H -uridine; density gradient centrifugation (FeLV bands at
-3the density of 1.16 g .m  in sucrose); electron  m icroscopy of cultures; 
complement fixation test; fluorescent te st for group-specific  antigen: im muno­
diffusion; in terference test; re v e rse  tran scrip tase  assay; rad io-im m unoassay . 
FeLV is frequently assayed on sarcom a-positive, leukaem ia-negative C81 cells 
by focus inducing ac tiv ity .
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2. Review of the L ite ra tu re
O ncornavirus production proceeds through a DNA "prov irus" in te r­
m ediate and is  closely dependent on norm al ce llu lar functions (Temin, 1971),
In the avian oncornavirus system , the close relationship  between the cell cycle 
and v irus re le a se  has been estab lished . It has been found that v irus production 
and v irus re le a se  a re  completely dependent on the ability of the infected cell 
to tra v e rse  through the cell cycle, that is , to synthétisé new DNA and to 
complete m ito sis .
Temin (1967) ca rried  out a se rie s  of experim ents with partia lly  
synchronised phase chicken em bryo fibroblasts which w ere grown in serum - 
depleted m edium . To im prove the degree of synchrony, ce lls  were treated  
with 2.5 mM thymidine a t the tim e of subculture. C ells w ere exposed to RSV 
at d ifferent stages of the cell cycle in the presence o r absence of inhibitors of 
m itosis and DNA syn thesis. One of the findings was that circum stances which 
prevented o r in terfered  with m itosis im m ediately afte r exposure to v irus also 
prevented v iru s  production. It was concluded that m itosis a fter infection 
might be re la ted  to activation of.virus-production and that v irus production was 
synchronised by m ito sis . No attem pt was made to define the specific events 
necessary  for v irus production in or a fter m itosis (e .g ., lo ss  of polysomes and 
decrease  of protein  synthesis during m itosis; form ation of the new in te r phase 
nucleus, o r  entrance into the m etabolically active period).
The re su lts  of Hobom-Schnegg e t a l ., (1970) confirm ed Tem in 's 
findings. They dem onstrated, using partia lly  synchronised chick embryo cells, 
that RSV production s ta r ts  a t the sam e point in the cell cycle (after m itosis) 
and a t the sam e ra te  whether ce lls  were infected in the G^ phase or in the S 
phase of the cell cyc le . Leong e t a l ., (1972) found, using RSV infected chick
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fib rob lasts synchronised by exposure to seru m -free  medium, that not only v irus 
re lease , which occurred  in thé Gj, phase, but also the synthesis of the v iru s - 
specific RNA and of the v ira l proteins w ere cell cycle-dependent. The la tte r  
two occurred  in the S phase of the cy c le . In all the experim ents described 
above, RSV was assayed by focus form ation in tissue c u ltu re . When stationary 
chick fib rob lasts w ere infected with RSV, they rem ained infected for a t lea s t 
5 days, but they did not re lease  infectious v irus o r become transform ed until 
a fte r cell d ivision. The stationary cells  did not contain group-specific antigens 
or v ira l RNA detectable by hybridisation (Humphries and Temin, 1972).
The finding that in synchronised avian ce lls, m itosis was requ ired  not 
only for v iru s  production, but also for the appearance of v iru s-specific  RNA and 
for the form ation of group-specific antigens, is  suggesting that the newly form ed 
virion RNA also serves as a mRNA; accordingly, no v ira l protein is made 
p rio r  to m itosis unless some w ere made from  the input v iru s RNA as "early" 
p ro te in s .
In the m urine oncornavirus system , the co rre la tion  between virus 
re lease  and a d istinct phase of the cell cycle, has not been uniformly established 
Originally, L e rn er e t a l . , (1971) reported  that v ira l antigen and budding v irus 
p a rtic le s  were p resen t in mouse cells infected with Moloney leukaem ia v irus 
throughout the cell cycle . In 1973, Panem and K irsten  examined the re lease  of 
the K irsten mouse leukaem ia v irus and the K irsten mouse sarcom a-leukaem ia 
v irus from  synchronised r a t  c e lls . The chronically infected cells  were 
synchronised by a double thymidine block and v irus re le a se  was m onitored by 
focus form ing and focus inducing a s sa y s . ' It was found that v irus re lease  
coincided with m ito s is .
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The dependence of Moloney m urine leukaem ia v irus production on cell 
growth has been repo rted  by Pas kind et a l (1975).  Infected cells  were made 
stationary  by serum  starvation . Stimulation of the cells  to re -e n te r  the gco^vth 
cycle synchronously, was followed by two waves of v irus r e le a s e . The f ir s t  
wave was in the middle of the phase and the second roughly coincided with 
the m itotic phase of the following c y c le . The f ir s t  wave of re leased  virus 
appears to have contained v ira l RNA already p resen t in the resting  cells, while 
the second wave of v irus ca rried  newly form ed v iral RNA. Virus re lea se  was 
m onitored by re v e rse  tran sc rip tase  and XC plaque a s sa y s . The analysis of 
th e ir re su lts  obtained by using metabolic inhibitors suggested that v irus 
production is  controlled in a complex way by cell cycle-dependent RNA and 
pro tein  syn thesis.
F ischinger e t a l . , (1975) examined the f i r s t  cycle of infection (de novo 
infection) of Moloney MuLV in synchronised, cloned 3T3 FL c e l ls . The eclipse 
period of v iru s could be varied  a t will in synchronised c e lls . V irus was 
assayed on S + L - mouse cells  by focus inducing activ ity . Infectious v irus 
production was com pletely dependent on the f ir s t  m itosis a fte r re lease  from  the 
synchrony inducing b lock .
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3 . M aterials and Methods 
C ells
FL74, F422 and CT45-S ce lls  a re  described  in Chapter One.
FEA a re  feline embryo cells (Jarre tt e t a l . , 1973).
C81 is  a relatively  fla t sub cl one of the cloned 8C cat cell l in e . The 
8C line is  derived from  the Crandell feline kidney cell line (CCC) and transform ed 
by a single h it Moloney-MSV infection. The cells  w ere obtained from  D r. P .J . 
F isch in g e r.
Media and cell culture
The medium and the culturing of the suspension cultures are  described 
in Chapter O ne.
M onolayer cu ltu res (FEA, C81) w ere m aintained in E agle 's  minimal 
essen tia l medium (MEM) - Glasgow modification (McPherson and Stoker, 1962) 
which was p repared  a t the Institute of Virology, U niversity of Glasgow. The 
medium was supplemented with 10% foetal bovine serum  (FBS) (Gibco Bio-Cult 
L td .) and called EFC 10 m edium .
Monolayer cells were grown in 8 ounce g lass  bottles o r in 2.5 li tre  
ro tating  g lass b o ttles. Cells were subcultured after reaching confluence.
The culture fluid was decanted and the cells were rem oved from  the g lass by 
washing f ir s t  with versene, then with a m ixture of versene and trypsin (20 : 2). 
C ells were resuspended in fresh  EFC 10 medium and tran sfe rred  to new bottles, 
which w ere flushed with 5% carbon dioxide in a ir  before sealing .
V irus assays
A . FeLV assay  on S+ L - cells  by focus inducing activity
(a) P reparation of sam ples
Sam ples w ere taken from  logarithm ically  and synchronously growing
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c e lls .  In the fo rm er case, unconcentrated, spent tissue culture fluids were 
collected on the f irs t,  second and th ird  day afte r subculturing the c e lls . In 
the la tte r  case, a fter re lease  from  the synchrony inducing block, at 2-hourly 
in tervals, tissue culture fluids of duplicate cu ltures w ere rep laced  with fresh , 
p re-w arm ed  growth medium and after 2 hours the medium was collected .
In both cases, sam ples w ere f ir s t  centrifuged at low speed followed 
by clarification  (10, 000 r  .p .m . for 10 minutes a t 4^C) o r filtra tion  through 
0.45 pm MUlipore f il te r s .  Subsequently, they were sto red  a t -70*^C.
(b) Assay of sam ples
Samples w ere assayed on the sarcom a-positive leukaem ia-negative
C81 cell line according to the method of F ischinger et a l ., (1974). A fter the
addition of a la rg e  amount of FeLV, the C81 cell lay er rounds up completely,
but at higher dilutions of the v irus, d iscre te  focal lesions can be seen and the
rounded, loosely attached cells  in their centre can easily  be rem oved by washing.
The C81 assay was perform ed as follows :- 
7 6The m ixture of 3 x 10 FEA and 3 x 10 C81 cells (10 : 1) was seeded into 5 cm . 
p lastic  p la te s . On the following day, rep licate cu ltures w ere infected with 
0 .5  m l. absorption medium (4pg /m l. polybrene) and 0 .5  m l. of the FeLV- 
containing sam p le . This should be done before the p lates become confluent 
because, for FeLV production, cell m ultiplication is n ec e ssa ry . After 1.5 hours 
incubation, the inoculum was replaced by fresh  EFC 10. The cells were fed 
every second or th ird  day. The f ir s t  foci appeared on days 7 to 10 after 
infection and w ere counted under the m icroscope.
B. Detection of FeLV by electron  m icroscopy (EM ).
(a) P reparation of cells for EM
C ells w ere seeded and grown in suspension cu ltu res a t a density of
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55 X 10 c e ll/m l. When synchronisation was required , rep lica te  cu ltures 
were f ir s t  synchronised by one of the synchronising methods described  in 
Chapter One. At the end of the synchronising procedure, a t 2-hourly 
in tervals, 5 m l . of the cu ltu res were removed, washed and pelleted by 
low -speed centrifugation.
In p relim inary  experim ents, it had been estab lished  that a short 
centrifugation of 2 - 3 minutes at 300 r . p . m .  was the optim al tim e to obtain 
pellets in which the cells  were not too tightly packed and in which the cells 
b est retained  their original surface m orphology. Using this method, the 
observation of the cell morphology and the detection and counting of the 
budding v iral p artic le s  were perform ed without d ifficu lty .
(b) Fixation, dehydration and embedding
Pellets were fixed in a m ixture of paraform aldehyde and glutaraldehyde 
fo r 4 - 6  hours a t 4^C . After fixation, the pelle ts w ere rin sed  twice in 
Cacodyl ate-buffer (0.1 M) and post-fixed for 1 hour in osm ium  tetroxide 
(1% osm ic acid in M illonig’s phosphate buffer, pH 7 .2  - 7 .4 ).
The fixed pelle ts were dehydrated in an ascending se rie s  of 70%, 90%
and 100% alcohol and fu rther dehydrated in propylene ox ide . The dehydrated
pelle ts w ere soaked for 1 hour in a m ixture consisting of equal parts  of
propylene oxide and re s in  (Araldite) and left overnight in a m ixture of 20%
propylene oxide and 80% A ra ld ite . They were tran sfe rred  to gelatine
ocapsules containing A raldite and were allowed to polym erise at 57 C for 
48 h o urs. In this way, six blocks w ere p repared  from  each individual p e lle t.
(c) Cutting and staining of thin sections
Thin sections, approximately 500 A° in thickness, were cut on an
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LKB M ark 3 U ltram icrotom e, using glass and diamond knives, and were 
mounted on copper specimen g rid s  (obtained frpm  Sm ethurst High-Light L td ., 
Bolton, L a n c s .) . The thin sections w ere stained:
(1) with uranyl acetate (Watson, 1958) for 20 m inutes and rinsed  
in (a) concentrated methanol, (b) 50% methanol, twice, (c) 
d istilled  w ater, twice; and dried on f ilte r  p a p e rs .
(2) with lead c itra te  (Reynolds, 1963) for 10 m inutes and rinsed  
in (a) 0 .02  N sodium hydroxide, (b) d istilled  w ater, twice; 
and dried  on f ilte r  p a p e r .
Finally, the sections were examined with an AEI 6B o r AEI 801 
electron  m icroscope at the instrum ental m agnifications of 5,000 - 60,000.
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4. Experim ents and R esults
A . M easurem ent of FeLV re lease  from  synchronised FL74 cells 
by the C81 a s sa y .
Replicate cu ltures of FL74 cells  were synchronised by a double 
thymidine block and the appearance of FeLV in culture fluids was determ ined 
at 2-hourly in tervals after re lease  from  the second TdR block. Unconcentrated, 
spent tissue culture fluids w ere collected and assayed on S + L - c e lls . F rom  
the sam e cultures, ce lls  were p repared  for e lectron  m icroscopy and sam ples 
w ere taken for m itotic index determ ination.
The resu lts  shown in Table 6, p .73 a re  rep resen ting  the mean values 
of three separate ex p erim en ts . V irus re lease  increased  significantly at PR - 
8 h r , ,  reaching a peak a t PR - 10 h r . in the early  phase of the cycle . The 
re lease  of FeLV then decreased  in the la te r  p a rt of the phase indicating 
that the v ira l peak was a function of the cell cycle and not simply a re su lt of 
the repeated  addition of fresh  m edium .
B. M easurem ent of FeLV re lease  from  synchronised FL74 cells by 
electron  m icroscopy
Replicate cu ltu res of F L 74 cells  were synchronised by excess thymidine 
or chilling. At the end of the synchronising protocols and at a range of time 
in tervals, pelle ts were obtained and processed for e lectron  m icroscopy as 
described  in the M ateria ls and Methods p art of this C hapter. F rom  the same 
cu ltu res, tissue  culture fluids w ere collected for v irus assay and sam ples 
w ere taken for m itotic index determ ination . Six blocks were made from  each 
sam ple and thin sections w ere cut from  each b lock. One hundred cell p rofiles 
from  each block were examined and the budding C-type p artic le s  were counted.
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The data obtained a re  presented as the num ber of budding C-type 
partic le s  per 100 cell p rofiles, and rep resen t the m ean values of 5 separate  
experim en ts. As shown in F ig . 3 and Table 7 on cells  synchronised by 
TdR, the number of budding p artic les  increased sharply and reached a peak 
a t PR - 10 h r . declining la te r  in the cy c le . The v ira l peak was preceded by 
a peak of DNA synthesis at PR - 4 h r . and by a m itotic peak at PR - 8 h r .
The pattern  of v irus re lease  m easured by EM closely followed the 
pattern  obtained by focus-inducing activity; this is a significant finding and its 
im portance and application will be explained in m ore detail in the D iscussion 
p a rt of this C h ap te r.
Cells synchronised by cold treatm ent accum ulate in the phase of the 
cycle . When FL74 cells were examined by EM after re lease  from  the cold 
block, it was found that the ra te  of v irus re lease  was about the same during 
the following mid- and la te -  G^ phase of the cell c y c le . V irus production 
increased  la te r , reaching a peak a t PR - 34 h r . in the early  G^ phase of the 
cycle (Table 8, p . 75 ). This PR - 34 h r .  is equivalent to the PR - 10 h r . in 
the TdR m ethod. The m itotic indices showed that the synchrony achieved was 
not very high.
N evertheless, by this method, too, a significant v iral peak was 
detected and it was in the same period of the cell cycle (early G^) as that 
found by the TdR synchronising method.
In F ig . 4 an FL74 cell is  shown with num erous budding C-type partic les  
on the cell m em brane. In F ig . 5 the morphology of the cell is  dem onstrated .
C . FeLV re lease  during logarithm ic cell growth
In o rd er to examine the ra te  of virus re lease  during the exponential
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growth phase, tissue  culture fluids and cell pellets w ere obtained on the f irs t, 
second and th ird  days after subculturing the FL74 c e lls .  At the sam e time, 
sam ples w ere taken for m itotic index determ ination. Culture fluids were 
assayed on C81 ce lls  and the pellets were processed  for EM.
The re su lts  rep re sen t the mean values of th ree  separate  experim ents.
As can be seen in Tables 9 and 10, p . 76 & 77, by both assays, v irus re lease  
was highest on the f i r s t  day afte r subculturing the c e l l s . When cells  were 
examined in the EM for m ultiple buds per cell profiles, it was found that m ore 
cells  had multiple buds on their surfaces on the f ir s t  day than on the second 
and th ird  day after subculturing. The number of budding C-type partic les  
ranged between 2 and 16 per cell p ro file . E x tracellu lar groups of v iruses 
w ere located near the budding s ites  and consisted alm ost en tirely  of type-2 
o r in term ediate-type v ira l p a r tic le s . Type-1 p a rtic le s  w ere ra re ly  seen .
F or example, in one sam ple, 300 cell profiles were examined; 64 budding 
p a rtic le s  and large  clumps of type-2 partic les  were found; only 4 type-1 
p a rtic le s  w ere se e n .
Sim ilarly, higher percentages of cells were in m itosis on the f ir s t  
day (3.2%) than on the second and third days (2.2%, 1.0% after subculturing.
D. FeLV re lease  from  synchronised F422 cells
F422 cells  were synchronised by a double thymidine block and by 
chilling. A fter re lease  from  the blocks, at tim e in terva ls, cell pellets were 
obtained and p repared  fo r EM. Samples were taken from  the sam e cu ltu res 
for m itotic index determ ination .
A fter re lease  from  the double thymidine block, F422 cells  were 
examined during the S - - M periods of the cell c y c le . As judged by the
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m itotic indices, the synchrony was tight, i . e .  there was a sharp  m itotic peak 
a t PR - 8 h r .  (Table 11, p .7 8 )!  However, no budding C type p a rtic le s  were 
observed during the above-mentioned time in te rv a ls .
To investigate m ore closely the phase of the cell cycle, F422 
ce lls  w ere synchronised by cold trea tm en t. When the ce lls  were re leased  
from  the cold block and examined by EM, a d istinct v ira l peak was found in 
the mid-G^ phase of the cell cycle . Using this synchronising method, 
budding v ira l p a rtic le s  were found not only during the G^ phase, but also 
during the following S and M p erio d s. This, at f irs t, might appear con tra­
dictory to the findings obtained by the TdR block, where, during S and M, 
no budding p a rtic le s  w ere o b serv ed . However, th is can be explained by the 
fact that the degree of synchrony was not high (the m itotic peak was not sharp 
enough) In other words, in such partia lly  synchronised population, there 
is  always a certa in  group of ce lls  which is out of synchrony and these cells 
re lease  v i ru s .
In F ig . 6 an F422 cell is shown with budding and re leased  v irus 
p artic le s  which have type-1 morphology. Note the uropod morphology which 
is typical of this cell l in e .
E . FeLV re lease  from  synchronised CT45-S cells
CT45-S cells  infected with FeLV subgroup AB w ere synchronised by 
the double thymidine p rocedure . After the cells were re leased  from  the 
synchrony-inducing thymidine block, cell pellets w ere p repared  at time 
in tervals and p rocessed  for EM exam ination. At the sam e time, sam ples 
w ere collected for m itotic index determ ination .
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C ells w ere examined for budding C-type p a rtic le s  during the different 
phases of the cell cycle . As shown in Table 12 ,p79 the degree of synchrony 
was high; a t PR - 8 h r . ,  45% of the cells  were in m etaphase. V irus 
re lease  coincided with m itosis, reaching a peak a t PR - 8 h r . Contrary to 
the observations made on the feline FL74 and F422 ce lls  where no budding 
C-type p a rtic le s  w ere observed on the m em branes of m itotic cells, in these 
heterologous canine cells a la rge  number of budding FeLV p artic le s  were 
seen, not only on the sm aller cells, but also on m itotic c e lls . Contrary 
to the FL74 v irus, a la rge  proportion of the ex trace llu lar partic le s  had the 
type-1 m orphology.
In F ig . 7 CT45-S ce lls  a re  shown with budding C-type p a rtic le s .
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5. D iscussion
To estab lish  the relationship  between a d istinct phase of the cell cycle 
and the re lease  of feline leukaem ia v irus, two feline and one canine lymphoid 
cell lines chronically  infected with FeLV have been investigated after synchron­
isation .
FL74 cells, which express the feline oncornavirus associated cell 
m em brane antigen (FOCMA), were selected for fu rth er experim ents described 
in the following C hapters, and for that reason, they have been examined in the 
g rea te s t possible de ta il.
The re su lts  of the experim ents c learly  indicate that feline oncornavirus 
production is cell cycle-dependent. In this, FeLV is .sim ilar to the avian and 
m urine oncornavirus sy stem s. V irus re lease  occurs in both feline cells  in the 
phase of the cell cycle, although there is some difference between them 
concerning the exact tim e of the v ira l peak in the G^ phase itse lf .
FL74 ce lls  re lease  v irus in the early  p a rt of the G^ phase just after 
m ito sis . There is only a 2 -3 hour gap between the m itotic and the v iral peak. 
Both synchronising techniques produced sim ilar r e su lts .
V irus production in F422 cells occurs in the mid-G^ phase of the cell 
cycle . When F422 cells were synchronised by the double thymidine block, no 
virus was detected in the S - G^ - M periods of the c y c le . Only after 
synchronisation by cold treatm ent after which m ost of the cells were 
accum ulated in the G^ phase, was it possible to detect v irus re le a se .
In the case of both feline cell lines, no budding C-type p artic les  were 
detected on the m em branes of mitotic cells, even after treatm ent with 
vinblastine sulphate o r colchicine, which drugs block cells  in m etaphase.
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In addition to the synchronised cells, exponentially growing FL74 
cells w ere exam ined on the f irs t, second and th ird  days afte r subculturing.
In my hands, FL74 cells  underwent one division and reached saturation 
density on the th ird  day. On the third and fourth days, the m itotic index was 
very lôw . By the re-addition  of fresh  growth medium, a certa in  degree of 
synchrony was induced because m ost of the cells  com pleted m itosis during the 
f ir s t  d a y . The highest m itotic index detected was a t the end of the f ir s t  day, 
and consequently the number of cells doubled on the second d ay . Highest 
v irus ti tre s  and highest num ber of budding C-type p a rtic le s  were found on the 
f ir s t  day. Sim ilarly, m ore cells  had multiple budding p a rtic le s  on their 
m em branes on the f i r s t  day than on the second and th ird  days, which was the 
consequence of the high m itotic ra te  found on the f ir s t  day as v irus re lease  
seem s to be dependent on m itosis .
In CT45-S ce lls, v irus re lease  coincided with the m itotic peak.
When cells were examined in the electron m icroscope, a la rg e  number of 
budding C-type p artic le s  w ere observed on m etaphase ce lls  and on the sm aller 
early  c e lls .  This finding indicates that the dependence of oncornavirus 
production on the cell cycle is m ore complex than previously envisaged . 
Apparently, the tim e sequence varies  in every cell system , especially  so in a 
heterologous host cell which might not exhibit identical tem poral control 
responses for v irus production. This observation made on CT45-S cells is 
very s im ila r to that of Panem and K irsten ’s (1973) who have found that m urine 
leukaem ia v irus production coincided with m itosis in heterologous ra t cells, 
while other investigators (Paskind e t a l . , 1975; F ischinger e t a l . , 1975), using 
mouse cells, have reported  that MuLV re lease  occurs in the G^ phase of the 
cell cycle .
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When the f ir s t  experim ents w ere designed, the obvious choice for the ' 
detection of FeLV re lease  seem ed to be the C 81-assay . Due to the fact that 
FL74 v irus has a low infectivity ra te  and that during the tim e of the experim ents 
frequent contam inations occurred, the re su lts  w ere not always conclusive and 
the experim ents had to be repeated several tim es. Fortunately, from  each 
experim ent, cell pelle ts  were processed  for electron  m icroscopy, and after 
com paring the data obtained by both methods, it becam e c lea r that the EM 
re su lts  w ere s im ila r to those of the C81-assay . Experim ents were repeated 
several tim es to ascerta in  the re liab ility  of the EM m ethod. The resu lts  
appeared to be fairly  s im ilar and always rep ea tab le . My experience over the 
y ea rs  made it possible for me to ca rry  out the EM work without difficulty .
It was therefore  decided that the monitoring of v irus re lea se  in all future 
experim ents would be perform ed by electron  m icroscopy.
As stated above, I was particu larly  in terested  in the relationship 
between v irus re lease  and the cell cycle concerning the FL74 cell lin e . Using 
two assay  system s and applying two different synchronising techniques, it  was 
convincingly established that v irus production was cell cycle-dependent and 
occurred  after the mitotic peak, but the question s till rem ained, which 
p a rticu la r cells were re leasing  m ost of the virus? Although the synchrony 
achieved, especially  with the TdR block, was considerably high, the cell 
population was fa r  from  being completely synchronous. At the tim e (PR - lO hr.) 
when the v ira l peak occurred, there were cells trav ers in g  through m itosis, 
early  cells  ju st em erging from  telophase and even cells belonging to the 
G^ population. As mentioned e a r lie r , m etaphase ce lls, which are  easily  
recognisable by EM, appeared to have no v irus p a r tic le s . Therefore, the 
v irus-producing cells  m ust have belonged to some other sequence of the m itotic
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phase or to the early  o r G^ phase of the cell cy c le . Which phase precise ly  
however, was not possible to determ ine by transm ission  electron  m icroscopy 
a lo n e . The only conclusive observation made during the procedure of 
counting budding C-type partic les  was that the cells re leasin g  m ost v irus 
w ere sm alle r than the r e s t  of the population. This indicated the likelihood of 
their belonging to the early  Gj^  phase.
To estab lish  which p articu la r cells were re leasing  the highest number 
of v irus p artic les, i t  was necessary  to be able morphologically to identify 
Individual cells  o r a group of cells belonging to a d istinct phase of the cell 
c y c le . F or that purpose, techniques were developed and experim ents 
perform ed to study the u ltra s tru c tu re  of synchronised FL74 c e lls . These will 
be d iscussed in the next C hapter.
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TABLE 6
R elease of Infectious V irus from
Synchronised FL74 Cells
Hours 
(post re lease)
F lU /m l.
X 10^
M .I. in
%
2 1.0 0.01
4 1.7 0 .05
6 2 .3 2 .5
8 6 .3 48.0
10 12.3 24.0
12 5 .6 17.0
14 4 .6 1 .4
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TABLE 7 
Detection of FeLV Release 
from  Synchronised FL74 Cells by Two A ssays
Hours 
(post re lease)
F lU /m l.
X 10^
M .I.
in %
Number of buds per 
100 cell profiles
2
(S)
1.0 0.01 20
4 1 .7 0 .05 30
6 2 .3 2 .5 50
8 (M) 6 .3 48.0 100
10 (E -C p 12.3 24.0 140
12 5 .6 17.0 70
14 4 .6 1 .4 40
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TABLE 8
Release of FeLV from  FL74 Cells 
Synchronised by Chilling
Hours 
(post re lease)
N o. of buds/ 
100 cell profiles
M .I.
in%
6 (Mid-G^) 30 1.8
22 (Late-G^) 36 2 .4
26 (S) 75 5 .0
30 (M) 100 20.0
34 (E arly -G p 138 3.2
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TABLE 9
Growth C h arac te ris tics  of FL74 Cells 
In Static Suspension Culture
Time
(days)
No. of 
c e l l ^ m l .
X 1 0 ^
Viability
in %
Saturation
density
Doubling 
time (h r.) F lU /m l. 
X 10
M .I.
in %
mean ± SD
0 5 .0
1 5 .6 86 5 .3 3 ,2
2 10.05 87 1 . 2  X 10 30 1.8 2 .6 2 .2
3 1 2 . 0 80 2 . 0 1 . 0
4 1 2 . 0 75
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TABLE 10
Appearance of Budding G-Type P artic les on FL74 Cells 
During the Exponential Growth Phase
Time
(days)
N o. of buds/ 
100 cell profiles
No. of m ultiple buds/ 
100 cell p rofiles
M .I.
in %
1 40 19 3 .2
2 29 12 2 .2
3 28 11 1.0
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TABLE 11
Release of FeLV from  Synchronised F422 Cells
Synchronisation 
by TdR block
Synchronisation 
by cold block
Hours N o. of buds/ M .I. Hours N o. of buds/ M .I
(post re lease) 100 cell profiles hi % (post re lease) 100 cell profiles in %
2 0 0.01 2 (E -O p 4 1.4
4(S) 0 0.03 4 12 1.6
6 ( C p 0 1.2 8 (M-G^) 36 1.6
8 (M) 0 33.0 10 (L -G p 24 NT
10 (E -O p 2 1.8 16 3 4.0
20 (M) 20 18.0
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TABLE 12
R elease of FeLV from  Synchronised CT45-S Cells
Hours 
(post re lease)
N o. of buds/ 
100 cell profiles
M .I.
m %
2 NT 1.2
4 16 5 .0
6 40 12.0
8 120 (M) 45.0
10 60 12.0
16 24 10.0
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më
FIGURE 2 : Budding, type-1 and type-2 form s of FeLV
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FIGURE 3 ; Release of FeLV from  Synchronised FL74 Cells
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#FIGURE 4 : FL74 cell membrane with numerous budding
C-type partic les at the time of the viral peak
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FIGURE 5 : An FL74 cell with budding and released  Cl type partic les
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FIGURE 6 : F422 cells with budding and released  virus p artic le s .
The cells have uropod morphology which is characteristic  
of this cell line
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tFIGURE 7 : CT45-S cells with budding and released C-type partic les
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C H A P T E R  T H R E E
ULTRASTRUCTURAL STUDIES OF SYNCHRONISED FL74 
CELLS BY TRANSMISSION AND SCANNING ELECTRON MICROSCOPY
CHAPTER THREE : ULTRASTRUCTURAL STUDIES OF
SYNCHRONISED FL74 CELLS BY 
TRANSMISSION AND SCANNING 
ELECTRON MICROSCOPY.
1. The Scanning Electron M icroscope
2 . Review of the L ite ra tu re
3 . M ateria ls and Methods
4 . Experim ents and R esults
5 . D iscussion
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This study of the morphology of synchronised FL74 cells was intended 
to examine another aspect of the changing ch arac te r of these cells through the 
course of th e ir  life cycle . An attem pt was made to re la te  u ltra  s tructu ra l 
changes of ce lls  to known phases in the cell cycle . Until recently, when 
s truc tu ra l inform ation about cells was required , it was gained from  thin sec tio n s , 
F or answ ering many kinds of questions, especially  those concerning internal 
s tructu re , there is  no substitute for this approach. However, for observations 
of the overall form  of ce lls  and particu larly  of the surface morphology of cells, 
the thin section, represen ting  only a small p a r t of the surface, is le ss  than 
adequate . Fortunately, thanks to the im provem ents in scanning electron 
m icroscopy, and in biological specimen preparation  techniques (Porter e t a l ., 
1972; Boyde e t a l ., 1972), the scanning electron  m icroscope (SEM) has become 
a m ost valuable tool for the observation of surface m orphology. Therefore, it 
was decided that, in addition to transm ission  electron  m icroscopy (TEM), 
scanning electron  m icroscopy would be used for a detailed exploration of changes 
in surface morphology and cell shape associated with the cell cy c le ,
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1. The Scanning Electron Microscope
In the scanning electron  m icroscope, the specim en is  irrad ia ted  by a 
finely focused electron  beam . This re lea se s  secondary electrons, back- 
sca tte red  electrons, ch a rac te ris tic  X -rays, and several types of radiation, 
from  a sm all p a r t of the specim en. There a re  two ways in which these signals 
can be used . E ither the beam  rem ains stationary a t a point to give, for example, 
an X -ray  analysis, o r it is scanned in a television r a s te r  to obtain information 
over an a re a .
The inform ation detected varies with the mode of operation of the 
m icroscope. The em issive mode, detecting secondary electrons em itted from  
the specimen surface, is  the one m ost commonly em ployed. The secondary 
electron  image is  very s im ila r in appearance to a light optical image, except 
that there is no colour and both the resolution and the depth of focus are  greatly  
im proved. Because the SEM has a depth of focus several hundred tim es that of 
the light m icroscope, the im ages have a three-dim ensional appearance.
Until recently , m ost SEM studies have been concerned with hard 
specim ens. Biological m ateria ls  presented problem s, e .g . ,  d istortion was 
produced by fixation, w ater rem oval o r drying of the specim en. These 
problem s have to a large  extent, been overcome by freeze-d ry ing  or by 
c ritica l point-drying of suitably fixed m a te r ia l.
C ritica l point-drying which was employed in this study, is a method 
which attem pts to overcom e the damage caused by the passage of a phase 
boundary (liquid/gas o r so lid /gas) through the specim en. The specimen w ater 
is  replaced by acetone; acetone is, in turn, replaced by liquid carbon dioxide 
in a suitable high p re ssu re  apparatus. The apparatus is sealed off and its
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tem perature is  ra ised  above the c ritica l point of CO^ (31^C). The liquid CO^ 
changes to gas without change of volume and without the passage of phase 
boundary. The gaseous CO^ is then allowed to escape ; the specimen is d rie d . 
To prevent the build-up of charge, tlie specimen is coated with gold.
The preparation  of suspended cells  for scanning electron  m icroscopy 
created  an additional problem . In e a r lie r  studies, blood ce lls  were processed  
on metallic, f ilte rs  which led to artific ia l surface changes. However, this 
problem  was overcom e by the method of Mazia e t a l ., (1975) described in the 
M aterials and Methods p a rt of this C hapter.
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2. Review of the L ite ra tu re
The surface morphology of the norm al, m ature lymphocyte has been 
adequately defined by SEM. The surface of the lymphocyte is  covered with 
m icrovilli which a re  randomly d istribu ted . The surface alterations so far 
described  seem  to re su lt from  environmental, functional o r  malignant changes 
ra th e r  than taxonomic differences, although thymocytes have consistently been 
shown to be sm oother than peripheral blood lymphocytes reg a rd less  of 
p reparato ry  methodology, which is known to cause varia tions in the surface of 
the lymphocytes (Polllack e t a l ., 1975).
There a re  relatively  few publications concerning abnorm al lymphocyte 
s ta tes  and /or d iso rd ers  of lymphoid t is s u e s . In chronic lymphatic leukaem ia, 
lymphocytes appear to have fewer m icrovilli than the ir norm al counterparts 
(Cohen e t a l . ,  1976). In acute lymphocytic and o ther leukaem ias, idiosyncratic 
cell form s a re  described (Polliack, 1976). The ha iry -ce ll leukaem ias seem  to 
be m orphologically diagnostic by their "hybrid” monocytoid/lymphoid 
appearance (Roath and Newell, 1976) and so are  the ch a rac te ris tic  cells seen 
circulating in the Sezary syndroma (Golomb e t a l ., 1975).
It has been shown, by using pokeweed mitogen (PWM) and anti-jS^- 
m icroglobulin, that sequential changes occur during the culture period (usually 
72 h r s .) ,  i . e . ,  there is an increase in cell size, uropod form ation takes place, 
m icrovilli which are  well developed in the early  period of the culture gradually 
decrease  and the cells  tend to clump together. There is a certa in  variability  
in the appearance of individual ce lls, which has been explained by the differences 
in the c e lls ' specific responses to the various m itogens. (It should be 
mentioned that the above changes a re  rem in iscen t of those found in the course
of this study on cells  trav ers in g  through the cell cycle, and they might re flec t
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cell cycle-dependent changes ra th e r than specific responses to various m itogens.) 
There is  no inform ation available about cell cycle re la ted  changes in the surface 
morphology of lymphoid cells, although several transform ed cell lines a re  
ob tainab le .
D istinct changes in cell surface morphology have already been 
described  as a function of the cell cycle in synchronised cells grown in mono­
lay e rs  (Porter et_al_^, 1973; Hale e t a l ., 1975). One of the im portant o b se r­
vations made was that transform ed cells, not contact inhibited in the usual 
sense did go through a sequence of phenotypic expression which approached 
that shown by norm al c e lls . Consequently, two questions a r is e .  F irs tly , 
to what extent a re  these changes in surface morphology brought about by 
external influences?; and, secondly, what is the relationship  between surface 
changes and changes in struc tu ra l and biochem ical phenomena within the cell?
As reg ard s the f ir s t  question, Rubin and E verhard  (1973) have 
established that the variations in surface s tructu re  observed during the cell 
cycle are  dependent on d irec t ce ll-to -ce ll contact; ce lls  in cu ltures where there 
is  no in terce llu la r contact move through the cycle without exhibiting any apparent 
surface changes except in m ito sis . Furtherm ore, the cell surface is modulated 
by ce ll-to -ce ll in teractions even in transform ed c e lls .
It has also been shown that changes in morphology can be caused by 
tem perature, osm otic effects, and in v itro  culture conditions (Lin et al . ,  1973; 
Brunk e t  a l ., 1975; W estbrook et a l ., 1975; Amos e t a l ., 1976).
To answ er the second question req u ires  the investigation of several 
p aram eters , such as the ro le  of the cy to skeletal elem ents and levels of cyclic 
nucleotides in the cytoplasm . These factors a re  briefly  d iscussed  below.
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It has been established by a number of observations that cy to skeletal 
elem ents, that is , m icro tubules and m icrofilam ents, play a param ount ro le  in 
the m aintenance of cell shape, locomotion, cytoplasm ic stream ing and move­
m ents o r impedance of movements of certa in  plasm a m em brane com ponents.
M icrotubules a re  la rge  ra th e r rigid tubular s tru c tu re s  with an
outside diam eter of approxim ately 25 nm and an inner core of 15 nm in d iam eter.
They a re  composed of a 55,000 dal tons m olecular weight protein, tubulin, which
asso cia tes  into d im ers and polym ers to form  the m icrotubules (K irschner et a l .,
1974). These s tru c tu res  have been found in the nucleus, the cytoplasm  and
also often in close association with the plasm a m em brane in a variety  of c e l l s .
Cytoplasm ic m icro tubules undergo rapid, rev ers ib le  assem bly and disassem bly
2+and their polym erisation is sensitive to tem perature, Ca concentration, cyclic 
nucleotide concentrations, pH, and p ressu re  (K irschner e t a l ., 1974; K irschner 
and W illiam s, 1974). Several drugs, such as the alkaloids colchicine, colcemid, 
vinblastine sulfate and v incristine, a re  effective in causing depolym erisation of 
m icro tu b u les .
M icrotubules are  often found in association with another c la ss  of 
m em brane-associated  cy to skeletal components, the cytoplasm ic m icrofilam ents.
M icrofilam ents are  thin protein polym ers arranged  in double helical 
filam ents with a diam eter of 6 - 8 nm and a variab le len g th . They occur e ither 
im m ediately beneath the p lasm a m em brane with the m icrofilam ent "bundles" 
penetrating deep into the cell o r  they form  a la ttice  o r network in the cytoplasm . 
M icrofilam ents contain actin and tropomyosin (L azarides, 1975a; 1975b). 
M icrofUament assem blies a re  sensitive to ce llu lar cyclic nucleotide 
concentrations (Willingham and Pastan, 1975), and they can be disrupted to 
varying degrees by a c lass  of mould m etabolites collectively called the cytochalas
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Cyclic AMP (adenosine 3 ';5 '-cyc lic  monophosphate) and cyclic GMP 
(guanosine 3’:5 '-cyclic  monophosphate) have repeatedly been im plicated as 
regu la to rs of cell p ro liferation  (Pardee, 1975, Review). Cyclic AMP is form ed 
from  ATP by adenylate cyclase and destroyed by phosphodiesterase. Adenylate 
cyclase is  localised  a t the plasm a m em brane and has an im portant ro le  in the 
regulation of hormone activity (Robinson e t a i . . 1972).
Cyclic AMP v aries  during the cell cycle (Zeilig e t  a l .. 1972, 1976). 
There is evidence that these fluctuations reflec t d isc re te  periods in the cell 
cycle during which elevated cyclic AMP may enhance o r re ta rd  cell cycle 
p rogression  (Zeiiig e t a l . , 1974, 1976). Zeilig and Goldberg (1977) reported  
that cyclic GMP levels varied  independently and reciprocally  with cyclic AMP 
levels during the cell cycle and that cyclic GMP levels increased  up to tenfold 
at the onset of m ito s is . Normai cells show a decreased  cyclic AMP level 
during m itosis (Burger e t a l . , 1973). Also, agents that stim ulate ceil division 
decrease  the level of cyclic AMP.
T ransform ed cells show lower levels of cyclic AMP than norm al cells 
(Burk, 1968; Otten e t a l ., 1971, 1972). The lowered levels of cyclic AMP in 
the cells  are  considered to induce abnorm al morphology (Johnson e t a l ., 1971: 
Hsie and Puck, 1971), rapid growth (Biirk, 1968; Otten e t a l . . 1971), decreased 
adhesiveness (Johnson and Pastan, 1972) and increased  agglutinability by plant 
lectins (Sheppard, 1971; Sheppard and Lehman, 1972).
The underlying m echanism s responsible for the cell cycle-associated  
fluctuations of cyclic nucleotides a re  not well understood. They might be 
regulated by changes in the activity of their anabolic and catabolic enzym es.
It has been found that both cyclic AMP and GMP phosphodiesterase activity a re  
fluctuating during the cell cycle (Jeter J r .  e t a l 1978).
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It has been dem onstrated that there  is  an inverse relationship between 
growth ra te  and endogenous levels of cyclic AMP in 3T3 mouse and other cell 
lines (Otten e t a l 1971).  Cyclic AMP concentrations increase  during contact 
inhibition, and it  has been suggested that some of the p ro p erties  that a re  
c h a rac te ris tic  of contact inhibition, such as lo ss  of blebs might be mediated 
through cyclic AMP. Electron m icroscopy of dibutyryl cyclic AMP treated  
cells  has revealed  that, in m ost instances, when the form  of the cells becom es 
m ore anisom etric and growth slows or stops, the num ber of m icrotubules 
Increases (Otten e t a l . , 1971, 1972). Cyclic AMP encourages tubulin assem bly 
and consequently m icrotubule form ation, thus no d isassem bled  tubulin will be 
available to facilita te  the changes associated with cell m otility o r with m itosis 
(V asilier e t a l . , 1972; Johnson e t a l 1972).  When cell p ro liferation  is active, 
as  in transform ed cells, cyclic AMP levels a re  low er (Otten, 1971).
The observation that contact between cells  grown in v itro  leads to the 
establishm ent of tight junctions or gap junctions (nexus) (Johnson and Sheridan, 
1971) prom pted P o rter e t a l ., (1973) to suggest the following theory: the 
establishm ent of contact between cells  in itiates a m em brane propagated event 
(excitation) which spreads over the cells involved and activates the adenyl 
cyclase responsib le for the synthesis of cyclic AMP and this, in turn, in itiates 
the m icro tubule assem bly .
It is  widely claim ed that the cell surface plays a c ritica l ro le  in the 
regulation of cell growth, and the number of rep o rts  which link cell surface 
changes to growth control and malignant transform ation is increasing . In 
recen t y ea rs , SEM has been used to study the surface arch itec tu re  of a variety 
of transform ed cells  and to study v irus infection of cultured cells  (Porter and
Fonte, 1973; P orter e t a l 1973, 1974; Vesely and Boyde, 1973; Gonda e t a l . ,
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1976), It has been shown that transform ed and m alignant ce lls  have a 
surface morphology different from  the ir norm al co u n te rp a rts . Changes 
in cell surface morphology have also been observed as a function of the 
cell cycle (Porter e t a l 1973; Hale e t a l 1975), tem perature  (Lin et a l . , 
1973), in te rce llu la r contact (Rubin and E verhart, 1973), osm otic effects 
(Brunk e t  a l . , 1975) and in v itro  culture conditions (Westbrook e t a l ., 1975; 
Amos e t a l . , 1976).
SEM has also been employed in the study of v iru s  infection of 
cells  and to reso lve the morphology of virions on the surface of cells  
(Carteaud e t a l . , 1973; Panem and K irsten, 1975; White and McManus, 1975; 
Fonte and P orter, 1974; Enlander e t a l 1974; Perecko e t a l ., 1973;
Holmes, 1975).
Hale e t a l ., (1975) examined the surface morphology of chick cells  
transform ed by RSV and found a rem arkable resem blance of the transform ed 
cell surface to that of the cell in m ito sis . In both cases, the ce lls  become 
rounded and covered by extensive m icrov illi. Ambros e t a l . , (1975) 
dem onstrated that chick embryo fibroblasts infected with a tem peratu re- 
sensitive m utant of RSV, rounded up and developed surface ruffling during the 
shift to the perm issive  tem perature for transform ation .
Based on tlie findings that transform ed ce lls  and m itotic cells  
display s im ila ritie s  in the binding of lectins to the cell surface and that after 
infection with polyoma v irus, ce llu lar DNA synthesis is requ ired  for the 
appearance of enhanced agglutinability by plant lectins (Eckhard, 1971;
Burger, 1973; Noonah e t a l ., 1973), Burger (1973) suggested a model that 
req u ires  passage through m itosis in o rder for ce lls  to undergo perm anent
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surface a lte ra tio n s . He proposed that the transform ed c e ll 's  surface is  
in a "perm anent m itotic" s ta te . This model was fu rth er supported by the 
observation that both transform ed and mitotic cells have reduced internal 
pools of cyclic AMP (Noonan e t a l 1973).
There a re  certa in  u ltra  struc tu ra l changes which co rre la te  to the 
cell cycle and which can be recognised by transm ission  e lectron  m icroscopy 
a lo n e . These include variations in cell size, changes in nuclear and 
nucleolar morphology and changes in the pattern  of chrom atin o rgan isa tion . 
These can be used as u ltra  s tructu ral m ark ers  to re la te  o ther ch arac te ris tic  
variations obtained by different techniques to the phases of the cell cy c le .
Although cell size per se is  not a good indicator of cell cycle phase, 
re la tive  increase  in cell size within each lym phoblast population is  d irectly  
re la ted  to p rogression  through interphase (Everson e t a l . , 1973). By 
velocity sedim entation, cells can be partly  separated  according to their 
phase of grow th.
It has been indicated that the nucleolus has a m ajor ro le  in regulating 
cell proliferation  (Baserga e t a l . , 1976). The nucleoli of lymphoid and other 
ce lls  undergo many distinct morphological changes that appear to coincide 
with phases of the cell cycle (Gani, 1976; Gonzales and Nardone, 1968; 
Potm esil and Goldfeder, 1977; Potm esil and Smetana, 1969), and cell 
m aturation (Potmesil and Goldfeder, 1972, 1973; Smetana et a l . , 1969). 
Mitogen induced lymphocytic transform ation leads to the enlargem ent of the 
nucleolus and to tlie d ispersion of nucleolar components (Gani, 1976;
Potm esil and Smetana, 1969). In resting  m ature lymphoid ce lls  the nucleolar 
s tru c tu res  a re  sm alle r and m ore segregated (PotmesU and Smetana, 1969;
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Potm esil and Goldfeder, 1977). Nucleolar variations in leukaem ic 
lym phoblasts have been detected by light and transm ission  electron  
m icroscopy (Smetana e t a l . , 1970; Potmesil and Goldfeder, 1972), and 
cell cycle-specific  nuclear and nucleolar changes of human leukaem ic 
lym phoblasts have been described by Parm ley e t a l . , (1977).
It has also been suggested that in interphase, nuclei of cells 
active in division, chrom atin may undergo sequential changes in distribution 
which re la te  to the cell cycle (Milner, 1969; Pederson, 1972; Pederson and 
Robbins, 1972; Rao and Johnson, 1974). According to the hypothesis which 
em erged from  the above studies, the la rg e -sca le  condensation of chrom osom es 
in m itosis is ju st one aspect of a continuous cycle of chrom atin rea rran g em en ts , 
Cyclical in te r  phase chrom atin changes could be im portant in gene transcrip tion , 
nuclear growth, o rdered  chrom osom e replication and preparation  for cell 
d iv ision .
E lectron m icroscopy of transform ed lym phocytes revealed m arked 
disaggregation of condensed chrom atin during S phase (Tokuyasu e t a l . , 1968; 
M ilner, 1969). R esults of several electron m icroscope-autoradiographic
3studies of anim al ce lls, after short labelling of DNA with H-TdR, indicate 
that the sites of p recu rso r incorporation are  in the d ispersed  chrom atin, 
often a t the periphery  of the condensed chrom atin m a s s e s . This is 
p articu larly  so in transform ed lymphocytes (Tokuyasu e t a l . , 1968; M ilner, 
1969). These m icroscopic observations are  consisten t with the concept of 
a cyclic sequence of chrom atin disaggregation, replication and reaggregation 
associated with the cell cy c le .
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3. M aterials and Methods
C ells, cell cu ltures, the synchronising techniques and the preparation 
of ce lls  for transm ission  electron m icroscopy a re  described  in the F ir s t  and 
Second C h ap te rs .
Preparation of cells  fo r scanning electron m icroscopy
(a) A ttachm ent of cells to coverslips
At tim e in tervals, after re lease  from  the synchrony inducing block, 
ce lls  w ere washed in se ru m -free  growth medium or in H ank's balanced sa lt
I I I Isolution (Ca , Mg free ). A lternatively, cells  growing in suspension 
cu ltu res w ere used without washings to avoid the introduction of changes in their 
morphology by the subsequent centrifugations.
The method used for attachm ent of cells was recom m ended by Mazia et 
a l .. (1975). Briefly, round g lass coverslips, about 6 mm in diam eter, were 
soaked in a 0.1% solution of poly-1-lysin  (70, 000 m olecular weight, from  Sigma) 
in double d istilled  w ater for 30 m inutes. The coverslips w ere rinsed  under 
running tap w ater for one hour and kept in d istilled  w ater for a few minutes 
before u se . Small specimen boxes were used as m oist cham bers for cell a ttach­
m ent. A few drops of d istilled  w ater were placed in the bottom of the box. 
C overslips were f ir s t  dipped in serum -free  medium and then placed on the top 
of the sm all stalks in the box. Immediately afterw ards, a drop of the cells  
suspended in medium was placed in the centre of the cover si ip . The box was 
closed and left undisturbed for 30 m inutes, after which tim e the unattached cells 
w ere rinsed  off. The coverslips were tran sfe rred  into individual bijou bottles 
containing fixative. At this step, and during the following procedures as well, 
ca re  was taken to keep the cell-covered  side of the coverslips always facing 
upw ards.
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The principle behind this method is that the polycationic polylysin 
m olecules strongly adsorb to various solid surfaces leaving cationic s ites  free  
which combine with the anionic s ites  on cell su rfaces . The attached cells  a re  
not detached by trea tm en t with fixatives or by fu rther p rocessing  such as 
c ritica l-po in t drying.
(b) Fixation and Dehydration
A fter attachm ent, celis  were fixed for 30 m inutes at room  tem perature 
in 2.5% glu tar aldehyde in Cacodyl ate buffer, pH 7 .2 . The fixative was freshly  
p repared  on every occasion by mixing 2 m l . of 70% glutaraldehyde (Ladd, 
Burlington) with 54 m l . of buffer. After this initial fixation, the sam ples were 
sto red  in the re fr ig e ra to r  overnight. Before dehydration, cells  w ere rinsed  3 
tim es with Cacodylate buffer and postfixed with 1% osm ium  tetroxide for 30 
m inutes. In la te r  experim ents, the post-fixation step was om itted .
Dehydration was perform ed in graded concentrations of acetone 
(30 - 50 - 70 - 90 - 100 - 100%) for 5 minutes each . In a holder, the coverslips. 
always covered with 100% acetone, were quickly tra n sfe rred  to a high p ressu re  
cham ber in which the CO^ c ritica l point was obtained .
The c ritica l-p o in t-d ried  cells, on the coverslips, were stuck into 
aluminium stubs by means of a conductor-silver paint, they w ere coated with a 
thin layer of gold, 10 - 20 nm in thickness, in a Polaron E 5000 SEM diode 
sputter coater and examined in a Philips PSEM 500 scanning electron m icroscope 
a t an accelera ting  voltage of 20 - 30 kV .
A ssessm ent of morphological changes was facilitated  by viewing 
200 - 300 cells  per p reparations on a television m onitor.
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4. • Experim ents and Results
Synchronised populations of F L 74 ce lls  were obtained by using three 
different synchronising methods (double TdR block, cold treatm ent and isoieucine- 
deprivation of ce lls) . A com bination of these methods offered two main 
advantages . F irs tly , it  made it possible to obtain well synchronised populations 
in d ifferent phases (G^ and S + G^ + M) pf the cell cy c le . Secondly, the 
m orphological changes found by using these various techniques could be com pared 
Thus, the methods played a confirm atory role in re lation  to one another.
After synchronisation, a t tim e in tervals, cells  from  the same cu ltu res 
were processed  for transm ission  and scanning electron m icroscopy as described 
in the M aterials and Methods p a rt of the Second and Third C hap ters. At the 
sam e tim e, sam ples were taken for m itotic index determ ination .
Initially, cells  were synchronised by a double thymidine block, after 
which a good synchrony was achieved in the S + G^ + M p h a se s .
In the scanning electron m icroscope, the m ajority  of celis  exhibited 
variations in their surface morphology which were ch a rac te ris tic  of each phase 
of the ceil cycle . These were selected and evaluated. Routinely, 200 - 300 
cells  were examined in each p reparation . F urtherm ore, m easurem ents of the 
cell size were perform ed on scanning electron m icrographs, and variations in 
cell shape w ere noted.
In the transm ission  electron m icroscope, thin sections of cell profiles 
which had no nuclei o r nucleoli were not used for u ltra s tru c tu ra l s tudy . The 
knowledge of the cell surface morphology obtained by SEM helped greatly  to 
in te rp re t many of the observations concerning cell size, cell shape and cell 
surface configurations.
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Several other ch a rac te ris tic s  were evaluated in this study such as 
nuclear shape, nuclear chrom atin distribution, nucleolar position and size, the 
sta te  of the nucleolus-associated chrom atin, and the degree of segregation in the 
components of the nucleo lus.
C ells m orphologically charac terised  and known to belong to a certa in  
period of the cell cycle, w ere also examined for budding C-type p a r t ic le s .
After m itosis, the synchrony gradually deterio ra ted  and the cells 
exhibited g rea t d iversity  in their morphology. In o rd er to examine morphological, 
ch a ra c te r is tic s  in the phase, cells were synchronised by cold treatm ent or 
by isoleucine deprivation. Samples were taken during the G^ phase and also 
during the following S + G^ + M p h a se s .
In addition to the synchronised cells, logarithm ically  growing and 
density inhibited cells  were also examined by scanning and transm ission  
electron  m icroscopy.
The m ajority  of the cells  belonging to a d istinct phase of the cell cycle 
exhibited the same ch arac te ris tic  u ltra s tru c tu ra l variations reg a rd less  of the 
synchronising methods used .
The only difference observed was that celis  synchronised by the double 
TdR method, after m itosis, in the early  G^ phase had an extensively "blebbed” 
surface m orphology. On the other hand, density inhibited cells  and cells 
synchronised in the G^ phase by chilling or isoleucine deprivation were villous 
o r smooth and had no blebs on their su rfa c e s . Only after reaching the next 
m itotic and early-G ^ phase did the cells exhibit the "blebbed" morphology again. 
This is in accordance with the observations made by o thers (Porter e t a l . , 1973; 
Hale e t a l ., 1975) on cells grown in monolayer, that the blebbed morphology of
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early  cells precedes the villous and smooth morphology of density inhibited • 
o r late G^ cells  in the norm al cell cycle p rog ression .
The experim ents were repeated tw ice , The observations on cell 
populations from  both experim ents were essentially  id en tica l.
The observations made in each phase of the cell cycle by transm ission- 
and scanning electron  m icroscopy are  described and dem onstrated below and 
also shown in Table 13, p JL22.
The progression  of the FL74 cell through the cell cycle and the 
associated  morphological changes will be described and dem onstrated in the 
following o rd er : early-G^^; mid - late  G^; early  - S; mid - late  S; G^; 
Prophase - M etaphase - Telophase - C ytokinesis. (No attem pt was made to 
identify cells in Anaphase since its  estim ated duration is only 3 - 5  m inutes.) 
This p articu la r o rd er enables all the morphological changes to be shown at their 
m ost s trik ing .
Changes in Morphology during the Cell Cycle:
E arly -G  ^ Phase
SEM
The cells  were often in the late stages of cytokinesis and were 
associated in p a ir s .  These were the sm allest ce lls  with d iam eters ranging 
between 7.8 - 8 .2  p m .
The surface of the cells  was covered with biebs interm ingled with 
m icrovilli and other sm all p ro jections. The blebs displayed a g rea t variety  
in size, m easuring 0 .5  to 2.0 pm in d iam eter. The sm aller ones might 
rep re sen t the early  stages of the form ation of la rg e r  ones (F igs. 8, 12, 14).
There was a num ber of smooth spheres and elongated, cytoplasm -
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filled bodies in both TEM and SEM preparations, which presum ably rep resen ted  
fragm ents of the cells  that had broken away during m itosis (F ig . 10).
A la rg e  number of budding v irus p a rtic le s  w ere p resen t on the cell 
surface, located preferen tia lly  on the various projections of the cells  (F ig s . 8,
12. 14, 16. 18).
In o rd er to examine the appearance and size of the FL74 v irus, 
initially, purified  FL74 virions, in PBS, w ere placed on poly-1-ly  sin coated 
coverslips, fixed, c ritica l-po in t-d ried , and examined in the SEM. At high 
m agnifications (5 - 10, 000) the virions were easily  reco g n isab le . However, 
they appeared to be slightly sm alle r than in thin sections, which was due to the 
drying p ro c e ss . S im ilar observations were made concerning the size of the 
c e lls .
Very often cells rem ained in p a irs  even la te r  in the phase although 
the ir size increased  and the u ltra s tru c tu re  of their nuclei and nucleoli showed 
the typical mid-G^ ch a rac te ris tic s  (F igs. 12, 13),
Three to four hours after m itosis, m icrov illi became the dominating 
feature of the cell surface . They were fairly  uniform  in diam eter (about 0 .1  pm), 
but varied  greatly  in length. Some appeared to be sm all, stub-like, especially  
when viewed from  the top, while o thers had a considerable length.
TEM
The cytoplasm  of the cells was sm all, containing few o rganelles. The 
nucleus was round, with d ispersed  nuclear chrom atin (euchrom atin). A given 
nuclear profile usually contained one, but som etim es two or three nucleoli.
The components of each nucleolus were distinctly  segregated into 
g ranular component (partic les up to 14 nm in diam eter), dense f ib rilla r  
component or nucleolonema (consisting predom inantly of f ib rils  5 to 8 nm wide),
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and p a rs  am orpha or f ib r illa r  cen tre  (containing le ss  dense, amorphous 
m a te ria ls ) . When the p a rs  amorpha was located in the cen tre  of the 
nucleolus, it appeared to be ring-shaped .
Examination of thin sections revealed that the u ltra s tru c tu re  of 
blebs v a ried . There were basically  two types of b leb s . The f ir s t  type 
was filled with cytoplasm , some of them containing la rge  num bers of poly­
ribosom es, but usually devoid of cytoplasm ic organelles (F igs. 13, 15, 19). 
The second type was empty and had a minimal thickness consisting of two 
plasm a m em branes. These seem ed to be form ed by m em brane assem bly 
and produced by the active Golgi apparatus. Several sm all vesic les were 
p resen t at the base of every such bleb (F ig. 11). The sm alle r ones tended 
to fuse to form  la rg e r  ones. Thus, the cell is apparently easily  able to 
increase  its  surface which might be necessary  for a variety  of reasons, i . e . ,  
growth, nutrition, contact, change in fo rm .
The highest num bers of budding C-type p a rtic le s  w ere seen on these 
early-G ^ ce lls  (F igs. 9, 15, 17).
Mid - Late - Phase
SEM
The diam eter of cells ranged between 8 .2  - 8 .5pm . M icrovilli
seem ed to be the ch a rac te ris tic  cell surface feature during the m id- and la te -
Gj^  phase of the cell cycle, although their num ber and size becam e sm aller in
la te  G  ^ (F ig . 21). By the end of the G^ phase, ce lls  appeared to be smooth
or undulated and free  of blebs and m icrovilli, although a sm all number of
m icrov illi occasionally could be seen . Cells, especially  in stationary
cu ltu res, shed off the ir surface s tru c tu res  com pletely (F ig s . 26, 27).
These "nude" ce lls  then cam e to dominate the population (F ig. 28).
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TEM
The cells  in this phase had la rg e r  cytoplasm  with m ore num erous 
cytoplasm ic organelles than the early  c e lls . The nucleus was round, la te r  
becoming slightly indented (F igs. 22, 24). The cytoplasm  facing the nuclear 
indentation contained the Golgi apparatus, centrio les and many of the cellu lar 
o rganelles (F ig . 24). The nuclear chrom atin was d isp ersed .
The paucity of nucleolus-associated chrom atin was unique to this cell 
type (F ig . 25), The nucleolar components were segregated, sm all foci of p a rs  
amorpha were p re sen t. Small amounts of f ib rilla r  components were often 
adjacent to the foci, but the granular component was the predom inant nucleolar 
constituent (F igs. 22, 23, 24, 25).
E a rly “S Phase
SEM
Imm ediately after re lease  from  the thymidine block, the cell surface 
was smooth or undulated and m icrovilli were alm ost completely absent (F ig. 29). 
Two hours post re lease , cells appeared to have m ore m icrovilli varying in 
length (F ig . 30). The d iam eter of the cells was ranging between 8.5 and 11.2 pm
TEM
The cells contained a m oderate amount of cytoplasm . The nucleus was 
indented. The m ajority of the nuclear chrom atin was d isp ersed . The nucleoli 
were la rge , round and eccen tric  (F ig. 31). The perinucleo lar chrom atin had 
attached again and was intim ately associated with the nucleo li. The nucleoli 
contained a m oderate amount of g ranular and dense f ib r illa r  components 
(F ig . 32).
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Mid - L a te -S Phase
SEM
By this tim e, the ce lls  becam e noticeably la rg e r  than those in the 
phase . The diam eter of the cells rangedi between 1 1 .2 -  J2pm<-|
In the m id- and la te-S  phase, for the f ir s t  tim e, cells showed 
ruffles or lam ellipodia (F igs. 33, 35). Ruffles w ere p resen t on free  edges 
of the c e l l s . In places, where the cell was in contact with another cell, 
generally no ruffle was p re sen t. These ex traord inary  surface s tru c tu res  
w ere thin folds and tended to have minimal thickness consisting of two plasm a 
m em branes and two internally  opposed cytoplasm ic co rtices  (F ig s . 34, 36). 
The vertica l dim ensions of ruffles were highly variab le , in places they 
extended around the cell as fa r  as 8 - 10pm (F ig. 37). Since cells often 
possessed  several ruffles, the la tte r  could com prise a substantial proportion 
of the total cell surface a t any one t im e .
G enerally, the f ir s t  sm all ruffles appeared in the mid-S phase 
(F ig . 33). The num ber and size of these surface s tru c tu ré s  la te r  increased  
(F ig s . 35, 37). In the la te-S  phase, the surface of the cells  became very 
wavy and ruffled and often the cell surface had ridge-like profiles (F ig. 40).
TEM
The cells contained abundant cytoplasm  and the Golgi region was 
very  active (F ig s. 38, 42).
The nucleus was indented or sharply fo lded . The nuclear chrom atin 
was d isp e rse d . Euchrom atin was extending to the nuclear pores, clum ps 
of heterochrom atin  occasionally extended into the cen tra l p a rt of the nucleus.
The nucleoli were large , had irreg u la r shapes and usually were
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located peripherally  , The nucleoli were always surrounded and often 
penetrated into by perinucleolar chrom atin (F ig . 39). At th is stage, the 
dense f ib r illa r  component becam e very prom inent and in the la te-S  phase, 
the nucleoli had a trabecu lar appearance (Fig. 41).
G g Phase
SEM
These were the la rg e s t cells in the population. They m easured up 
to 13.5 pm in d iam eter. As the cells p rogressed  through the G^ phase, their 
surface fea tu res  becam e m ore and m ore e l^ o r a te  which eventually culminated 
during m ito s is .
The ce lls  were covered in vary ing  degrees with m icrovilli which, in 
turn, varied  greatly  in length. However, the m ost strik ing  feature was the 
appearance of the very long slender fhopodia and a sm all number of fairly  
large , round blebs (F ig s . 43, 44, 47). The num ber of filopodia was increasing 
and also the ruffling of cells was considerab le . At the end of the G^ phase, 
the cell surface was thickly covered with filopodia, m icrovilli, sm all and large 
blebs interm ingled with one another (Fig. 47). The ce lls  contacted each 
other and w ere clumped together by means of these surface s tru c tu re s .
TEM
The cells  contained abundant cytoplasm  with active Golgi region. The 
nucleus was la rge  and sharply folded (F igs. 45, 48). The nuclear chrom atin 
was aggregated into clumps which were gradually increasing  in s iz e .
The nucleolus-associated chrom atin infiltrated  the nucleolus (F ig . 46).
The nucleoli were la rge  and had a flattened appearance. A ggregates 
of nucleolar components, including pars  amorpha, w ere frequently seen (F ig s . 
45, 46). The f ib r illa r  centre of p ars  amorpha was also observed during m itosis
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M itosis
During m itosis, the cells had an active surface which was m ost 
s trik ing  in appearance and which underwent a se rie s  of d istinct changes 
corresponding to the successive phases of the m itotic period .
The fact that the population was morphologically fa irly  homogeneous, 
due to the high degree of synchrony achieved, as well as the combination of 
TEM and SEM, made it  possible to identify cells during the p rocess of m itosis 
and cytokinesis righ t up to the la s t step when the separating  daughter cells 
appeared a t the end of the te lophase .
Prophase
SEM
C ells in prophase displayed the m ost d iverse surface fe a tu re s . A 
g rea t num ber of long filopodia, sm all and large blebs, m icrovilli and extensive 
ruffling w ere all p resen t (F ig. 50).
Interestingly, when individual cells were allowed to adhere to the 
p o ly -l- ly s in  coated surface, the cells  made contact with the surface by m eans 
of their long filopodia which frequently arborised  at the ir tips and by doing so, 
behaved exactly the same way as monolayer cells  do during m itosis as described 
by P orter e t a l . , (1973) (F ig. 50).
TEM
Fixation of ce lls  in suspension p reserved  the surface morphology 
extrem ely well, and in thin sections, the cell surface pro trusions were well 
recognisable (F ig . 51).
The p rocess  of chrom atin aggregation into individual chrom osom es 
could be observed (F ig s . 48, 49, 51, 52, 55, 57),
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■ At the beginning of the prophase, the nuclear m em brane and the 
nucleoli w ere still p re sen t. The nucleoli w ere segregated with foci of 
p a rs  am orpha (F ig . 49).
The la s t p a rt of tlie prophase was m arked by the disintegration 
of both nucleolus and the nuclear m em brane (F igs. 51, 52).
M etaphase - Anaphase
SEM
M etaphase cells  were large , round c e l ls . The surface s tructu re  
was dominated by m edium -sized blebs, but sm all m icrov illi and large  blebs 
were also p resen t (F ig . 53).
When the cells were viewed in aggregates, they appeared to cling 
together by long filopodia and by the extensive surface of their ru ffles.
TEM
The ce lls  at this stage had no nuclear m em brane. The nuclear 
chrom atin w ere aggregated into individual chrom osom es, and the thin slices  
of these chrom osom es could well be recognised. In F ig . 55, one centrio le is 
shown with the spindle f ib rils  extending from  the centrio le  towards the 
ch ro m o so m es.
F ig . 55 also illu s tra te s  two exam ples of cen trio le s . The upper 
one is cut ac ro ss , showing the cylindrical form  of the cen trio le . The lower 
one is  cut obliquely through one end of the cylindrical centrio le , hence it 
appears as a dark horse-shoe-shaped  s tru c tu re .
In F ig . 54, in addition to the slices of chrom osom es, the c ro ss  
section of the empty type blebs can be seen, which corresponds to the surface 
morphology observed by SEM and illu stra ted  in F ig . 53. This is a good
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example fo r the com plem entary ro le  of the TEM and SEM observations.
The finding of round, em pty-looking and mem brane-bound holes in the 
surface region of ce lls  which otherw ise had the u ltra s tru c tu re  of a typical 
m etaphase cell, made it possible to identify the surface morphology of 
m etaphase cells  in the scanning electron  m icroscope.
In F ig . 57, a cell is  shown in anaphase o r e a rly -te lo p h ase .
The chrom atids of chrom osom es separated  and moved toward opposite 
ends of the c e l l .
Telophase - Cytokinesis
SEM
Individual cells showed strong polarisation, which might rep resen t 
the f i r s t  stage of cell division (F ig . 56). F ig . 58 illu s tra te s  a dividing 
cell which is  supported and attached to neighbouring cells  by filopodia and 
ru ffle s . The cell apparently used all its  excess cell surface stored in 
these projections for this supporting purpose, hence, in regions where cell 
contact was not present, the cell was completely sm ooth.
The ch arac te ris tic  smooth cell surface can be observed on 
daughter ce lls  in the very early  stage of their separation . Examples for 
this a re  the cells  in F ig . 59, on the left hand side, while cells  in the upper 
righ t corner rep re sen t separating cells in a la te r  s tag e . The la te r  ones 
show extensive blebbing and this bleby surface as described  e a r lie r , will 
be the m ost ch a rac te ris tic  cell surface feature of tlie early-G ^ c e lls .
TEM
The u ltra  s tru c tu ra l ch a rac te ris tic s  of separating  daughter cells  in 
thin sections a re  illu stra ted  in F ig . 60. The cells  were sm all and had a
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slightly elongated shape. The round nucleus was surrounded by a sm all 
amount of cytoplasm  which tended to bulge out at one pole of the c e l l . Few 
cytoplasm ic organelles w ere p resen t.
The nucleus contained condensed chrom atin (heterochrom atin) 
d istributed  alongside the nuclear m em brane.
The nucleolus was closely attached to the condensed chrom atin 
and its  position was e c c e n tr ic . The nucleolar components w ere well 
segregated with foci of p a rs  am orpha and had often a "ring-shaped” 
appearance (F ig . 60).
Scanning- and T ransm ission  E lectron M icroscopy of F422 
and CT45-S Cell Lines
Synchronised F422 and CT45-S cells  were not included in this
detailed u ltra s tru c tu ra l study. However, exponentially growing F422 and
CT45-S ce lls  were examined by both TEM and SEM.
F422 Cells
These ce lls  had the morphology of a typical uropod. The uropod 
form  was well recognisable not only in the SEM, but also in thin sections 
when the sectioning was favourable (F ig s . 6, 63, 64, 65, 66, 67).
Surface pro trusions, mainly blebs, varying in size, were 
accum ulated at one pole of the cell, while the rem aining p a r t  appeared to 
be undulated o r sm ooth.
In both TEM and SEM preparations, budding C -type p artic le s  
w ere seen only on the blebbed a rea  of the c e l l . The budding v ira l s tru c tu res , 
like the cross-linked  surface m olecules in the capping p ro cess , w ere moved
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to the uropod p a rt of the c e l l . In F ig . 66, accum ulation of budding p artic le s  
and thick, p ara lle l-o rien ted  m icrofilam ents, can be seen . F ig . 68 shows 
that, ch arac te ris tica lly , the taü  of the uropod is  opposite to the nuclear 
indentation which contains the Golgi apparatus and a prom inent centriole 
cut obliquely.
G enerally, uropod form ation is  associated  witli cell locomotion, 
cap-form ation, contact with ce lls  or su b stra te . The name "uropod" 
originated from  M cFarland e t a l . , (1966) who observed that cap form ation 
was often accom panied by stim ulation of cell m otility and change in cell 
shape which consisted of cell elongation and form ation of a m ore or le ss  
pronounced p ro trusion  called a "uropod". The shape of the uropods is 
s im ila r  to the "han d -m irro r"  shape of lymphocytes moving on su b stra te s  o r 
in teracting  with other cells .
The form ation of a uropod has often been described  as being 
accompanied by the form ation of sm all p ro trusions and m em brane ruffles 
a t the front of the cell (Kornovsky e t a l ., 1975). M icrovilli a re  often 
associated  with the uropod, and they may move to the uropod during capping, 
w hereas the r e s t  of the cell rem ains relatively  smooth o r undulated.
F422 ce lls  form ed uropods spontaneously and perm anently, 
probably as  a re su lt of ce ll- to -ce ll contact or contact with a solid su b stra te .
CT45-S Cells
The morphology of the CT45-S cells  in both TEM and SEM 
preparations appeared to be com pletely different from  that of the FL74 
and F422 c e lls .
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The p resence of giant ce lls, which am ongst o ther things, was 
one of the c h a rac te ris tic s  of this cell line, could be observed by light, 
scanning- and transm ission- electron  m icroscopy (F ig s . 69, 70).
In SEM preparations, the cell surface had a b iza rre , cauliflow er­
like s tru c tu re  and alm ost all the cells  had a few, very long and thick, 
finger-like p ro trusions (F ig ..69).
In TEM preparations, the large  nucleus was surrounded with a 
sm all r im  of cytoplasm  containing few cytoplasm ic o rg an e lles. The cell 
p rofiles had an irre g u la r  wavy appearance which corresponded well with 
the SEM image of these cells  (F ig . 70).
As shown in F ig . 7 and 70, budding C-type p a rtic le s  w ere 
p resen t on cells  even in m etaphase, and the m ajority of the re leased  v irus 
p a rtic le s  had the type-1 m orphology.
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5. D iscussion
An analysis of morphological data obtained by TEM and SEM revealed 
that synchronised FL74 cells  exhibited distinct u ltra s tru c tu ra l variations which 
w ere closely re la ted  to the cell cycle .
In the e a r l y p h a s e ,  cells  were relatively  sm all and had an 
extensively blebbed surface and segregated nucleoli. Segregated nucleoli, 
such as the ring-shaped nucleoli in F ig . 9, have been associated  with resting,
Gq o r early-G ^ phase (Gani e t a l . , 1976; Potm esü and Smetana, 1969). On the 
other hand, le ss  segregated and often dense nucleoli have been associated with 
cell pro liferation  (PotmesiL and Goldfeder, 1977). Studies using the dem onstra­
tion of nucleoli and autoradiographic labelling of ce lls, have shown that nucleolar 
morphology is applicable for classification, p ro lifera ting  and non-proliferating 
ce lls  in norm al tissue, and for studies of their k inetics (Potmesil and Goldfeder, 
1972, 1973). It has also been dem onstrated that segregation of nucleolar 
components re flec ts  inhibition of RNA synthesis (Potmesil and Smetana, 1969).
As for the ro le  of the nucleolar components; p a rs  amorpha contains 
protein, RNA and DNA (Love and Walsh, 1968; Swift, 1963, G oessens, 1976) 
and it is p resen t in the sm all G^ and in the large G^ cells, and also throughout 
m itosis (Goessens and Lepoint, 1976; Parm iey e t a l . , 1977). It has been 
proposed that the p ars  amorpha is the nidus for nucleolar reform ation in early  
interphase (Goessens, 1976; Parm i ey e t a l . , 1977).
A close relationship has been suggested between RNA synthesis and 
the g ranular components, tlie la tte r  containing RNA p rec u rso rs  (Narayan e t a l . , 
1966).
The dense f ib r illa r  components are known to contain ribonuclear 
p rotein  and some DNA (Narayan et a l . , 1966; L e ttre  and Sieles, 1954).
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The observations made on the form ation of em pty-type blebs and also 
on the form ation of ruffles a re 'in  accordance with those of Palade (1959), who 
has proposed, on the basis  of extensive EM evidence on secre to ry  m echanism s, 
that plasm a m em branes a re  form ed via an assem bly line p ro c e s s . Polypeptides 
a re  synthesised initially on the rough endoplasmic reticu lum  and tran sfe rred  to 
the smooth endoplasmic reticulum  and then to the Golgi apparatus, where they 
a re  form ed into v es ic le s . The vesic les m igrate to the cell cortex and eventually 
fuse with the p re-ex isting  plasm a membrane . In addition, in electron m ic ro ­
graphs of a variety  of cell types, vesic les of unknown function have often been 
observed in the cytoplasm  near the plasm a m em brane (Bennett and Leblond, 1970).
However, the m ost convincing evidence for the assem bly-line mechanism, 
com es from  data on the addition of saccharides during glycoprotein syn thesis.
In many cell types, the predom inant carbohydrate residues attached to polypeptide 
back-bones a re  incorporated into nascent m olecules a t the level of the rough 
endoplasmic reticulum  (RER) or in the smooth endoplasmic reticulum  and the 
Golgi ap p a ra tu s . When nascent proteins are labelled with radioactive p recu rso rs , 
the labels appear f ir s t  in the RER and la te r  at the cell surface (Leblond and 
Bennett, 1974).
In the m id- and late-G ^ phase, cells  shed off their blebs and were 
covered with m icrov illi. If the in vitro observation of shedding of blebs, and 
consequently of surface components, re flec t the in vivo situation, this may have 
im portant immunological consequences. The "shedding" of antigenic m ateria l 
may provide the tumour with "soluble antigenic cam ouflage" by which it escapes 
host immunological con tro l. These m ateria ls  may also partic ipate  in the 
form ation of "blocking fac to rs" , such as specific immune complexes which are  
protective towards the tumour in the case of an active cell-m ediated  immune
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resp o n se . F urtherm ore , host responses to acellu lar form s of tumour antigen 
in body fluids may lead to a "deviation” of the immune response to these 
antigens, instead of those expressed  upon tumour ce lls, with the consequence 
that tumour rejection  reactions will d im in ish .
The predom inance of nucleolar granular m ateria l might re flec t active 
synthesis of r  RNA as suggested by Narayan e t a l .. (1966).
The detachm ent of nucleolus-associated  chrom atin from  the granular 
component might facilita te  the dislodgement of r  RNA p rec u rso rs  into the 
euchrom atin from  where their tran sp o rt through the nuclear pores to the cyto­
plasm  would follow. These u ltras tru c tu ra l findings a re  in conformity with 
light m icroscopy observations of the uniform  distribution of basophilic ribo- 
nucleoprotein in cultured lymphocytes (Gani, 1976).
C ells trav ersin g  through S phase were increasing  in size and showed 
ch arac te ris tic  cell surface extensions, the ru ffle s . Ruffles were form ed by 
cell m em brane assem bly p rocess in a way s im ila r to the form ation of blebs 
described previously . The vesic les fused into the plasm a m em brane and the 
cytoplasm  flowed into the extensions, which a re  shown in F ig s. 34 and 36.
The extensive ruffling occurred  at the same time as the cells in culture began to 
clump together. Thus, the ce ll-to -ce ll contact, which seem s to be im portant 
in cell pro liferation  was facilitated by this p ro ce ss . Ruffles are  likely to have 
other functions as well: in addition to pinocytosis, they provide the cell with 
considerable ex tra  surface fo r metabolite uptake by diffusion.
The decrease  of g ranular component in the S phase nucleoli may 
correspond to a decrease  in RNA sy n th esis .
The dense f ib rilla r  component is known to contain ribonucleoproteln 
(Narayan e t a l . , 1966; Re cher e t a l ., 1970). Therefore, the increase  in the
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dense f ib rilla r  component and its  association with the nucleolus-associated 
chrom atin may suggest DNA sy n th esis .
The prom inence of the nucleolusrassociated chrom atin and dense 
f ib rilla r  component may correspond to the increase in nucleolar trabeculation 
and staining intensity of cultured S phase lym phoblasts reported  by Gani (1976).
In the G^ phase, cells reached their maximum s iz e . At th is stage, 
new surface s tru c tu res , the long filopodia and the f i r s t  blebs, appeared .
The components of the nucleoli were segregated with foci of p ars  amorpha 
whose presence was also observed during m ito s is . The la tte r  finding was 
s im ila r to that found in Ehrlich  tumour cells (Goessens and Lepoint, 1974) and 
in human leukaem ic lym phoblasts (Parmley e t a l . , 1977).
During m itosis, the shape and the surface s tru c tu re  of the cells  
underwent a se rie s  of morphological variations, being very elaborate and 
covered with all kinds of surface extensions in prophase; la rg e  and round, 
possessing  mainly a few scatte red  blebs during m etaphase; becoming sm aller and 
elongated with ra th e r  smooth surface during cell division: developing blebs at 
the end of the telophase; and finally, exhibiting the ch arac te ris tic  extensively 
blebbed phenotype in the early-G ^ phase.
When the number of budding C-type p artic les  was counted on FL74 
cells  m orphologically charac terised , it was found that in both SEM and TEM 
preparations, the early-G ^ cells were releasing  the highest number of virus 
p a r t ic le s .
The application of SEM and TEM in this study originated from  the 
need to gain morphological data on synchronised ce lls  in o rd er to identify them 
in the various com partm ents of the cell cy c le . Not only has this task  been 
satisfactorily  achieved, but inform ation was obtained which might prove to have 
fu rther sign ificance.
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To the best of my knowledge, no data ex ist a t p resen t on cell cycle- 
dependent cell surface changes- of lymphoid c e lls . No doubt, it is  a m atter 
of conjecture whether lymphoid cells from  special tissu es  and from  anim als 
o r subjects with lym pho-proliferative d iso rders may have a surface morphology
which is reflected  in these in v itro  changes. However, scanning electron
/
m icrographs a re  frequently seen w hich.are believed to dem onstrate a certa in  
homogeneous population of ce lls, but which alm ost always exhibit one or m ore 
"odd" cells  with completely different (mainly bleby) m orphology. Often no 
explanation is given for the existence of these cells, o r various theories are 
put forw ard to justify their presence, yet, it is conceivable that these cells are 
early-G ^ cells  which are  just em erging from  the te lophase . Depending on the 
m itotic ra te , in rapidly growing population with short life cycle time, these 
early-G ^ cells  might rep resen t a g rea te r  proportion of cells, and in this case, 
la rg e  num bers of ce lls  would appear with extensively blebbed surface morphology. 
In slow growing population with long generation tim e, or in population where m ost 
of the cells  a re  quiescent and m itosis is  sporadic, the m ajority of the cells 
would rep re sen t the mid-G^ phenotype (short m icrovilli, randomly distributed) 
and the "odd" bleby, early-G ^ phenotype would be seen only occasionally .
A lternatively, or paralle l to what has been suggested above, 
physiological p rocesses, like the relationship between the ring-patch-cap  
transition phenomenon, cell surface villous control (Loor, 1975), and other 
p ro cesses  not ye t identified, may be reflected  in the range of morphology seen 
in lymphoid c e lls . These variations in morphology may also be due to the 
sta te  of activity of any cell, i . e . ,  whether it has recently  contacted other cells 
o r  antigen-antibody complexes or is undergoing d ifferentiation.
One of the m ost in teresting  observations made during the course of 
th is morphological study, was that these v irally  transform ed lymphoblastoid
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cells. (FL74) grown in suspension culture, in many instances, showed cell cycle- 
dependent surface changes sim ilar to those reported by P o rter e t a l ., (1973) and 
Hale e t a l (1975) on m onolayer c e lls . . Such changes include the following 
the presence of blebs on the early-G ^ cells; the disappearance of blebs and the 
prevalence of m icrovilli in the m id-late G^ phase; the appearance and behaviour 
of the long filopodia in the late-G ^ phase and during m ito s is .
The above findings may fu rther be analysed in the light of the 
observations made by F olett and Goldman (1970). A ccording to the la tte r, the 
differences between transform ed cells and norm al ce lls  of an equivalent type are  
only differences in the degree to which cells  exhibit morphological varia tions. 
Accordingly, i t  might not be unreasonable to suggest that ce lls, normal o r 
transform ed, go through a sequence of phenotypic expression  which is  cell cycle- 
dependent. F urtherm ore , i t  would seem  that the morphology of the cell surface 
is dependent upon cell contact, and that ce ll-to -ce ll in teractions play an 
im portant ro le  even between transform ed c e lls .
It would be in teresting  to investigate the morphological changes of 
mitogen-induced, synchronised lymphocytes to see the differences and /or 
s im ila ritie s  between them and transform ed cells during the cell cycle.
Recently, the use of SEM has gained much popularity among haem ato- 
logists and im m unologists. The early  rep o rts  claim ed that this method 
perm itted  differentiation of T and B lymphocytes and m onocytes. The surface 
morphology of T cells  was reported  to be smooth or undulated; the B cells  to 
have mainly villous surfaces, while monocytes were described  as having 
ruffled appearance (Lin e t a l . , 1973; Polliack e t a l . , 1973). However, 
c ritic ism  of the above categorisation soon followed after the discovery that T  
cells  had, sim ilarly  to B cells, villous cell surface s tru c tu res  (Alexander and 
Wetzel, 1975; Bel pomme e t a l . , 1975).
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A num ber of studies have been perform ed to classify  norm al and 
pathological human mononuclear leukocytes on the b asis  of th e ir  cell surface 
morphology (Lin e t a l 1973; Polliack e t a l 1973).  It has also been 
suggested that the d ifferent morphological types based on SEM should only be 
in terpreted  by com parison with the corresponding immunological m em brane 
phenotypes (Belpomme e t a l . . 1976; Dantchev and Belpomme, 1977). Following 
this line, morphological and immunological studies have been ca rrie d  out by 
Dantchev and Belpomme (1977) and several main m orphological types of norm al 
and pathologic mononuclear cells have been described, such as, smooth, 
undulated, villous, ruffled and bleby. Although in the m ajority of B cell d iso rd ers  
investigated, cell surfaces were found to be villous or bleby, in many other 
leukaem ias and lymphomas the corre la tion  between immunological findings and 
cell surface struc tu re  could not be estab lished . However, cells  in hairy cell 
leukaem ias and in the Sezary syndrome appear to have ch a rac te ris tic  morphology 
and it has been dem onstrated that SEM can be used as an adjunct in the diagnosis 
of hairy cell leukaem ia (de Harven e t a l . , 1978).
Interestingly, in the p resen t study, synchronised FL74 cells exhibited 
all the cell surface variations which were described by Dantchev and Belpômme 
(1977) and the morphological changes observed were highly cell cycle specific. 
Therefore, it is possible that the prevalence of one morphological type in a 
certain  leukaem ic population re flec ts  the position of the cells  in the cell cycle. 
Sim ilarly, the heterogeneity of cells in many d iso rd ers  can also be explained by 
cell cycle dependent variations in the cell surface s truc tu re , although 
morphological changes may be associated  with other p ro cesses  as well, i . e . ,  
whether the cells  have recently  contacted other cells  o r antigen-antibody 
complexes o r a re  undergoing differentiation.
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The ro le  of the scanning electron m icroscope in the biological sciences 
is  now well e s tab lish ed . Its application has enabled valuable inform ation to be 
gained in a varie ty  of f ie ld s . F u rther im provem ents in the resolving power of 
the SEM, in coating and preparative techniques, and the use of X -ray  analysis 
and of sm all m arkers , such as fe rritin , may lead to a be tte r understanding of 
the changing nature of the lymphocyte surface s truc tu re  in response to 
physiological events or abnorm al s ta te s .
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FIGURE 8 : TdR -synchronised cells soon after division. The cell 
surface is covered with blebs of many s iz e s .
SEM X 5,000
FIGURE 9 : Early-G^ phase ce ll. The nucleus is round with d ispersed
ch rom atin . The components of the nucleoli are  segregated 
and have a ch arac te ris tic  ring-shaped appearance. On the 
cell m em brane num erous budding C-type partic les  can be 
s e e n .
■ TEM X 5,000
S1 2 3
FIGURE 10 : Spheres and elongated bodies which have broken away during
c e lls .
TEM X  7,500
cytokinesis are  shown among early-G ^ 
FIGURE 11 : A m em braneous type of bleb is shown. Note the number of 
sm all vesic les at the base of the b leb .
TEM X 16,000
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FIGURE 12 : Early - mid - G^ phase . Daughter cells in contact.
SEM X 5,000
f ig u r e  13 ; E arly - mid - G  ^ phase ce ll. The shape of the cell 
indicates that it is one of the daughter cells shown 
in F ig . 12. Round, cytoplasm -filled blebs can also 
be seen some of which, on the upper righ t hand side, 
a re  shed off.
TEM X  7,500
m m
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FIGURE 14 : Early - G phase-cell with la rge  blebs, m icrovilli and 
num erous Dudding C-type partic le s  (arrow s).
SEM X 5.000
FIGURE 15 : Early - G^ phase - cell with cell surface pro trusions 
which correspond to the blebs of F ig . 14. On the 
righ t hand side, a number of budding and type-1 virions 
can be se e n .
TEM X 7,500
m m #
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FIGURE 16 : High-power electronm icrograph of an early  - m id- - cell.
It is covered with m icrovilli, sm all blebs and budding virions 
(a rro w s).
SEM X 10,000
FIGURE 17 : High-power electronm icrograph of an early  - m id-G ^- ce ll. 
The struc tu re  of the cell surface is s im ila r to that in F ig . 
16 with long m icrovilli and budding v irions.
TEM X 20,000
M M.
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iFIGURE 18 : Early - mid - G^  ^ - cell synchronised by cold 
treatm ent. In contrast to TdR-synchronisation, 
no blebs are p re sen t. Note the large number of 
budding virions (arrow s).
SEM X 5,000
1 2 8
FIGURE 19 : Mid - G^ phase - cell witli spherical bodies resu lting  in the 
shedding off of blebs . See also F ig . 20 .
SEM X 5.000
FIGURE 20 : Shed off blebs among mid - G^ - c e lls .
TEM X 7,500
* -*
m
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FIGURE 21 : Mid - G phase-c e ll . The cell surface is 
almost free of blebs and covered with short 
stub-like and long m icrov illi.
SEM X 5,000
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FIGURE 22 : Mid - G^ phase- c e l l . The nucleus is  round with d ispersed
chrom atin o The centrally  located nucleolus is well segregated
TEM X 5,000
FIGURE 23 : Mid - G^ phase-nucleolus. At high power, the predom inant 
g ranular component (g) of the nucleolus is shown.
TEM X 20,000
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FIGURE 24 : Late - G  ^ phase - ce ll. The nucleus is  slightly indented.
The cytoplasm  facing the nuclear indentation contains the 
Golgi apparatus, centrio les and many of the cytoplasm ic 
o rganelles. The centrally  located nucleolus is well 
seg reg ated .
TEM X  7,500.
FIGURE 25 : Late - G  ^ phase - nucleolus. The granular component is  the 
predom inant nucleolar constituen t. The paucity of nucleolus 
associated chrom atin is shown (a rro w s).
TEM X  20,000
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FIGURE 26 : Cell from  stationary cu ltu re . Shed off surface m aterial 
is  shown.
SEM X  5,000
FIGURE 27 : M embraneous and cytoplasm -filled cell surface features 
shed off from  stationary c e lls ,
TEM X 7,500
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FIGURE 28 : Stationary culture "nude-cell" with deep indentations 
in its body and without any surface p ro tru sio n s .
SEM X 10,000
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FIGURE 29 : Cell imm ediately after re lease  from  the second TdR block.
The cell surface is undulated and only a few short m icrovilli 
a re  p re sen t.
SEM X 5,000
FIGURE 30 : Early - S phase . The surface of the cells are  m ore elaborate 
than the cell shown in F ig . 29.
SEM X 2,500
f135
FIGURE 31 : Early - S phase - c e ll. The nucleus is indented with d ispersed  
chrom atin . The eccentric  nucleolus is large and round.
TEM X 7,500
FIGURE 32 ; Early - S - nucleolus containing m oderate amounts of granular
(g) and dense f ib rilla r (f) m a te r ia l. The perinucleolar chrom atin 
is intim ately associated with the nucleolus (arrow s).
TEM X 20,000
! »
1 3 6
FIGURE 33 : Mid - S phase- c e ll. A thin fold of the cell m em brane called 
ruffle or lam ellipodium  is shown on the free  edge of the c e l l .
SEM X  10,000
FIGURE 34 : Mid - S phase - cell with ru ffle . At the base of the ruffle 
a number of vesicles can be seen .
TEM X 16,000
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FIGURE 35 : Late ~ S phase - cell with a num ber of medium sized ru ff le s .
SEM X 5,000
FIGURE 36 ; R uffle-form ation. Small vesic les fusing to form  la rg e r  ones.
The cytoplasm , containing mainly ribosom es, is seen extending 
into the m em braneous fold.
TEM X 6,300
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FIGURE 37 : A group of cells with cell-to -cell contact provided by
ru ffle s . On the left hand side, a very large ruffle 
can be seen .
SEM X 5,000
1 3 9
FIGURE 38 : Mid - S phase - c e ll. The nucleus is indented with d ispersed  
chrom atin . Euchromatin extends to the nuclear p o re s . This 
cell has an a typically centrally  located nucleolus. The cytoplasm  
is abundant and the Golgi region is.very  prom inent.
TEM X 7,500
FIGURE 39 : Mid - S phase nucleolus with prominent, dense, f ib rilla r  m aterial 
(f). It is surrounded and penetrated by perinucleolar chrom atin 
(arrows) .
TEM X 20,000
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FIGURE 40 : Group of late - S phase - cells with very wavy 
and ruffled su rfaces. The cell, in the middle, 
has characteristic  ridge-like p ro files.
SEM X 2,500
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FIGURE 41 : Late - S phase - nucleolus which has a trabecu lar appearance 
It is  penetrated by perinucleolar chrom atin (arro w s).
TEM X  20.000
FIGURE 42 : High-power electronm icrograph of a prom inent Golgi region
TEM X  20,000
ch arac te ris tic  of S- and G„ - c e lls .2
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FIGURE 43 : Early  -G^ phase- c e lls . The shape and the size of the
ruffles are  ch arac te ris tic  of this phase.
SEM X 2,500
FIGURE 44 : A G2 phase - cell, on the left hand side, with an elaborate 
surface s tructu re  . It is covered with m icrovilli, sm all 
blebs and large  ru ffle s . C ell-to -ce ll contact is made 
by the extensive surface p ro jec tio n s .
SEM X 2,500
a143
FIGURE 45 : Late - G^ p h ase -ce ll. The cytoplasm  is abundant and the Golgi 
apparatus is  very prom i n en t. The nucleus is  folded with nuclear 
chrom atin aggregated into sm all c lum ps. The eccen tric  nucleolus 
is la rg e  and has a flattened ap pearance.
TEM X 7,500
FIGURE 46 : G^ phase - nucleolus infiltrated  throughout with perinucleolar 
chrom atin (a rro w s).
TEM X 20,000
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FIGURE 47 : Late - G^ phase - cell thickly covered with surface p ro tru s io n s .
Note the p resence of the phase specific long and slender filopodia
FIGURE 48 : Late - G^ phase cell with abundant cytoplasm  and sharply folded 
n u cleu s, The nuclear chrom atin is  aggregated into fairly  large 
c lu m p s. The plane of section does not include the nucleo lus.
TEM X 7,500
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FIGURE 49 : Early - prophase - c e ll . The nuclear wall and the 
segregated nucleolus with pars amorpha are seen . 
The chromatin is aggregated into large clum ps.
TEM X 7,500
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FIGURE 50 : Cell in m itosis attached to the substrate  by its  num erous long 
filopodia some of which a re  a rborised  at the ir t ip s .
SEM X  10,000
FIGURE 51 : Late - prophase - c e ll. A rem aining sm all p a rt of the nuclear 
wall (arrow) and large  aggregates of nuclear chrom atin are  seen 
The cell surface features bore strik ing  resem blance to those iu 
F ig . 50.
TEM X 7,500
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FIGURE 52 : Late-prophase - ce ll. The partial disappearance of the 
nuclear wall (arrows) and thin slices of chromosomes 
are shown.
TEM X 10,000
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FIGURE 53 ; Metaphase - c e l l . The surface struc tu re  is dominated by 
m edium -sized b lebs. Small m icrovilli and ruffles a re  
also p resen t.
SEM X  5,000
FIGURE 54 : M etaphase - c e ll.  Note the presence of round, m em brane-bound 
holes in the surface region of the cytoplasm . Compare with blebs 
seen in F ig . 53.
TEM X 20,000
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FIGURE 55 : Metaphase cell with cen trio les . The upper one is 
cut across, the lower one is cut obliquely and appears 
as a dark horseshoe-shaped s tru c tu re . Spindle 
fib rils extending from the centrioles towards the 
chromosomes can also be seen (arrow ).
TEM X  7,500
1 5 0
FIGURE 56 : Cell in the early  phase of cell d ivision,
SEM X 5,000
FIGURE 57 : Cell in anaphase or in early  - telophase. The separated  
chrom atids of the chrom osom es are  in the opposite ends 
of tlie c e l l .
TEM X 7,500
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yFIGURE 58 : The cell in the centre is in division. It is supported 
and attached to neighbouring cells by filopodia and 
ru ffle s . In regions where cell contact is not present, 
the cell surface is completely smooth.
SEM X 2.500
1 5 2
FIGURE 59 : Daughter cells a re  shown in different stages of their separations 
(arrow s). On the left hand side, cells a re  smooth and closely 
attached; they rep resen t the ea rly  s ta g e . In the upper righ t 
corner, cells  are  in a la te r  stage and have a "bleby” su rface ,
SEM X 2i500
FIGURE 60 : Coll after division in the early  stage of separation . It is sm all 
and has a slightly elongated shape. The round nucleus contains 
heterociirom atin d istributed along the nuclear w a ll. The 
eccen tric  nucleoli are  closely attached to the condensed chrom atin, 
The nucleolar components are  well segregated with foci of p a rs  
am orpha.
TEM X 7,500
1 5 3
FIGURE 61 : Group of "bleby” cells from  the ea rly  - Gi phase . In the
upper right corner separating daughter cells can be seen. 
These and the cells in F ig . 62 rep resen t two different 
periods in the cell cycle and dem onstrate changes in 
cell surface morphology at their m ost s trik in g .
SEM X 1,250
FIGURE 62 : E arly  - S phase - cells with phase-specific  sm all ruffles
SEM X 1,250
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FIGURE 63 : Group of F422 c e lls . The uropod form  is ch arac te ris tic
of tills cell lin e . The appearance of the cells depends on 
the pole by which they are  attached to the su b s tra te .
SEM X  5,000
FIGURE 64 : The uropod morphology can be recognised in this thin
section because of the plane of sec tio n .
TEM X 5,000
1 5 5
FIGURE 65 : F422 cell with surface pro trusions, mainly blebs, accumulated 
at one pole of the c e l l , Tlie rem aining p a rt of the cell surface 
is  sm ooth.
SEM X 10.000
FIGURE 66 ; F422 cell with cell surface features sim ilar to those shown in 
F ig . 65. Accumulation of budding p artic le s  and the p resence 
of thick, para lle l-o rien ted  m icrofilam ents (arrow) can also be 
observed indicating the im portance of contractile  elem ents in 
uropod form ation.
TEM X 15,000
i
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FIGURE 67 : F422 c e l l . The shape of this uropod is s im ila r to the
"hand-m irrow " shape of lymphocytes moving on substra tes 
or in teracting with other c e lls .
SEM X 10,000
FIGURE 68 : F422 c e l l . The taR of the uropod is shown ch arac teris tica lly  
facing the nuclear indentation containing the Golgi apparatus 
and the c e n tr io le s . The prom inent centrio le shown is cut 
obliquely (arrow ).
TEM X 20,000
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FIGURE 69 : Normal and giant CT45-S c e lls . The cell su rfaces are
b iza rre , cauliflow er-like and m ost of the cells have a few 
very long and thick, finger-like p ro trusions .
SEM X 2,500
FIGURE 70 : The giant CT45-S cell, on the left hand side, is in
m etaphase. The sm aller cells  have early  - G 
m orphology. Large num bers of C-type partic les  
are  p resen t on the cell m em branes. The re leased  
v irions have type-1 morphology.
T E M .x 5,000
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1. The S tructural Proteins of FeLV and their Relationship to FOCMiA
Infection of m am m alian cells  with oncornavirus re su lts  in the 
non-lytic production of C-type partic le s  wliich bud from  the host cell 
mem brane and a re  re leased  into the m edium . As a consequence of v irus 
infection, host ce lls  begin to express a variety  of an tigens. Oncornavirus 
antigens a re  found in the cytoplasm  and cell m em brane of both norm al and 
transform ed infected c e lls . These antigens a re  glycoproteins of the v ira l 
envelope o r a re  internal virion p ro te in s .
The expression of gp70 on v irus producing cell m em branes is 
predictable since this glycoprotein is  the m ajor surface component of 
budding v irions. This glycoprotein is  also found on the cell surface of 
a number of non-virus-producing norm al mouse tissu es  (Lerner e t a l . , 
1976), and has been identified as the c a r r ie r  of the G type specific cell
1-A .
surface antigen on G^ ^^  + mouse thymocyte cell su rfaces (Obata et a l 1975; 
Tung e t a l ., 1975).
In addition to gp70, internal v ira l proteins have also been detected 
on the surface of MuLV and FeLV infected c e lls . These include tiie m ajor 
internal protein p27-30, the sm alle r gag region pro te ins plO, p l2  and pl5  
and in the mouse system  the lower m olecular weight envelope glycoprotein 
pl5(E) and pl2(E) (Yoshiki et a l . , 1974; O'Brien e t a l ., 1976; Grant et a l ., 
1974; Fenyb and Klein, 1976; L erner et a l 1976; Tung et a l 1976;
Van de Ven, 1978).
A m em brane antigen designated feline oncornavirus-associa ted  
cell m em brane antigen (FOCMA) (Essex e t a l 1971) was found to be
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expressed  on FeSV and also on certa in  FeLV infected c e lls , Tlie immuno­
log ical ro le  of anti-FOCMA antibodies was investigated in the FeSV system  
by Essex e t a l (1974) and in the FeLV system  by J a rre t e t a l (1974).
In bo til system s, high FOCMA antibody titre s  appeared to be protective 
against tum our developm ent. It was suggested that FOCMA acts as a 
ta rg e t for natural im m unosurveillance against leukaem ia development 
(Essex e t a l . , 1975). The findings of Ja rre tt (1975) indicated that a 
c ritica l factor in the pathogenesis of feline leukaem ia was whether or not 
the v irus was able to cause imm unodépression before the production of 
m oderately high levels of FOCMA antibodies. It was dem onstrated in a 
s e r ie s  of experim ents that horizontal transm ission  of FeLV commonly took 
place (Jarre tt e t a l . . 1973; Hardy et a l . ,  1973; Essex, 1975). Surveys 
of norm al cat populations showed that 39 - 63% of urban cats had antibodies 
to FOCMA. However, in ru ra l environm ents there was a lower 
percentage of 3 to 5% (Jarre tt e t a l 1973; Roger son e t a l . , 1975; Essex. 
1975). The higher incidence of antibodies to FOCMA in urban cats was 
attributed to the horizontal transm ission  of FeLV (Jarre tt, 1976). It was 
concluded from  epidemiological and immunological studies that vaccination 
against FeLV might be p rac tic ab le . An experim ental vaccine has been 
, developed based on FL74 cells which were producing FeLV of low infectivity 
and also had a large  amount of FOCMA on their su rfaces . Vaccinated 
ca ts  produced high anti-FOCMA antibody titre s  and w ere immune to 
subsequent challenge with FeLV (Jarre tt et a l . , 1974, 1975),
FOCMA is detected by imm unofluorescence te s ts  on FL74 cells 
which a re  commonly used as ta rg e t c e lls . The m olecular nature of FOCMA
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is  as yet u n c le a r . No corre la tion  was found between FOCMA and neutralising 
antibody t i tre s  (Jarre tt e t a l 1973).  It was claim ed that absorption of anti- 
FOCMA se ra  with FeLV of all tliree subgroups did not rem ove antJ-FOCMA 
activity (Essex, 1975). Absorption of immune se ra  witli purified gp70 and 
p30 also failed to rem ove anti-FOCMA antibodies (Stephenson e t a l 1977a).
It was also dem onstrated by using radioim m unoassay tliat antibody response 
to FOCMA was independent of the antibody response to gp70 and p30 
(Stephenson, 1977). The lack of anti-gp70 activity in FOCMA positive 
v iraem ic ca t se ra  was attributed to a state of antigen excess of virion 
antigens. Hardy e t a l . , (1977) claim ed to have found FOCMA expression 
on FeSV transform ed cells in v itro  and in vivo and on FeLV-induced feline 
tum our c e lls . They concluded that FOCMA was a tum our-specific  antigen 
which was induced by FeLV infection and encoded possibly by FeSV.
Recently, the term  FOCMA-L was suggested for the antigen as it occurs on 
lymphoid tumour cells  while the term  FOCMA-S was suggested for the 
transform ation specific antigen on fibroblasts which w ere non-productively 
transform ed in v itro  with FeSV (Sherr et a l .. 1978). An FeSV transform ed 
non-producer mink cell line was shown to express FOCMA-S but not p30 
a nd gp70 (Sliski e t a l ., 1977). FOCMA-S had a m olecular weight of 60, 000 - 
65, 000 dal tons or a m olecular weight of 80, 000 - 100, 000 dal tons when 
linked to p l5  and p l2  (Stephenson e t a l ., 1977b). In the la te s t study by 
Sliski and Essex (1979), healthy cats which were naturally  exposed to FeLV 
w ere examined for the presence of FOCMA-S by im m unofluorescence te s t . 
Anti-FOCMA se ra  obtained from  viraem ic cats  showed sim ilar endpoint 
ti tre s  whether tested  on FeSV -transform ed non-producer mink fibroblasts
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o r on cat lymphoma cell Im es productively infected with FeLV . It was 
suggested tl].at FOCMA-S shares  at leas t one m ajor antigenic determ inant 
with FOCMA-L . FOCMA might be encoded by a region of the v irus 
genome shared by both FeLV and FeSV. A lternatively, FeLV, by 
transform ing lymphoid cells, might turn on cell sequences related  to those 
ca rried  in the FeSV genom e.
N evertheless, there is some evidence which suggests that a 
c ro ss -reac tiv e  determ inant between FeLV-C and FOCMA might also 
ex ist (Ruscetti e t a l 1976; Russell, 1977).
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2. . Review of the L itera tu re
Studies of the antigenic p roperties of cultured m am m alian cell lines 
revealed that even genetically homogeneous cell populations contained botli 
antigen-positive and antigen-negative c e lls . It was also observed that some 
cell surface antigens w erç stable during the growth phase while o thers 
disappeared soon after subcu ltu re . These observations and the evidence 
obtained in several studies for the cell cycle dependent expression of cell 
surface antigens suggest that the expression of certain  cell surface antigens 
is  a dynamic phenomenon, a notion in keeping with the concept which views 
the plasm a m em brane as a dynamic s tructure  which is able to undergo rapid 
and rev ers ib le  change in response to specific stim uli arising  in the in tra - 
o r ex tra -ce llu la r environm ents.
Evidence for the cell cycle-dependent expression of cell surface 
antigens has been obtained in several s tu d ies .
Changes in cytotoxic sensitivity of cells have been investigated by 
using anti-H -2 immune s e ra . It was found that the sensitivity of cells was high 
in the phase while cells in the S phase were found to be re s is tan t to specific 
Immune ly sis  (Shipley, 1971; Pasternak, 1971; Summer e t a l . , 1973).
The human HL-A antigens and the so-called i-antigen which is 
expressed  in foetal tissues, transform ed cell lines and m itogen-stim ulated 
lymphocytes, were shown to be expressed maximally on human lymphoid cells 
during the S phase (Pellegrino e t a l 1972; Thomas. 1974).
Various m echanism s may be involved in the variations of antigen 
expression during the cell cycle but several lines of evidence support the 
hypothesis that the change in the synthesis of antigenic determ inants is the 
m ost im portant m echanism  underlying these v aria tions.
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Substantial data ex ist which lend support to this hypothesis and which 
show that the syntliesis of specialised cell products and some cell m embrane 
components by cultured cells, bears  considerable resem blance to the cell cycle- 
dependent expression of cell surface antigens.
As long ago as 1930, it was observed that cells  ceased to form  
specialised  products when cultured in media which favoured a rapid m ultiplication 
(Doljansky, 1930). The specific activity of B-glucuromidase in cultured cells 
derived from  human skin increased  considerably in density inhibited c e lls . This 
increase in tlie enzyme activity could be inhibited by puromycin (De M ars. 1964). 
Sim ilar density-dependent increases of the specific activity of other enzymes 
have been reported  (De Luca, 1966; Eagle, 1968; Ruddle and Rapola, 1970).
C ultured neuroblastom a cells have been used extensively in in vitro 
studies of morphological and biochemical m arkers ch a rac te ris tic  of the 
differentiated s ta te . Some of the findings obtained a re  as fo llow s. The 
specific activity of acethylcholinesterase and the num ber of acethylcholin 
recep to rs increase  in stationary phase cultures (Blume e t a l .. 1970; Simontov 
and Sachs, 1973). Stationary cells express three additional p roperties of 
neurone differentiation : axon-dendrite development, form ation of e lectrically  
excitable plasm a m em branes and synthesis of acethylcholin recep tors 
(Rosenberg e t a l . , 1971). Cultured mouse neuroblastom a cells (C 1300 possess 
surface recep to rs  for nerve growtli factor (NGF) as well and the binding of NGF 
to synchronised C 1300 cells is maximal during the G^ phase (Revoltella et a l ., 
1974).
The above resu lts  suggest that morphological, antigenic and at lea s t 
some of the biochemical p roperties  charac te ris tic  of the differentiated neuronal 
state a re  norm ally expressed  in the G  ^ phase of the cell cycle.
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Other exam ples of cell cycle-dependent expression  of surface recep to rs  
were described  in a variety  of.cell types cultured in v itro . Ise rsk y  e t a l .,
(1975) examined the expression of IgE recep to rs and basophilic granules in 
cultured r a t  basophilic leukaem ia cells and found that these two differentiation 
m ark ers  were maximally expressed  in stationary phase cu ltu res in which cells 
a re  a rre s ted  in the phase.
The inverse relationship between cell growth ra te  and the production 
of melanin was observed by several re se a rch e rs  (Doljansky, 1930: W hittaker, 
1963; Moore, 1964; Schachtschnabel et a l 1970, 1971; Kitano and Hu, 1971; 
K reider and Schmoyer, 1975). The data obtamed suggest that changes in 
m elanagenesis during the growth cycle of mouse m elanoma cells a re  the re su lt 
of the de novo synthesis of m elanin.
Collagen synthesis in mouse fibroblast lines was also shown to be cell 
cycle-dependent (Goldberg and Green, 1964). M yogenesis in cultured cells 
derived from  em bryonic skeletal m uscles was investigated by M erlie e t a l ., (1975 
They found that the synthesis of the differentiation m arkers , ac to myosin and 
keratin  kinase as well as the de novo synthesis of acethycholin recep to rs 
increased  during the G  ^ p e rio d .
Abbot and Holtzer (1966) found that cultured chick chondrocytes failed 
to divide and synthesise chondroitin sulphate after reaching c ritica l density .
The morphological differentiation of mouse myeloma cells  was also shown to be 
dependent on cell density (Saunders and W ilder, 1971). The relationship 
between cell density and tlie syntliesis of cell surface m acro m olecular components 
were studied ex tensively . It was dem onstrated that the concentration of several 
glycolipids increased in confluent norm al ham ster ce lls  (BHK). However, v irus 
transfo rm ed  BHK cells  had a low er concentration of glycolipids and no longer
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exhibited the density-dependent increase of glycolipid concentration found in 
norm al cells (Hakamori e t a l 1970).  Sim ilarly, in high density cultures of 
un transform ed ham ster cells, the levels of the so-called  "higher" glycolipids 
( trihexosyl ceram ide, globoside and Forssm an antigen) increased  (Sakiyama 
et a l 1972). An increase in the synthesis of higher glycolipids (ceram ide 
t r i - ,  te tra -, and penta-hexoside) in dense cultures as com pared with sparse  
cultures of NIL2 ham ster cells was reported by C ritchley and M acpherson (1973) 
Sakiyama and T erasim a (1975) also described a gradual increase in the con­
centration of Forssm an antigen in monolayer cu ltures of NIL cells after cells 
reached a c ritica l density .
Cell cycle-dependent synthesis of cell surface components was shown 
m ore d irectly  in experim ents using various synchronising techniques. For 
example, synchronised 3T3 cells accumulated in the phase increased the 
synthesis of a trypsin-lab ile  surface m acro m olecular glucosamide-containing 
component (Onodera and Sheinin, 1970). Sim ilar observation was made by 
G erner e t a l . . (1971) using a double thymidine block for cell synchronisation. 
The incorporation of radio-labelled  pal m ita te, glucosamine and galactose into 
phospholipids and glycolipids was monitored in NIL c e lls . The maximum 
labelling of ceram ide t r i - ,  te tra - , and penta-hexoside (the Forssm an antigen) 
occurred  during the G^ phase (Wolf and Robbins, 1974).
The synthesis of a variety  of products was also studied in synchronised 
cultures . It was found that in human lym phobias to id cells, the synthesis of IgG 
and IgM m olecules reached a peak in the G^ phase (Buell and Fahey, 1969), 
w hereas, maximal production of yG^^ immunoglobulins in synchronised mouse 
myeloma cells occurred during the early  S phase (Byars and Kidson, 1970).
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• The cell cycle-dependence of leukaem ia and sarcom a v irus 
production, v irus re lease  and v iral antigen expression  was already 
reviewed in the Introduction and the Second C hap ter. Significant 
variations in v irus replication during synchronous cell growth was 
detected in a wide range of other v iru s-host cell system s (Basilico and 
M arin, 1966; Carp and G il den, 1966; Pages e t a l . . 1973; Thorne, 1973). 
D ifferences in v irus replication were also observed between logarithm ically  
growing and stationary phase cells  (Fiszm an et a l 1974; Poste e t al 
1974).
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3. M aterials and Methods
Cells, the culturing of cells and the synchronising methods are
described in the F irs t  Chapter .
Sera
(a) A nti-gs serum  was prepared  in rabbits to T w een-ether-disrupted
density.-gradient-purified FeLV, which re su lts  in a m ixture of v ira l 
nucleoids, internal virion proteins and some disrupted envelope 
fragm ents as antigenic de term inan ts . For immunisation, LV5 was 
used with subgroup A and B specific ities.
(b) Anti-gp70 serum  was raised, in rabbits to purified g lycoprotein . The
envelope glycopeptide was obtained from  the Tlieilen stra in  of FeLV by 
phosphocellulose column chromatography, and analysed by high 
resolution e lectrophoresis in gradient polyacrylam ide slab gels 
containing- SDS. The antigen specificity and purity were tested by 
radioim m unoassay.
(c) A nti-pl5 and -p30 se ra  were ra ised  in rabbits to purified v ira l proteins 
FeLV proteins were separated by guanidine hydrochloride gel filtration 
(6 M gu HCl) and sodium dodecyl sulfate polyacrylam ide (SDS PAGE) 
separation . Rabbit an tisera  to FeLV -pl5 and p30 gave strong 
precipitin  lines in Ochterlony gel diffusion te s ts . Reactivities of 
an tisera  to FeLV proteins were analysed by immune precipitation and 
SDS PAGE.
(d) Anti-FOCMA se ra  were obtained -
(1) from  two cats with naturally occurring  high FOCMA titre s  of 1:64 
and 1 : 2 5 6  respectively .. These an tise ra  had virus 
neutralising activ ities as w ell.
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(2) from  two experim ental control cats, Paravac 9/10 and 14 which 
had high FOCMA titre s  1:256 and 1:512, respectively and were 
viraem ic at the same tim e .
The anti-gs serum  and the anti-FOCMA se ra  were kindly provided by 
Professor W .F .H . Jarre tt, the anti-gp70 serum  by D r. M. Strand and the anti- 
p l5  and -p30 se ra  by D r. J. N eil.
Absorption of an tisera
Immune se ra  ra ised  in heterologous species and tlie fluorescein- 
conjugated immunoglobulins were absorbed with lyophüised foetal bovhie serum  
(FBS) and with lyophüised ex trac ts  of'nor mal liver tissues (30 m g/m l) for 1 hour 
at 37^C and overnight at 4 °C .
When anti-FOCMA serum  and anti-gp70 serum  w ere reacted  with 
FeLV -infected CT45-S cells, p rio r to use, they were absorbed with uninfected 
CT45-S c e lls . The an tisera  (0.5 m l.)  düuted within 2 log^ dilutions above the
750% endpoint titre  were incubated with 5 x 10 cells (total volume 0 .6  m l.) for 
1 hour a t room tem perature, then overnight at 4°C . Additional absorption 
steps were perform ed 2 to 6 tim es in the same m anner and the se ra  were 
clarified  at 10, 000 x g for 5 m inu tes.
Inactivation of sera
All se ra  were inactivated for 30 minutes at 56°C and stored undiluted 
in sam ples at -20°C . P rio r to use, se ra  were düuted with PBS containing 1% 
bovine serum  album in.
Fluorescein-conjugated antiglobulins
Conjugates purchased from  Müeg L aboratories (U .K .) L td ., were 
tested in Im m unoelectrophoresis against whole se ru m . All conjugates reacted
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only witli gam m aglobulins. Rabbit an ti-ca t immunoglobulin was used at 1:10 
dilution and goat an ti-rabb it immunoglobulin was used a t 1:20 dilution in PBS.
Immunofluorescence Techniques
A . Cytoplasmic indirect im m unofluorescence te s t
(a) To obtain adequate cell densities on coverslips, the following method was
used: 1 m l . from  the suspension culture was rem oved, ce lls  w ere washed
three tim es in PBS and re  suspended in 2 m l. of PBS. 0 .5  m l . of the above
cell suspension was placed in a holder and the ce lls  w ere deposited on clean
m icroscopic slides by means of a cytocentrifuge (500 r . p . m .  for 5 minutes)
Cells were dried  for 1 - 2  hours at room  tem perature, fixed with acetone
ofor 10 m inutes and stored at -20  C .
T hree slides were p repared  from  each sam ple. The cells attached by the 
above method were slightly extended and showed be tte r differentiation 
between the cytoplasm  and the nucleus.
(b) Cells from  each sam ple were incubated in a drop of antiserum  at 1:50,
1:100 and 1:200 dilutions for 1 hour at 37^C in a humidified cham ber. The 
slides were washed twice with PBS pH 7 ;2  and twice with distilled w ater 
with 5 minute in tervals for each wash.
(c) Slides were dried and 1 drop of fluorescein-conjugated antiglobulin 
(goat an ti-rabb it) was added at 1:10 or 1:20 dilution. The cells  were 
incubated for 1 hour at 37°C and washed twice in PBS and once in 
d istilled  w a te r .
(d) Cells w ere counter stained by incubation in Evan's blue dye (0.06%) for 
5 - 1 0  m inutes, washed twice in d istilled w ater and d r ie d . A drop of 
glycerin: PBS (1:1) was placed on the cells and the slide was covered
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with a coverslip . Slides prepared in this way could be stored at -20°C 
for many months without diminution of fluo rescence .
B. Viable indirect immunofluorescence test
The test was perform ed by using Dynatech disposable s te rile  'U’ plates
5and tra n s fe r-p la te s . 1 x 10 cells were used for every w ell.
(a) The requ ired  number of cells were washed twice with PBS and re  suspended 
in an appropriate amount of PBS (for every well 0.025 m l.) . The cell 
suspension was aliquotted into the 'U' plate with the aid of a m icrodU uter 
which is calibrated  to pick up and dispense 0 .025 m l.
(b) Doubling dilutions of the te s t se ra  were made up in the tran sfe r-p la te  and
by placing the tran sfe r-p la te  d irectly  on top of the 'U' plate, the serum  
dilutions w ere tran sfe rred  to the wells containing the c e lls .
(c) Cells were incubated for 30 minutes at room  tem perature and were 
frequently re  suspended with a mechanical shaker during the incubation 
period . Cells were washed twice with PBS by centrifugation and after the
rem oval of the supernatant by re  su sponsion in PBS.
(d) After washing, 0.025 m l. of fluorescein-conjugated antiglobulin was added 
to each well and the resuspended cells were incubated for 30 minutes at 
room tem pera tu re . Cells were washed three tim es and finally resuspenced 
in 0 .025 m l. PBS. By using a new pipette for each well, one drop of each 
dilution was placed on a clean m icroscopic slide which was covered with 
coverslip  of 13 m m . in d iam eter. Slides were stored in a m oisture 
cham ber at 4°C and examined im m ediately.
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4. Experim ents and R esults
A . Examination of synchronised FL74 cells by the cytoplasm ic indirect 
imm unofluorescence technique
FL74 cells  w ere synchronised by a double thymidine block. Cells 
w ere rem oved at time in tervals between 0 and 30 hours post re le a se . Cells 
were attached to slides and fixed with acetone. The IF te st was perform ed as 
described in the M aterials and Methods p a rt of this C hapter.
F rom  each sample, three slides were p repared  and in this way each 
sample could be incubated with three different dilutions of the an ti-gs serum .
It was established in previous experim ents that the periodicity  of the staining 
could be best dem onstrated by using the dilutions 1:50, 1:100 and 1:200, 
respectively .
Goat an ti-rabb it IgG fluorescein conjugate was used at 1:20 dilution.
Normal rabb it serum  and fluorescein conjugate without antiserum  were 
used as con tro ls .
In each specimen 200 - 300 cells were examined under code and the 
number of fluorescent positive and negative cells and the intensity of the 
fluorescence were evaluated. The brightness of the cells  was judged on a 1+ 
to 3+ scale where 1+ fluorescence rep resen ted  barely detectable staining and 
3+ was very b rig h t.
FL74 cells examined for cytoplasm ic im m unofluorescence showed 
a diffuse g ranu lar staining throughout the cytoplasm, but not in the nuclei. 
Control se ra  and the control fluorescein  conjugate did not cause immuno­
fluorescence .
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As shown in F ig . 71 and Table 14, p . 184 cytoplasm ic staining of the 
cells  varied  periodically during the cell cycle . The periodicity  of the staining 
could be dem onstrated m ost strikingly with the 1:100  dilution of the anti-gs 
s e ru m . With that dilution, staining was not detected im m ediately following 
re lease  from  the double TdR block. It appeared la te r  in the S phase (PR - 4 hr), 
increased  during the and M periods (PR - 6 . -8  h r s .) and reached a peak in the 
early-G ^ phase (PR - 10 h r . ) .  At that time, 100% of the cells  were very 
intensely fluorescing . In the m id- and late-G ^ periods (PR - 18, - 22 h r s .)  
all the cells  rem ained positive but tlie intensity of their fluorescence dim inished.
With 1:200 dilution, no cytoplasm ic fluorescence was detected during 
S and G^ phases. Staining appeared only around m itosis, became much b righ ter 
in. the early-G ^ phase and disappeared again in the la te r  p a rt of the G^ period .
Sim ilar staining pattern  was observed in the cytoplasm  using anti-p30 
se ru m . In the early  G^ phase, 100% of the cells  w ere found to be positive and 
very bright; the intensity of their fluorescence dim inished la te r  the mid-G^ 
p h a se ,
B. Examination of synchronised FL74 cells by the viable indirect 
im m unofluorescence technique
Synchronised FL74 cells  were stained for m em brane fluorescence as 
described in the M aterials and Methods p art of this C hapter. Cell m em brane 
fluorescence was m easured by end-point-titration with monospecific an tisera  
and anti-FOCMA s e ra .  The antibody endpoint was that dilution of reference 
an tisera  beyond which le ss  than 50% of the cells showed m em brane fluorescence.
Goat an ti-rab b it IgG fluorescein  conjugate and rabb it an ti-ca t IgG fluorescein 
conjugate were used at 1:20  and 1:10 dilutions, respective ly .
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Normal rabbit serum , normal cat serum  and fluorescein conjugate 
without immune se ra  w ere used as controls.. As shown in F ig . 71 by applying
the v arious an tisera , the following resu lts  were obtained
Witli a n ti-p i5 and -p30 sera , the staining pattern  of an ti-p l5  and -p30 
se ra  closely followed the pattern  observed in the cytoplasm . Antigen levels 
began to clim b a t PR - 4 h r ., reached a peak at PR - 10 h r . in the early-Gj^
phase and diminished in the m id- and -late G^  ^ p eriods.
Witli anti-gp70 serum , a peak was also reached at PR - 10 h r . but the 
titre s  did not drop afte rw ards. They rem ained at the same level during tlie G^ 
phase and were dropping only at the G^/S b o rd er.
Anti-FOCMA se ra . Both viraem ic and non-viraem ic anti-FOCMA 
se ra  followed the pattern  of the anti-gp70 serum , reaching a peak a t PR - 10 h r .  
and rem aining at the same level afterw ards. However, there was a second and 
m ore prom inent peak at PR - 24 h r . in the late-G^ period which declined again 
at the beginning of the following S p h ase .
C . Investigation of FOCMA expression using two different 
synchronising methods
In o rder to obtain m ore synchronous population in the G^ phase, FL74 
cells were synchronised by isoleucine deprivation or by chilling. On cells 
synchronised by these methods, at leas t one, but often two log higher FOCMA 
titre s  were detected than on cells synchronised by excess thymidine.
FL74 cells  were sensitive to isoleucine deprivation and the viability 
of cells decreased  rapidly after the second day in deprived m edium . No loss 
of viability was observed after cold treatm ent, but occasionally cells failed to
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to re -e n te r  the cycle and no cell division o ccu rred . Therefore, in every 
experim ent, cell number counts were perform ed at PR - 0, PR - 33 and PR - 
66 h r s .  Mitotic indices were also determ ined.
R esults obtained by the use of the various synchronising techniques 
a re  shown in Tables 15 and 16, pp. 185 and 186.
D. Investigation of FOCMA and v ira l antigen expression 
during logarithm ic cell growth
Initially, FL74 ce lls  were examined for viral antigen and FOCMA 
expression  on the f irs t, second and th ird  day after subculturing . It can be seen 
in Table 17, p . 187 that v ira l antigen titre s  were fa irly  constant on each day, 
no significant varia tions in endpoint t i tre s  being detected . However, when cells 
were examined a t 7 p . m.  on the f ir s t  day, 30 hours after subculturing, the 
ti tre s  appeared to be one log higher as com pared to tlie titre s  m easured on the 
f irs t,  second and th ird  day at 1 p .m . At that time, a large proportion of cells 
w ere undergoing m itosis and many of them recently  entered the p h ase . The 
one log difference in v iral antigen expression was due to the presence of a higher 
number of early-G ^ cells with peak antigen expression  in the growing pop’ulation.
The highest FOCMA titre s  were m easured on the second day after 
subculturing the cells, owing to the fact that by that tim e m ost of the cells 
underwent m itosis and approached the late G  ^ phase. On the third day, the 
ti tre s  were lower again, which might be the consequence of the extensive 
exfoliation of the third day cells . From  the th ird  day on, an increasing  number 
of shed-off blebs could be seen in cultures by light m icroscopy and also by 
transm ission - and scanning-electron-m icroscopy .
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E , Investigation of FQGMA and gp70 expression on synchronised F422 cells
F422 ce lls  w ere synchronised by excess thymidine o r by cold trea tm en t. 
After re le a se  from  the synchrony-inducing block, at tim e in tervals, cells were 
stained for m em brane immunofluorescence using anti-FOG MA and anti-gp70 
immune s e ra .  The resu lts  obtained are  shown in Table 18, p . 188,
On cells  synchronised by a double TdR block, both anti-FOG MA and 
anti-gp70 s e ra  produced sim ila r stahting patterns . No additional "FOGMA" 
peak was detected during the phase of the cell cycle.
As cells  tend to lose their synchrony after m itosis, they were 
synchronised by chilling to attain a m ore synchronous population in the 
G^ p h ase . After this treatm ent, a d istinct two log higher "FOGMA peak" 
was detected in the late G^ period .
The failure to detect the FOG MA peak after TdR synchronisation on 
F422 cells, as opposed to FL74 cells, might be explained by the difference in 
the tim ing of v irus re lease  in these cell lin e s . There is a 14 hour gap between 
v ira l-  and FOGMA-peaks in FL74 cells, w hereas in F422 ceils, both peaks 
occur in the mid - late G  ^ period . Therefore the sim ultaneous occurrence 
of gp70 peak is likely to camouflage the FOG MA peak which becomes detectable 
only when the synchrony of cells is increased in the phase.
F . Investigation of antigen expression on synchronised FeLV infected
CT45-S cells
By using anti-FOG MA sera  in both FL74 and F422 feline lymphoid cell 
lines a significant peak was observed in the la te  G^ phase of the cell cycle which 
appeared to be distinct from  the v ira l antigen p e ak s . In this experim ent, the 
FeLV infected GT45-S canine cell line was examined by cell m em brane IF assay
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According to the findings of Hardy and Zuckerman (1977) these cells  do 
not express FOCMA on their m em branes. It was im portant to establish 
whether, in addition to the v ira l antigen peak, another ex tra  peak was 
detectable o r not on these cells, because the absence of tiie ex tra  peak 
would provide strong evidence for its  being a FOCMA ra th e r than a v ira l peak.
As d iscussed  in Chapter Two, v irus re le a se  from  CT45-S cells 
occurred  during the m itotic and the early-G ^ periods of the cell cycle . 
Therefore, synchronisation of the cells by a TdR block seem ed to be the 
suitable method.
C ells were synchronised by excess thymidine, and im m unofluorescent 
staining of the cell m em branes was perform ed at tim e in te rv a ls .
To rem ove non-specific reactiv ity  immune se ra  w ere extensively 
absorbed with uninfected CT45-S ce lls . The procedure followed is  described 
in the M aterials and Methods p a r t of this C hap ter.
The re su lts  obtained are  shown in Table 19 , p . 189. It can be 
seen that the use of both anti-FOCMA and anti-gp70 se ra  resu lted  in sim ilar 
staining patterns, and that no FOCMA peak could be reso lved .
Since anti-FOCMA serum  is not a monospecific serum  and even 
in viraem ic anti-FOCîvIA serum  low titre s  of v irus neutralising  activities 
and possibly other multiple specificities a re  present, CT45-S cells  infected 
with FeLV w ere positively reacting  not only with an ti-gp70 but also with 
anti"FOCMA se ru m . However, as stated above, no evidence was found for 
an ex tra  FOCMA ac tiv ity .
Control CT45-S ce lls  were negative with anti-gp70 and also with 
anti-FOCMA seru m .
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5 . D iscussion
The experim ents presented  in tiiis Chapter indicate that the expression 
of v iru s-asso c ia ted  antigens and FOCMA antigen(s) a re  cell cy c le -re la ted .
FL74 cells  chronically infected with FeLV contained in tracellu lar 
antigen pools which w ere not u tilised for virion production. Therefore, 
synchronised FL74 cells tested for cytoplasm ic im m unofluorescence with low 
dilution of immune se ra  gave positive resu lts  with s im ila r  staining intensity* 
throughout the cell cycle . However, with appropriate serum  dilutions, 1:100 
or 1 :200 , it was dem onstrated that v ira l antigen expression  significantly 
increased  in the early-G ^ phase and decreased  again in the mid- and late-G ^ 
period . S im ilar staining patterns were observed by using both anti-gs and 
anti-p30 s e ra .  The periodic fluctuation in staining intensity a re  m ost likely to 
re flec t the periodic synthesis of tlie v iral antigens in the cell cy c le .
By using an ti-p l5  and -p30 se ra , the pattern  of surface immuno­
fluorescence in synchronised FL74 cells  closely followed the pattern  seen in 
the cytoplasm . Antigen peaks were observed in the early-G ^ phase which 
declined la te r  in the cell c y c le .
A different staining pattern  was detected by using anti-gp70 serum . 
Antigen titre s  began to climb around m itosis and reached a peak in the ea rly - 
G^ phase, but rem ained at the sam e level and dim inished only in the following 
S p h ase .
The co-ordinate r ise  of v ira l s tructural proteins p l5  and p30 and of 
the envelope glycoprotein gp70 after m itosis and their corresponding r is e  with 
virus production, im plies that the time between the translation  of v iral mRXA 
and the assem bly of v irus is very sh o rt. Using labelled p re cu rso rs  and
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metabolic inhibitors, Baluda (1969) suggested that the tim e between transcrip tion  
and v irus re lease  was about 2 hours in the avian oncornavirus system .
In this study, the ce ll-associa ted  v ira l antigens w ere detected by 
im m unofluorescence m icroscopy . Applying IF techniques, the fluctuation in 
the staining intensity of synchronised cells could be dem onstrated but no 
distinction between p recu rso r and m ature v iral proteins could be made and also 
no inform ation about the tim e of the synthesis and cleavage of the v iral p recu rso rs , 
could be gained. Therefore, the findings of Naso and Brown (1977) concerning the 
s^mthesis and cleavage of Raucher m urine leukaem ia v irus (R-MLV) p recu rso r 
proteins in synchronised cells were of g rea t in te re s t. FeLV has a very close 
relationship to R-MLV and probably die synthesis and post-synthetic p rocesses 
of FeLV and R-MLV proteins a re  s im ila r .
V iral p recu rso r protein syntiiesis in cells chronically infected with 
R-MLV was shown to occur in three distinct waves corresponding to the G^, 
m iddle-S and late S-G^ phases of the cell cycle. The G^ wave of v ira l p recu rso r 
proteins did not requ ire  new vira l RNA synthesis, while the two la te r  waves were 
apparently dependent upon the presence of newly made v ira l RNA. SDS-poly- 
acrylam ide gel e lec trophoresis  of im m unoprecipitates from  pul s e -labelled and 
pulse-chased cells identified the v iral specific proteins made in each wave of 
syntiiesis as those p recu rso rs  and v iral cleavage products ch arac te ris tic  of 
non-synchronised cells  infected with R-MLV.
As FeLV re lease  and v ira l antigen expression appear to be cell cycle- 
dependent and occur in the early-G ^ phase, the above observations with R-MLV 
provide evidence for a synchronised synthesis of v iral protein p recu rso rs  p r io r  
to v irus re lease  in the middle-S and late S-G2 phases of the cell cycle .
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The differences between the appearance and u tilisation  of the gag 
gene products p l5  and p30 and tlie env gene product gp70, dem onstrated in 
this study by m em brane immunofluore scent test and shown in F ig . 71 
might be due to (1) the quantitative differences between the various antigenic 
s ites  expressed  per unit length of the cell m em brane, (2) tlie different post- 
translational processing  of the p recu rso r polypeptides and (3) the different 
fractional turnover of the various m olecules per unit tim e .
According to O'Brien e t a l (1978), FL74 ce lls  expressed  5 .6  x 
10^ p30 and 7 .5  x 10^ gp70 antigenic determ inants per single cell su rface .
It w as.also found that the m ajor core protein (p27-30) and the m ajor 
envelope glycoprotein (gp70) antigens were physically sufficiently separated 
on cell surfaces so that binding of e ither of the m em brane antigens with 
com ponent-specific antibodies did not in terfere  with binding of antibodies 
specific for the o th e r. As it will be discussed in C hapter Six, immuno- 
e lectron  m icroscopy also revealed that on the FL74 cell m em brane, the 
gp70 antigenic s ites  were the m ost num erous com pared to the p30 and pl5  
antigenic sites, the la tte r  being very sparsely  ex p ressed .
Studies of mammalian RNA type-C v iru ses have led to the dem onstra­
tion that tlie gag gene codes for a 76, 000 m olecular weight p recu rso r polypeptide 
which undergoes post-transla tional cleavage to give r is e  to v ira l s tructu ra l 
proteins with m olecular weights of 30,000 (p30), 15,000 (pl5), 12,000 (pl2) 
and 10, OOP (plO) (Stephenson e t a l . , 1975; Barbacid e t a l . , 1976). Okasinsky" 
and V elicier (1977) dem onstrated that the sm all s tru c tu ra l proteins of FeLV 
were also synthesised as p a r t of a 70,000 dal ton p re c u rs o r .
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The evidence regarding the cleavage of the internal non-glycosylated 
gag proteins points to the cleavage taking place on the p lasm a m em brane. 
Agents which d isrup t m em branes inhibit the cleavage (Vogt e t a l 1975).
This would support the idea that cleavage of the non-glycosylated virion 
protein p recu rso r is  intim ately associated with v irus assem bly on the plasm a 
m em brane. The incorporation of p recu rso r polypeptide into assem bled 
virions appears to be a unique phenomenon of FeLV and R-MLV (Jamjom et 
a l . ,  1975; Okasinsky and V elicier, 1977).
The v ira l glycoproteins are also derived from  a p recu rso r polypeptide 
encoded for by the env gene (Korshin e t a l 1977).
The virion p recu rso r glycoproteins a re  synthesised and cleaved 
in the rough endoplasmic reticulum  (Witte e t a l 1977) Cleavage of the 
glycoprotein p recu rso r before it reaches the plasm a m em brane would explain 
why this p re cu rso r  is never found in m ature virions while the gag p recu rso rs  
can be incorporated in m ature virions (Hunter e t a l . , 1976).
Studies undertaken to investigate the kinetics of form ation and 
utilisation of v ira l m em brane glycoproteins of Moloney sarcom a-leukaem ia 
v irus (MSV- MLV) revealed that core synthesis (p30) and the appearance of 
recently synthesised products in ex tracellu lar v irions, was rapid, whereas 
appearance of labelled m em brane glycoproteins (gp69, 71) was delayed 
(Witte and W eissm an, 1974). The sam e re se a rch e rs  (1976) concluded from  
la te r  experim ents that the delay in appearance of label in ex tracellu lar gp69,
71 was due to some post-synthetic p rocess involving passage of the recently  
synthesised glycoproteins through one or m ore large in term ediary  pools
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p rio r  to availability for the budding p ro c e ss . R esults of lactoperoxidase 
iodination pul s e -chase and im m unoprécipitation suggest that such a large 
pool of 70, 000 dalton exists on the cell m em brane.
The prolonged excretion pattern, i . e . ,  the slow fractional turnover 
per unit tim e, for gp69, 71 m olecules is in strik ing co n trast to the rapid 
excretion ra te  per unit tim e, i . e . ,  fast fractional turnover, for p30. If 
s im ila r post-synthetic p rocesses were operating in FL74 ce lls, these might 
account for the rapid appearance and utilisation of the pro teins p30 and pl5 
in the early-G ^ phase which coincides with peak v irus re lease  and for the 
m ore prolonged presence of the gp70 antigen peak which p e rs is ts  during the 
whole phase . Sim ilarly, if FOCMA were distinct from  the v ira l proteins, 
its  synthesis, post-synthetic processing and peak expression  on the cell 
m em brane would m ost likely be tem porally different which would account 
for the 14 hour gap between the v ira l antigen peaks and FOCMA peak re la ted  
to the cell c y c le .
The detection of a "FOCMA" peak on the feline tumour cell lines 
FL74 and F422 chronically infected with FeLV and its  absence on the FeLV 
infected canine CT45-S cell line, might suggest that FOCMA is d istinct from  
the v ira l antigens which is in accordance with recen t findings concerning 
the nature of FOCMA (antigen(s)) (Hardy and Zuckerman, 1977; Essex, 1975; 
Stephenson e t a l ., 1977; Hardy e t a l ., 1977).
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TABLE 14
Examination of Synchronised FL74 Cells by the Cytoplasmic IF T est
Dilution of Hours Phase of the Fluorescence Fluorescence
anti-gs serum post re lease cell cycle positive cells  in % pattern
1:50 2 S 25 +
4 ■ 25 +
6 ^2 40 +
8 M 80
10 E-G^ 100 1 i i
12 100 +++
14 100 ++
18 M-Gf 100 ++
22 . 100 -H-
26 L-G^ 100 -H-
1:100 2 s 0 -
. 4 20
6 ^2 40 +
8 M 75 +
10 E-G , 100 +++
12 1 100 1 1 I'
14 100 -H-
18 M-Gj 100 -H-
22 100 +
26 L “G^ 100 +
1:200 2 S 0 -
4 0 -
6 ^2 0 -
8 M 75 4-
10 E-G 100 4~F
12 1 100 ++
14 100 +
18 M-G^ 0 -
22 0 -
26 L-Gj
1
0 -
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TABLE 15
Expression of FOCMA on FL74 Cells Synchronised by Excess Thymidine
Hours 
post re lease
Cell N o.
X 10^
M .I. 
in %
Phase of the 
cell cycle
FOCMA titre  
end-points
Fluorescence
pattern
0 1.45 - c y s
2 0.01 s 1:32 +
4 0 .4 1:64
6 3.4 ^2 1:64 +
8 32.0 M 1:64 ++
10 3.4 5 .2 E-G^ 1:128 -H-
18 0 .5 M-G^ 1:128 -hf
24 0 .6 L-G , 1:512 -H-f
26 0 .5
1
1:512 -H-i
32 0 .5 1:128
38 7.65 M
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TABLE 16
Expression of FOCMA on FL74 Cells Synchronised by Cold Treatm ent
Hours Cell No. M .I. Phase of the FOCMA titre Fluorescence
post re lease X 10^ in % cell cycle end-points pattern
0 4.35 1.8 M/G^
4 2.4 E-G j 1:128 + ■
8 2.6 1:128 “H"
18 2.4 L-G 1:1024 -H-f
24
i
s 1:128 ++
32 18.0 M 1:64 4-F
36 10.6 3.2
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TABLE 17
Viral Antigen and FOCMA T itres  during Logarithm ic Cell Growth
Time
(day)
Cell N o.
X 10^
M .I .
in %
Phase of 
growth
T itre  end-points
Fluorescence
FOCMA gp70 p30 pl5 pattern
1:64 1:64 1:32 1:128 44-
1:64 1:128 1:64 1:256 44-4-
1:128 1:64 1:32 1:128 -H-
1:64 1:64 1 :32 1:128 44-
1 (1 pm)
1 (7 pm)
2 (1 pm)
3 (1 pm)
5 .6
10.5
12.3
3 .2  
5 .5
2 . 2  
1.0
Log phase
Stationary
Phase
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TABLE 18
Expression of FOCMA and gp70 on Synchronised F422 Cells
Synchronisation by 
TdR block
Synchronisation by 
cold block
Hours 
post re lease
Phase of 
the cell 
cycle
FOCMA
titre s
gp70
titre s
Hours 
post re lease
Phase of 
the cell 
cycle
FOCMA
titre s
gp70
titre s
4 S 1:64 1:64 2 E -G j 1:512 1:512
6 ^2 1:64 1:64 4
8 M 1:128 1:128 8 M-G^ 1:1024 1:1024
12 E -G i
M-G
1:512 1:512 10 L-G , 1:4096 1:1024
16 1:512 1:512 20
X  ■ ■
M 1:512 1:1024
18 1:512 1:512
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TABLE 19
Antigen Expression
on Synchronised FeLV-Infected CT45-S Cells
Cell
type
Subgroup 
of FeLV
Phase of the 
cell cycle
T itre s  with a 
FOCMA serum
T itre s  with a 
gp70 serum
Fluorescence
pattern
CT45-S AB S 1:4 1:128 ++
M 1:8 1:256
E-G^ 1:32 1:1024
M-G 1:32 1:1024
. - 0 . 1:32 1:1024
CT45-S B S 1:8 1:128 +++
M 1:16 1:256
E-G^ 1:128 1:2048
M-Gf 1:128 1:2048
L -G f 1:128 1:2048
CT45-S C S 0 1:64 +
M 1:2 1:128
E-G^ 1:16 1:256
M-Gf 1:16 1:256
L-G , 1:16 1:2561
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FIGURE 71 : V iral and FOCMA Antigen Expression during
the C ell-C ycle.
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f ig u r e  72 : On the cell m em branes continuous ring fluorescence can 
be seen . Viable FL74 cells incubated with cat anti- 
FOCMA serum  and rabbit an ti-ca t fluorescein-conjugated 
globulin .
FIGURE 73 ; On the cell m em branes, patchy fluorescence can be seen 
Viable FL74 cells  stained as described in F ig , 72. The 
appearance of the m em brane staining is Influenced by 
facto rs like tem perature, titre  of the antiserum , and the 
length of incubation.
V  '
. *
o  c
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yFIGURE 74 : Cytoplasmic fluorescence is shown.
Fixed FL74 cells incubated with rabbit 
anti-p30 serum and goat anti-rabbit 
fluorescein-conjugated globulin.
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C H A P T E R  F I V E
THE EFFECT OF METABOLIC INHIBITORS ON
VIRUS PRODUCTION AND ANTIGEN EXPRESSION
CHAPTER FIVE : THE EFFECT OF METABOLIC INHIBITORS ON
VIRUS PRODUCTION AND ANTIGEN EXPRESSION
1. Introduction and Review of the L ite ra tu re
2. M aterials and Methods
3. Experim ents and R esults
A . T itration of metabolic inhibitors on FL74 cells
B. The effect of vinblastine sulfate and cytochalasin 
B on cell division and v irus re lease
C . R eversib le inhibition of virus re lease  by cytochalasin B
D. Cell cycle-dependent inliibition of v iru s re le a se  and 
antigen expression by cytochalasin B
E . The effect of actinomycin D on virus production and 
antigen expression
F . The effect of cycloheximide on virus re lease
4. D iscussion
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1. . Introduction and Review of the L ite ra tu re
In o rd er to investigate the kinetics of FeLV production and to 
explore some of tlie regulatory  m echanism s responsible for the expression 
of v ira l antigens in FL74 cells, the effect of various m etabolic inhibitors 
was exam ined. An attem pt was also made to determ ine the events which 
impose cell cycle-dependence on v iru s replication and antigen expression .
Inhibitors of protein synthesis (cycloheximide) and RNA synthesis 
(actinomycin D) w ere applied, and also the effect of cytochalasin B and 
vinblastine sulfate on v irus re lease  and antigen expression was investigated.
Cycloheximide (G H) is an inhibitor of protein synthesis; it  in te rfe res  
witli polypeptide chain elongation in the translation p ro c e ss .
Actinomycin D (AMD) is a potent inhibitor of RNA syntiiesis in 
eukaryotic c e lls . Protein synthesis dim inishes in cells  treated  with AMD. 
This was originally attributed to decay of m essenger RNA (mRNA), but 
m ore recently  an additional effect of the drug at the level of initiation of 
protein synthesis has been indicated, although the m echanism  of this putative 
action has not been fully explored (Singer and Penman, 1972; Craig, 1973).
One possible way to approach the problem  of the regulation of cell 
• surface antigen expression is to use inhibitors of nucleic acid and protein 
sy n th es is .
AMD added to logarithm ically  growing YCAB mouse lymphoma cells 
increased  the proportion of antigen-positive cells and their antibody absorptive 
capacity . This effect was dose dependent. The AMD-induced antigen 
expression was blocked in a dose-response fashion by inhibitors of protein
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synthesis (cycloheximide and purom ycin). However, inliibitors of DNA 
sy the sis  (cytosine arabinoside, hydroxyurea and m itomycin C) had no 
effect (Cikes and Klein, 1972).
T urner e t a l ., (1972) enzym atically rem oved the histocom patibility 
antigens from  the surface of intact human* peripheral lymphocytes and 
studied their re -ex p ressio n  in the presence of puromycin and AMD . The 
HL-A2 antigen was fully expressed  during a 6 hour incubation of the cells 
in fresh  growth m edium . The re -expression  was completely inhibited by 
puromycin (50 m g /m l). AMD concentrations which caused 98% inhibition 
of H -uridine incorporation allowed a 70% re -ex p ressio n  of the HL-A2 
antigenic content. These findings were in terpreted  as an indication that 
the antigen was re-syn thesised  de novo and the synthesis had been taking 
place on p re-ex isting  tem plates.
S im ilar kinetics for the re -ex p ressio n  of cell surface antigens 
were observed on Meth A asc ite s  fibrosarcom a cells following rem oval of 
their H-2 antigen by papain (Schwartz and Nathenson, 1971) and for the 
regeneration of surface sialoglycoproteins on TA3 mouse m am m ary adeno­
carcinom a cells following treatm ent with neurom inidase (Hughes e t a l .,
1972). P e r rone e t a l (1972, 1974) also observed a reduced HL-A antigen 
expression in purom ycin-treated WIL^ cultured human lymphoid c e lls .
The above re su lts  are  rem iniscent of the super induction by AMD 
of the production of enzymes, antibodies and in terferon in cultured cells 
(G arren e t a l .. 1964; Thompson e t a l . . 1970; R eif-L eh rer, 1971; Am brose, 
1969; Sejkalova e t a l .. 1970; Tan e t a l .. 1970).
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■ The finding of an enhanced antigen expression in cells with suppressed 
RNA synthesis suggests a post-transcrip tional control of antigen syn thesis.
In a model proposed by Tomkins e t a l . . (1969) for the regulation of gene 
activity in cells of higher anim als, this paradoxical effect of AMD was 
suggested. The model postulates the existence of a short-lived  re p re sso r  
which inactivates the specific mRNA. AMD is envisaged as preferentially  
inhibiting the short-lived mRNA for rep resso r(s) of specific mRNAs. The 
la tte r  RNAs are  relatively  long-lived and in the absence of their rep re sso r(s)  
can thus be fully tran sla ted .
The replication of oncornaviruses is mediated tlirough proviral 
DNA. Therefore, AMD can be applied, to inhibit the synthesis of v ira l RNA 
and subsequently v irus production. The prim ary  function of the v iral RNA 
transcribed  from  DNA is to serve as m essenger RNA for v ira l protein syn thesis. 
It is also encapsulated in the m ature v irion .
The effect of AMD on the synthesis of rev e rse  tra n sc rip ta se - 
containing leukaem ia-sarcom a v iruses has been studied in g rea t de ta il. It 
was shown tliat v irus pnfected cells, upon treatm ent with AMD, cease viral 
RNA synthesis (Bader, 1964; Temin, 1963 Duesberg, 1967; Bases, 1967) 
and markedly reduce virus production (Temin, 1963; Bader, 1964; Vigier,
1964). Baluda and Nayak (1969) and Bader (1970) provided evidence that 
v irus assem bly and v irus re lease  continued for at le a s t 1 or 2 hours after 
the addition of AMD. Levin e t a l . . (1974) showed that the production of MuLV 
p ersis ted  for a t lea s t 6 hours in AM D-treated c e lls . Recently, Sarkar e t al
(1977) investigated the effect of AMD on the synthesis of MuMTV-RNA and 
proteins and dem onstrated that the treatm ent of ce lls  with AMD at a concentration
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of 0 .5  p g /m l. inhibited the production of viral RNA but did not prevent the 
form ation of v ira l proteins and their assem bly into m ature virion for a period 
of approximately 10 h o u rs . It was concluded tliat a considerable pool of v iral 
RNA for bo til m essenger function and encapsulation existed witliin the cell 
system  used.
Term ination of protein synthesis with cycloheximide in cells 
producing MuLV resu lted  in a rapid decay in MuLV production and also in 
v ira l s truc tu ra l protein synthesis, whereas AMD-treated cells  continued to 
produce virion proteins (Levine e t a l . , 1974). Levine and Rosenac (1976) 
postulated the presence of a polyribosom al RNA with a functional half-life 
of 6 to 8 hours and a genomic virion RNA with a functional half life of 1.5 to
2 h o u rs .
The response of FeLV production and FeLV -associated cell surface 
antigen synthesis in FL74 cells in the presence of inhibitors of mRNA was 
examined by O'Brien and Boone (1977). V irus production was affected within
3 hours of exposure to AMD but v ira l antigen synthesis continued for 10 hours 
before AMD effect was observed . These data also suggest the existence of 
two different RNA species which are  ra te-lim iting  under conditions of 
inhibition of RNA synthesis; a short-lived v irion-lim iting RNA and a m ore 
stable mRNA which specified the viral an tigens.
The effect of metabolic inhibitors on the production of Ki MSV 
(Ki MuLV) during synchronous cell growth was studied by Panem and K irsten  
(1967). Application of AMD resu lted  in inhibition of v irus re lease  when the 
drug was applied during late-S  and early-G ^ p e rio d s . p30 expression
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in the cytoplasm  was also lowered if RNA syntiiesis was inhibited during 
late-S  and m iddle-G^ phases.
Cytochalsin B (GB) is  a m etabolite produced by the fungus Helminto- 
sporium  dem atioideum . A wide variety of transpo rt and motile p rocesses 
in eukaryotic ce lls  a re  affected by its application. At relatively  low 
concentrations (0.1 - lOpM) the drug inhibits uptake of glucosam m e as 
well as glycoprotein and m ucopolysaccharide synthesis in some cultured 
ce lls  (Sanger and H oltzer, 1972). CB in terferes  with glycosylation mainly 
through hihibition of the tran sp o rt of certa in  m onosaccharides across  the 
plasm a m em brane (Kletzien and Perdue, 1973). At higher concentrations 
(1 - 100 pM /m l.) CB affects cell morphology and inhibits a wide range of 
m otile p ro cesses  including cell locomotion, cytoplasm ic stream ing and 
cytokinesis (Sanger and H oltzer, 1972; C arte r, 1972). Recently, Lin et a l . .
(1978) concluded that the effects of CB on sugar tra n sp o rt and on cell motility 
and morphology w ere separate and independent events, mediated by the 
binding of the drug to specific cellu lar re c e p to rs .
Vinblastine sulfate (VB) is a potent inhibitor of cellu lar proliferation 
which ex e rts  its  action through metaphase a r r e s t .  VB poisons the m itotic 
spindle apparatus by binding to m icrotubular protein and disaggregating 
m icrotubules (Olmsted and Borisy, 1973). VB acts at the biochem ical level 
as an inhibitor of the conversion of glutam ic acid to both urea and c itric  acid 
cycle in term ediates (Pfeiffer, 1967).
CB and VB inhibited the re lease  of KiMSV (KiMuLV), Concentrations 
of VB which inhibited virus re le a se  also inhibited m itosis and cell division.
In con trast, low concentrations of CB inhibited v irus re le a se  without affecting
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cell division (Panem and K irsten, 1976). CB inhibition of v irus re lease  
from  synchronously growing NRK-K cells  was shown to be cell cycle- 
dependent (Panem, 1977).
TTie effect of im paired glycosylation on the synthesis of envelope 
pro te ins of R auscher m urine leukaem ia virus was investigated in pulse- 
labelling experim en ts. CB did not affect the proteolytic cleavage of the 
v irus-specific  p recu rso r polypeptides gag-pr 75 and gag -p r 65. In contrast, 
CB had an inhibitory effect on the production of the glycosylated p recu rso r 
polypeptide env-pr 82. TTiis inhibitory effect of CB, however, was rev ers ib le  
(Van de Yen e t a l 1977).
Cytochalasin D (CD) which has only one effect, the disruption of 
m icrofilam ents, inhibited MuLV production in chronically infected mouse 
thymus-bone m arrow  cells by 70-80 per cent. Co-capping of MuLV-pro te ins 
and actin was dem onstrated in the same cells by double im m unofluorescent 
stain ing. It was proposed that a connection between actin and v irus-specific  
cell surface antigens might ex is t in a sim ilar fashion as it ex ists  between 
actin and H-2, and actin and surface immunoglobulins (Mousa and Bechberger, 
1978).
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2. M aterials and Methods
Metabolic inhibitors w ere purchased from  Sigma Chemical Co.
Stock solutions of cytochalasin B in dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO) 
containing 10 pg of CB/ml w ere stored at -20°C .
Vinblastine sulfate was stored a t -20^C in a stock solution 
containing 100 pg of V B/m l.
Actinomycin D was stored a t -20^C in lyophilised form  and 
solubilised in ethanol as needed for each experim ent.
Cycloheximide was stored at -4°C and freshly, p repared  for 
each ex p erim en t.
C ells, culturing of the cells, synchronising and im m unofluorescence 
techniques w ere described  in the previous C hap ters,
2 0 0
3 . Experim ents and Results
A . T itration of metabolic inhibitors on FL74 cells
F irs t, the re la tive  viability of FL74 cells was tested by the trypan 
blue exclusion test over a 24 hour period of growth in the presence of each of 
tlie m etabolites at various concentrations.
AMD and CH were used at concentrations of 0 .1  p g /m l. and 10 pg/m l 
respectively . In the f ir s t  8 hours, cell viability rem ained fairly  constant,, 
approximately 70 - 75%, w hereas all the cells died when incubated with AMD or 
CH for 15 or 20 h ours.
CB and VB appeared to be cytotoxic a t high concentrations only (10 - 
20 p g /m l. and 1 - 2  p g /m l., respectively).
B. The effect of Vinblastine Sulfate and Cytochalasin B on cell division
and virus re lease
Replicate cu ltu res of logarithm ically growing FL74 cells were incubated 
overnight with fresh  growtli medium containing inhibitors at various concentrations 
The following morning cell viability was tested by the trypan blue exclusion test 
and, in addition, cell number counts and m itotic index determ ination w ere 
perfo rm ed . The rem aining cells were processed  for EM, The resu lts  are  
shown in Table 20, p . 212. At concentrations of 0.25 - 0 .5  pg/m l, VB
completely blocked cells  from  passing through m etaphase . The m itotic index 
was fairly  high, 10 - 12% and the cell viability was not greatly  affected (71 - 
75%). Concentrations g rea te r  than 1.0 p g /m l. caused crenelation of the cell 
m em brane along with lo ss  of v iability . The low er concentrations were 
therefore used in subsequent ex p erim en ts .
Even at low concentrations, VB inhibited v irus re lease  by 60% but a t
the sam e tim e inhibited m itosis and cell d iv ision . Therefore, its  inhibitory
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effect on v irus re lease  was due to the fact that cells were prevented from  
undergoing m itosis and reaching the early-G ^ phase where v irus re lease  o ccu rred .
At low concentrations of 0 .5 - 1.0 p g / m l C B  did not in terfere  with 
cell division. The viability of the cells  rem ained high, 81 - 87%. At higher 
concentrations, 5 .0  - 10.0 p g /m l., tlie number of ce lls  did not increase and 
large , round, binucleated cells w ere observed by light and electron m icroscopy. 
Apparently, CB at those concentrations inhibited the separation of daughter 
c e lls . CB-inhibited, binucleated cells  a re  shown in F ig . 75. At the concentrations 
of 20 - 25pg /m l., CB also exerted  cytotoxic effects on cells  as judged by EM.
At a low concentration of 1.0 p g /m l., CB inhibited v irus re lease  by 50% relative 
to controls witliout affecting cell division. The cells inhibited by 0.1 pg/m l 
of CB did not show accumulation of budding form s on their surfaces when 
examined in the EM. Therefore, it was concluded that the CB inhibitory effect 
on virus re lease  was m ediated by its in terference with the norm al glycosylation 
p rocess of v ira l envelope p ro te in s .
C . R eversib le inhibition of v irus re lease  by cytochalasin B.
The rev ers ib ility  of CB inhibition was exam ined. Replicate cultures 
of exponentially growing FL74 cells  were incubated in fresh  growth medium 
containing 1.0 p g /m l. CB. After 3 hours, CB was rem oved by washing the 
cells  tvdce and resuspending in fresh  growth medium without the drug.
Samples were processed  for EM at 0, 2 and 4 hours following drug 
rem oval. Mitotic indices were also determ ined. Control cultures were 
treated  sim ilarly  but the drug was om itted .
During the time of the experim ent, both the control and the CB 
treated  cultures showed unchanged, 3.5%, m itotic indices which were usually
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found in exponentially growing c e lls . When thin sections of cells were examined, 
it was found that cells  a t 0 h r after drug rem oval had few er budding partic les  
(20/100) than the control ce lls  (40/100). W hereas, ce lls  2 and 4 hours after 
drug rem oval showed a higher number of budding p artic les  (80/100) tlian the 
control cells  (40/100).
Tbese data suggested that the inhibitory effect of CB was not only rapid, 
but it was easily  rev ers ib le  .
D . Cell cycle-dependent inhibition of virus re lease  and antigen
expression by Cytochalasin B
In o rder to determ ine the time of CB inhibitory effect in the cell cycle, 
FL74 cells were synchronised by excess thymidine and after the removal of the 
synchrony inducing block, rep licate  cultures were treated  with 1 p g /m l. of CB 
for decreasing  tim es during synchronous grow th. At p o s t-re lea se  10 h r . ,  
which is the time of the v iral peak, sam ples were taken . From  each sample 
half of the cells  were p rocessed  for EM and the other half were used for 
m itotic index determ ination and for preparation of slides using a cytocentrlfuge. 
Cells were dried, fixed in acetone for 10 minutes and s to red  at -20*^C . L ater, 
cells were stained for cytoplasm ic immunofluorescence by using anti-p30 and 
-gp70 immune se ra  in 1:100 dilutions.
Table 21, p 213 shows that v irus re lease  and gp70 expression in the 
cytoplasm  were inhibited by CB in a cell cycle-dependent fashion, w hereas the 
synthesis of p30 antigen was not affected by the drug . When the drug was 
presen t during S and early-G ^ periods, the number of budding C-type partic les  
was lowered and the intensity of the cytoplasm ic staining by anti-gp70 serum  
was greatly  reduced.
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The presence of CB during late-G ^. M and early-G ^ phases did 
not influence v irus re lea se  and cells stained for cytoplasm ic im m unofluorescence 
showed sim ila r brightness to that of the control c e l ls .
F rom  these data it was concluded that CB was m ost likely to have 
affected tlie glycosylation p rocess of envelope p recu rso r proteins which 
recently  was shown to be synthesised in two d istinct waves, during middle-S 
and la te-S-G ^ phases of the cell cycle (Naso and Brown. 1977).
CB had no effect on the synthesis of non-glycosylated gagprecursor 
polypeptides.
E . . The effect of actinomycin D on v irus production and antigen expression
Viral RNA transcrip tion  is very sensitive to AMD (Bases and King,
1967; D uesberg and Robinson, 1967; Paskind e t a l . , 1975). 0 .1  p g /m l. of
3drug was shown to be sufficient to reduce by 90% the incorporation of H -uridine 
into ex trace llu la r v ir io n s ,
In these experim ents, the response of FeLV production, v ira l and 
FOCMA antigen synthesis in the p resence of AMD w ere exam ined.
Duplicate cu ltures of FL74 cells  were incubated in fresh  growth 
medium containing 0.1 p g /m l. AMD. At 2, 4 and 8 hour in tervals, sam ples 
were taken. Cells were processed  for EM and from  each block, 100 cell 
profiles were examined for budding p a r tic le s . It was found that virus 
production was not inhibited after 2 hours, slightly inhibited after 4 hours and 
m ore than 50% inhibited after 8 hours incubation in the p resence of the drug. 
After that period, ce lls  showed cytotoxic changes and soon died.
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. Higher inhibitory effect of AMD was reported  when v irus re lease
was m easured by biological (Paskind e t a l 1975) or by re v e rse  tran scrip tase
3assays o r by the m easurem ent of the incorporation of H -uridm e in e x tra ­
cellu lar p a rtic le s  (Levin e t_ ^ .,  1974). Therefore, depending on the virus 
assay system , re su lts  can be strikingly different after AMD treatm ent of 
c e lls . When v irus re lease  is m easured by counting budding p artic les, only 
the inhibition of m aturation and budding process can be followed which is, 
in turn, a secondary effect of the inhibition of v ira l RNA o r v ira l-p rec u rso r  
mRNA and the resu lting  reduced protein syn thesis. The fact that virions 
continued to be synthesised and re leased  in the f ir s t  hours after AMD treatm ent 
suggested that v irus production was dependent upon a re la tively  large in tra ­
cellu lar v ira l RNA poo l.
Experim ents were also perform ed to estab lish  the exact period(s) 
in tlie cell cycle during which in the presence of AMD the inhibition of v irus 
re le a se  and antigen expression o ccu rred .
FL74 cells  w ere synchronised by a double TdR block. At various 
tim es during synchronous growth, rep licate cu ltures of cells were treated  
for 2 hours with 0 .1  p g /m l. of AMD. After 2 hours, the medium containing 
the drug was removed, cells w ere washed twice and fresh  growth medium 
was added. Previously, it had been determ ined that maximal antigen 
expression  and v irus production occurred at 10 h r .  post re lease , therefore 
sam ples were taken at PR-10 h r .  Each culture was divided into three p a r ts .  
One p a rt of the cells was p rocessed  for EM, the second p a rt was deposited 
on slides, fixed in acetone and stored at -20°C, while the third p art was 
imm ediately stained for cell m em brane im m unofluorescence and also used
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for MI determ ination to a sse ss  the degree of synchrony achieved.
The resu lts are  shown in Table 22, p ,214 .
AMD inhibited v irus re lease  and v ira l antigen expression  in the 
cytoplasm  when it was applied during early-S  and la te -S - early-G ^ phases,
PR 0-2 and PR 4-6 h r ., respectively  . Inhibition was m ore pronounced 
when AMD was p resen t during la te-S  -early-G ^ periods , On the cell 
m em brane, s im ila r endpoint ti tre s  were m easured by using anti-gp70 and an 
anti-FOCMA sera , irresp ec tiv e  of the presence of the drug . The drastica lly  
reduced cytoplasm ic im m unofluorescence in cells treated  with AMD in S and 
early-G ^ phases was thought to be caused by the inhibition of v ira l p recu rso r 
polypeptide mRNA which was also reflected  in the reduced ra te  of v irus 
re le a se . The continuous presence of cell m em brane antigens, gp70 and 
FOCMA, respectively , indicated that a considerable pool of m em brane 
associated proteins existed in these cells and /or that m ore RNA species 
with different functional half lives were operating in the v ira l synthetic p rocess
Attem pts to tre a t cells  with AMD at various tim es during synchronous 
cell growth and to co llect sam ples at the tim e when FOCMA peak occurred 
(PR-24 h r .)  were highly unsuccessful because cells died sooner. S im ilarly, 
cells  cultured in the continuous presence of AMD died before reaching tlie 
time of v ira l and FOCMA peaks in the cell cy c le .
F . The effect of cycloheximide on virus re lease
As previously described, AMD treatm ent of exponentially growing 
cells had minimal effect on v irus re lease  during the f i r s t  4 hours of grow th. 
This suggested that the v ira l p a rtic le s  re leased  u tilised v ira l RNA which
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existed p rio r to AMD inhibition. In this experim ent, the effect of CH on 
protein synthesis and v irus re lease  was exam ined.
Duplicate cu ltu res of exponentially growing FL74 cells were 
incubated with fresh  growth medium containing 10 p g /m l. of CH. At 2, 4 
and 8 hour in tervals, sam ples were taken. C ells were p rocessed  for EM 
and cell num ber and viability counts w ere also perfo rm ed . Thin sections 
w ere examined for budding C-type p a rtic le s . Control cu ltu res were 
sim ilarly  treated  without drug. Results are shown in Table 23, p . 215.
No increase  in cell number was seen in cultures treated  with CH. 
CH had a fa r m ore rapid  effect on virus production than AMD did. Virus 
re lea se  was drastica lly  reduced by 2 hours and ceased alm ost completely 
by 4 hours after treatm ent, indicating that virus re lease  was highly sensitive 
to CH. This sensitivity reflected  the requirem ent for synthesis of ra te -  
lim iting v ira l and /or cellu lar p ro te in s . As oncornavirus production was 
shown to be dependent upon cell growth (Temln, 1971), the effect of CH on 
v irus re lease  was possibly tlie consequence of inhibited cell grow th .
However, v ira l protein synthesis was equally inhibited in the presence of 
the drug (Paskind et a l ., 1975).
It follows from  this that CH m ust have influenced virus re lease  by 
inhibiting botli cellu lar and v iral protein sy n th esis .
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4. D iscussion
Using a variety  of m etabolic inhibitors, the factors lim iting virus 
re lease  and antigen expression were investigated.
M itosis has a prom inent ro le in oncornavirus rep lication . It was 
shown to be requ ired  not only for v irus re lease  but also for the appearance of 
v irus specific RNA (Humphries and Temin, 1974) and for the production of v ira l 
proteins (F ischinger e t a l ., 1975). Therefore, inhibitors of contractile 
elem ent functions w ere f ir s t  exam ined.
Vhiblastine sulfate which disrupts m icrotubules greatly  inhibited 
virus re le a se . This was the consequence of cells being blocked in m etaphase 
by the drug and not being able to undergo m ito s is .
Cytochalasin B in higher concentrations was shown to affect a la te r  
step in the mitotic p ro cess . Cytokinesis, the separation of daughter cells was 
inhibited by this drug . Large, round, binucleated ce lls  were seen in cultures 
treated  with CB. The considerable decrease in v irus re lease  caused by high 
doses of CB was due to its in terference with m ito sis .
When lower doses of CB were applied, they did not in terfere  with 
m ito s is . No binucleated cells were seen and the num ber of cells norm ally 
in creased . However, in the p resence of 1.0 p g /m l. of CB, v irus re lease  was 
still affected. C ells were producing 50% le ss  virus p a rtic le s  than the untreated 
control c e l l s . Low doses of CB in terfered  with the tran sp o rt of certain  mono­
saccharides across  the plasm a m em brane (Kleitzen and Perdue, 1973). CB was 
shown to prevent the synthesis of the p recu rso r polypeptides of Rauscher 
m urine leukaem ia v irus glycoproteins (Van de Ven e t a l . , 1977). Therefore,
it was concluded that the inhibition of FeLV re lease  by low doses of the drug was 
due to the im paired  glycosylation of the v iral glycoprotein p re c u rs o rs .
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Cleavage of the glycoprotein p recu rso r was found to take place before 
it reached the plasm a m em brane (Van de Ven e t a l 1977).  Im paired giyco- 
sylation might in terfere  with cleavage and form ation of v iral g lycopro te ins. 
Although cleavage of the p re cu rso r  polypeptide may not be directly  associated 
with assem bly and v irus re lease  but the lack of the cleavage products might 
indirectly influence the norm al budding p ro c e s s . Glycoproteins may be 
im portant also in controlling the selective incorporation of virion components 
and the exclusion of host plasm a membrane p ro te in s.
It was also established that the inhibitory effect of CB was rapid, 
reversib le  and cell cycle-dependent. Virus re lease  and cytoplasm ic antigen 
expression w ere greatly  reduced when CB was applied during S and early-G ^ 
p e r io d s . These re su lts  a re  consistent with the finding that v ira l p recu rso r 
polypeptides a re  synthesised during mid-S and la te-S  -G^ phases of the cell 
cycle (Naso and Brown, 1977),
Replication of oncornavirus is inhibited by Actinomycin D (Bader, 1964; 
Robinson, 1966; Allen, 1966; Baluda, 1969; Bases, 1967; Bader, 1970;
Paskind e t a l . , 1975; Jamjom et a l 1976; Levin, 1976; Panem, 1976; O’Brien 
and Boone, 1977; Sarkar et a l . . 1977).
The experim ents with AMD showed that the m ajor inhibitory effect of 
this drug was upon RNA synthesis which was a rre s te d  within 30 minutes after 
application of the d rug . V irus re lease  can be m easured several ways, and, 
depending on the virus assay system  used, the time by which v irus production is 
affected by AMD will v a ry .
The interval between completion of the synthesis of RNA and its 
appearance in re leased  virions was determ ined to be about 70 m inu tes. AMD 
prevented tlie appearance of v ira l RNA ex tracellu larly  if added within 15 m in.
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after labelling (Bader, 1970). Com parison of tlie effect of AMD on the biological 
titre  with its  effect on virion-bound rev e rse  tran sc rip ta se  activity showed 
strikingly d ifferent r e s u l t s . Biological titre  of v irus (XC assay) was reduced 
le ss  than 10% after 6 hours of treatm ent witli AMD but the cells were still 
producing 40% of the norm al amount of rev e rse  transcrip tase-contain ing  
partic le s  (Paskind e t a l ., 1975). Sim ilarly, Levin et a l ., (1974) reported  that 
AMD treatm ent of cells  allowed the re lease  of v ira l p a rtic le s  which contained 
virion-bound rev e rse  tran sc rip tase  but lacked viral RNA.
In the p resen t experim ents, v irus re lease  was m onitored by EM. 
T herefore, only the inhibition of virion assem bly and die actual budding p rocess 
could be observed . AMD inhibited FeLV re lease  g radually . Maximum 
inhibition was seen after 8 hours; by this time v irus re lea se  was reduced by 
65% which possibly reflected  the inhibition of v ira l protein synthesis.
C ontrary  to AMD, cyclohexim ide inhibited v irus re lease  rapidly and 
com pletely. Not only the synthesis of v ira l proteins but cell division was also 
affected in die presence of CH. This suggested that it was necessary  for FeLV 
production that regulatory  system s influencing cell division rem ained unim paired
Inhibition of v ira l antigen synthesis and v irus re lease  by AMD was 
cell cycle-dependent and occurred  in the early -S  and la te-S  -G^ phases of die 
cell cy c le .
Viral p re cu rso r  polypeptide synthesis in R-M uLV-infected cells was 
shown to be cell cyc le-re la ted  and it occurred  in the early -S  and la te-S  - early  
periods (Naso and Brown, 1977). If s im ilar m acrom olecular regulatory 
system s a re  operating in FeLV infected cells, then the decrease  in antigen and 
FeLV production could be caused by the inhibition of the v ira l p recu rso r 
polypeptide sy n th es is .
T ie  appearance of cell m em brane antigens was not affected by AMD 
no m atter a t which phase of the cycle it was p resen t. Possibly a large cell 
m em brane antigen pool existed in FL74 c e lls . That such a large pool of glyco­
proteins existed in tlie MSV (MLV)- infected cell m em brane was dem onstrated 
by Witte and Weismann (1976). Glycoproteins which were synthesised before 
AMD inhibition occurred, could also be delayed by in trace llu lar processing, 
tran s it and appearance on the cell m em brane and prolonged presence in the 
m em brane pre-bud pool(s) before passage to the actual budding complex.
One attem pt was made to m easure FOCMA expression in the continuous 
presence of AMD or by treating  cells with AMD at various in tervals during 
synchronous cell grow th. Unfortunately, cells  died before they could have 
reached the late-G ^ period where FOCMA peak expression  occu rred . When 
cells were trea ted  with AMD in early-S  and late-S  - early-G ^ periods and were 
stained with anti-FOCMA serum  in the early-G ^ phase, their viability rem ained 
fa irly  high. However, on both AMD treated  and untreated cells  s im ilar endpoint 
t i tre s  were m easured . Thus, anti-FOCMA serum  produced sim ilar re su lts  to 
anti-gp70 se ru m . This might be explained in several w ays. For example, it 
is possible that anti-FOCMA serum  contained anti-gp70 specificities and in 
early-G ^ phase these were m easured on cells instead of FOCIvIA. Alternatively, 
synthesis of FOCMA was specified by a mRNA which responded to AMD inhibition 
in the same way as the v ira l specific mRNA did. To ascerta in  the p recise  
nature of the underlying mechanism, however, would have required further 
experim ents which would have been beyond the scope of the p resen t study.
To sum up, in this study, the effects of various metabolic inhibitors on
FeLV replication in chronically infected cells were investigated . It was found
that v irus production was regulated by a complex, cell cycle-dependent RNA,
mRNA, v ira l and cellu lar protein synthesis which was co-ordinated by m itosis ,
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TABLE 20
Inhibition of Cell Division
by Vinblastine Sulfate and Cytochalasin B
Inliibitor
Concentrations
[ig/ml
N o. of cells 
X 10^/m l.
Mitotic 
Index 
hi %
Viability
in%
N o. of buds/ 
100 cell 
p rofiles
Vinblastine SO .4
Control 6 .5 3 .2 78 120
0.25 5.0 10.2 75 60
0 .5 5 .0 12.0 71 40
1.0 3 .2 Cyto loxicity 20
2.0 2.5 -
Cytochalasin B
Control 8 .9 3.5 87.2 112
0 .5 6.15 3.5 81.0 84
1.0 6.05 3 .4 85.2 56
5.0 3.85 3.4 72.0 40
10.0 3.95 3.4 69.0
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TABLE 21 .
Cell Cycle-Dependent Inhibition of V irus R elease 
and Antigen Expression by Cytochalasin B
Time of CB 
treatm ent 
Hours post re lease
N o. of budding 
C-type p a r tic le s / 
100 cell profiles
Pattern of 
cytoplasm ic 
fluorescence 
a gp70
Pattern of 
cytoplasm ic 
fluorescence 
a p30
2 - 10 68 +
4 - 10 70 + +++
6 - 1 0 100 4-H- -HT
8 - 10 110 +++ "1.1 -|-
9 - 10 105 -H-+ -HT
Control 110 4-H- -HT
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TABLE 22
The Effect of Actinomycin D on Virus R elease 
and Antigen Expression during Synchronous Cell Growth
Time of AMD 
treatm ent 
Hours post R elease
N o. of budding 
C-type p a r tic le s / 
100 cell profiles
Pattern of 
cytoplasm ic 
fluorescence 
a gs serum
M embrane
endpoint
titre s
a gp70 serum
Membrane 
endpoint 
titre s  
a FOCMA 
serum
0 - 2 60 -H- 1:256 1:128
2 - 4 100 +-H- 1:256 1: 128
4 - 6 32 + /- 1:256 1:128
6 - 8 102 ■1 I 1 1:256 1:128
Control^ 108 TH- 1:256 1:128
Both AMD treated  and untreated control cells were examined at 10 hr 
post re lea se  in the early-G ^ phase.
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TABLE 23
Inhibition of Virus R elease 
by Actinomycin D and Cycloheximide
Hours
after
treatm ent
Drugs P resen t No dr ug p resen t
AMD CH V ia­ No. of buds/ 
100 cell 
profiles
Cell 
number 
X 105/ 
m l .
Via
bRi
in
%
N o. of 
buds/ 
100 cell 
profiles
Cell 
number 
X 105/ 
m l .
No. of 
buds/ 
100 cell 
profiles
Cell
number
X 10 /
m l.
bility 
in %
2 36 5.5 10 5.5 75 40 5.5 SC
4 28 5.6 2 5.5 72 38 5.8 8:
8 12 5.8 0 5 .4 68 39 6.0 8C
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FIGURE 75 : Cytochalasin B-treated binucleated FL74 cell.
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DETECTION OF CELL SURFACE ANTIGENS BY
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1. Im m unoferritin Technique
The investigation of the m olecular a rch itectu re  and dynamic organisation 
of biological m em branes received considerable impetus, from  technical p ro g ress  
in biochem istry and biophysics, e .g . ,  polyacrylam ide gel e lec trophoresis  in 
the presence of detergents and the m easurem ent of lipid v iscosity . However, 
with these methods alone no inform ation can be obtained concerning the topo­
graphic arrangem ent and interaction of m em brane co n stitu en ts . Another 
approach to m em brane re se a rch  is based on immuno- h isto - and cytochemical 
methods and in particu la r, on the im m unoferritin labelling technique a t the 
electron  m icroscopic le v e l.
Conventional transm ission  electron m icroscopy is based on the different 
electron  scatte ring  in tensities of the components in the object under investigation 
The electron  density of biological specim ens consisting mainly of carbon, 
hydrogen, oxygen and sulphur is often so weak that it has to be increased by 
artific ia l con trasting . This is  achieved by making use of the varying affinity 
of d ifferent chem ical groups to heavy metal atoms such as lead c itra te  and 
n r any 1 ace ta te .
Antigenic changes on the cell surface following transform ation of a 
normal cell a re  of g rea t theoretical and practical in te re s t. While antigens 
a re  not detectable in the EM, antibodies a re  la rge  enough to be resolved, but 
even in stained preparations they do not display sufficient e lectron  dense 
p ro p e rtie s . Application of labelled antibody of known specificity perm its 
localisation of its respective antigen in the antigen-antibody com plex.
In 1954, F ar ran t proposed horse spleen fe rr itin  as a suitable m arker 
for EM and in 1959, Singer p repared  covalent ferritin -antibody conjugates
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using bivalent d i-isocyanates as coupling reagen ts. ' Such conjugates were 
f ir s t  used by Morgan e t a l . , (1960) for the detection of influenza virus 
s tructu ra l antigens. The im m unoferritin te clinique was la te r  modified by 
using heavy atom s such as uranium  and gold (S ternberger e t a l 1963, 1965; 
Faulk and Taylor, 1971) or enzym e-substrate complexes (Avrameas, 1969, 
1970; S ternberger et a l . . 1970) as m arker m olecules. Since di-isocyanates 
re a c t with every lysin residue, they produce aggregation and the specific 
binding regions of the antibody are  often s terically  hindered. In addition, 
the coupling conditions destroy p a rt of the antibody activity so that only 10% 
of the initial activity of the native antibody is availab le . These drawbacks 
w ere greatly  overcome by the hybrid-antibody technique (Hammerling e t a l ., 
1968). F e rritin  labelling by this technique is not dependent on covalent 
binding of fe rritin  to antibody but on the specific combination of fe rritin  with 
an ti-fe rritin  antibody globulin. Hybrid-antibody m olecules of dual specificity 
can be obtained by combining univalent fragm ents of pepsin-treated  antibodies 
of d ifferent specific ities. While the technique is highly sensitive and specific, 
the preparation of hybrid antibodies requ ires the use of a variety  of buffer- 
system s and im m unoadsorbents.
Recently, glutaraldehyde (GA) was found to be suitable as a coupling 
reagent for attaching fe rritin  to antibody. Unlike other conjugants which are  
alm ost insoluble in w ater, GA is totally w ater-so lub le . The coupling reaction 
with GA leads to reproducible amounts of conjugates and can be standardised 
eas ily . The conjugates a re  stable, they can be stored a t 4°C for several 
m onths. The stability of the conjugates may be explained by the finding that 
the c ro ss  linkages produced in proteins by GA are  mainly the re su lt of stable
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M ichael-type adducts form ed between amino groups and , /5 unsaturated 
aldehydes (Richards and Knowles, 1968; Payne, 1973),
Initially, GA was used in a one-stage reaction in which antibody and 
fe rr itin  were sim ultaneously exposed to GA (Avrameas, 1969; Siess e t a l . . 
1971; N eauport-Santes and Silvester, 1972, Micheel, 1972) . . Although this 
method was quick, easy and fairly  re liab le , it  was not en tire ly  satisfactory  
since, as a consequence of d irec t exposure of antibodies to GA, reduction in 
antibody activity and form ation of undesirable aggregates might occu r.
Both of these disadvantages w ere avoided by the use of a tw o-stage method 
whereby antibody was conjugated to fe rr itin  p re -tre a ted  with GA (Otto e t a l . , 
1973; Takamiya et a l . , 1974, 1975; Kishida e t a l .. 1975). Although both 
aldehyde groups of the GA molecule have the same in trin sic  reactiv ity , the 
p ro p erties  of the fe rr itin  molecule p erm it a tw o-stage reac tion . In con trast 
to globulin, o r albumin, in term olecular c ro ss-linkages between fe rritin  
m olecules a re  le s s  frequently form ed.
F e rritin  is  an iron storage p ro te in . The molecule has a diam eter of 
about 100 - 200 A° and has a high, 20% iron content up to 4, 000 iron atoms 
p er molecule a re  contained in a m icellar core of 60 A^ in diam eter which has 
a high electron  scattering  potential in spite of the relatively  low atomic 
weight of Fe (=56). The core is  surrounded by a protein sh e ll . F e rritin  
has a m olecular weight ranging between 600,000 - 750,000 dal to n s . The 
iron-depleted protein  shell, called apoferritin , has a m olecular weight of 
465, 000 dal to n s .
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2. Review of the L ite ra tu re
Since its  introduction in 1959, the im m unoferritin technique (IFT) has 
been used in a variety  of immunological investigations. These include the 
identification of v ira l antigens (Morgan et a l . . 1961; Rezko e t a l ., 1962; 
Biberfield et a l 1966; Howe et a l . . 1967; Levinthal e t a l . , 1967; Oshiro 
et a l .. 1967; Due-Nguyen e t a l .. 1967; Nil e t a l 1968; Breeze. 1969, 1970; 
Micheel, 1970; Hampar e t a l . , 1970, 1971; Wagner e t a l 1970); the 
localisation of surface antigens on bacteria  (Walker e t a l ., 1966, 1967;
Katz, 1970; Fukushi e t a l 1968; Kushnarev e t a l . , 1969); red blood cells  
(Davis e t a l . , 1968; Mardiney e t a l ., 1968; S ilvestre et a l . , 1969; Kourlisky 
e t a l .; 1971); mouse lymphocytes (Aoki e t a l ., 1969; Taylor et a l . . 1971;
P arr and Oei, 1973) and on human fibroblasts (Hedman e t a l 1978); the 
localisation of the production of enzymes and myosin in ce lls  (Shimazakin 
e t a l . , 1966; Olsen e t a l . , 1975; Samosudova et a l . . 1968); studies on the 
mechanism  of certa in  experim ental and human d iseases (Porter et a l ., 1968; 
Andres e t a l ., 1970).
In the oncornavirus system , the f ir s t  study with IFT  was by Tanaka 
e t a l . , (1967) who examined the localisation of v ira l antigens in mouse m am m ary 
tu m o u rs . It was found that only m ature and budding v iru s partic le s  were 
labelled, while the cell m em brane was free from  specific staining. In 
another study, Rous sarcom a virus-infected  r a t  ce lls  w ere treated  with 
chicken antibody to RSV. Conglom erates of fe rr itin  w ere found in the outer 
third of cytoplasm, som etim es also in vesic les (Lindberg e t a l .. 1967). In 
o rder to investigate the localisation of Graffi v irus-induced cell surface 
antigens, IFT was applied. G raffi-specific antibodies reacted  with budding
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and ex trace llu lar v irus p artic le s  and also with the non-budding s ites  of the 
cell m em brane (Micheel and Bier wolf, 1968). Aoki e t a l . , (1970) found in the 
mouse system  that the G ross antigen was situated on the surface of G ross 
leukaem ia cells and this antigen was not identical with the v irus envelope 
antigen. They did not specify the envelope antigen as a cell surface an tigen . 
Micheel e t a l . , (1972) dem onstrated by IF T  the p resence of a m em brane- 
bound group-specific antigen in Graffi and G ross leukaem ia system s. No 
difference was found betv^een the localisation of the type-specific and group- 
specific leukaem ia antigens in the c e l l . It was assum ed that the antigenic 
determ inants were located e ither on one molecule o r on two adjacent 
m olecules. G elderblom  et a l ., (1972) found two kinds of antigens on the 
surface of chicken cells  infected or transform ed by avian RNA-tumour v iru s . 
The f irs t, designated as Ve antigen, was identical with the v ira l envelope 
antigen and was found to be expressed  on both v irions and non-budding a reas  
of productively infected cell m em branes . The second antigen was group- 
specific and re s tr ic ted  to transform ed c e lls . Since it  was not observed 
on virions, i t  was called tum our-specific cell surface antigen (TSSA). A 
new common cell surface antigen associated with m urine and feline leukaem ia 
v iru seses  was dem onstrated by m em brane im m unofluorescence test (Yoshiki 
e t a l . ,  1973). The subsequent IF study by the same group of m urine leukaem ia 
cells  revealed that the antigen was located on the cell surface, but budding and 
complete v irions w ere not labelled . Antibody activity could be adsorbed 
with purified v ira l protein containing gs an tigen . It was concluded that the 
common cell surface antigen was closely re la ted  to or identical with gs 
an tigen .
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Randal and F ritz  (1975) investigated the immunological p roperties of 
the surface of chick embryo cells (CEC) following their infection with avian 
leukosis v irus . They found that cells  stained soon after infection. The 
staining was tim e- and dose-dependent and was not decreased  after treatm ent 
of ce lls  with actinomycin D which implied entry by fusion. This was in 
con trast with an e a r lie r  rep o rt by Dales and Hanafusa (1972) who suggested 
that avian oncornaviruses penetrated the host cell by endocytic p ro c e ss . It 
was also found that CEC transform ed by an avian leukosis v irus had a group- 
specific T^SA associated  with the cell su rface . This antigen either c ro s s ­
reacted  o r was identical with an antigen found on CEC transform ed by RSV, 
and was d istinct from  v ira l envelope antigens of the d ifferent transform ing 
v iru se s . Only 25 - 30% of the transform ed cells stained for TSSA. 
Gelderblom e t a l ., (1972) also reported  that not all ce lls  transform ed by RSV 
would stain for TSSA. It was suggested that the expression of T^SA might 
be cell cycle-dependent.
A wide range of transform ed and normal mouse cells  were examined 
by IFT  (Holder e t a l ., 1976). Specific rabb it an tisera  to the m ajor glyco­
proteins of Friend leukaem ia v irus (gp71) and mouse m am m ary tumour v irus 
(gp52) were used . A ntiserum  to gp71 showed reactiv ity  with all the mouse 
cells tested  reg a rd less  of strain , v irus production or state of transform ation, 
dem onstrating the ubiquitous expression of gp71. In v iru s  producing cells, 
both budding v irus p artic les  and non-budding a reas  of the cell surface were 
consistently labelled with anti-gp71 serum . S im ilarly, anti-gp52 serum  
stained both cell su rfaces and v irio n s . gp5.2 was expressed  predominantly 
in cells from  m ice with high m am m ary tumour incidence. The finding that
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all the mouse cells  observed expressed  gp71 was in co n trast with the re su lts  
obtained by Schwartz et a l ., (1976) according to whom gp71 was detectable 
only on cells  producing MuLV, However, the anti-gp71 serum  utilised  by 
Schwartz et a l . , was absorbed with STU cells which w ere found by H older's 
group to be positive with anti-gp71 se ru m . . The la tte r  finding and the 
variable degrees of expression among the various cu ltu res as well as tlie 
re lease  of antigen into medium might all be re la ted  to the controversial 
re su lts  concerning gp71 expression on mouse c e lls .
Although im m unoelectron m icroscopy was used by many sc ien tists  as 
a m eans for dem onstrating v ira l antigens and associated  antibodies, only a 
few studies had been ca rried  out in which se ra  were tested  for the presence 
of natu ra lly -occurring  antibodies. The f ir s t  study was by Calafat et a l . , 
(1974) where se ra  of m ice w ere tested for the presence of naturally -occurring  
antibodies to mouse m am m ary tumour virus (MMTV). MMTV-specific 
antigens w ere dem onstrated on plasm a m em branes of v irus-in fected  c e lls . 
M iller e t a l . , (1977) also found anti-MMTV antibodies in mouse sera , 
confirm ing previous rep o rts  that mice were not to leran t to MMTV.
The appearance and distribution of the Friend mouse leukaem ia 
v irus infected cell surface antigens were investigated by Schwartz et a l ., 
(1976). Their im m unoelectron m icroscopic studies confirm ed most of the 
re su lts  obtained by cytotoxic te s ts  (Hunsmann et a l . , 1976). The viral 
s truc tu ra l pro teins p l2  and gp71 were expressed  on v irus producing but not 
on non-producing transform ed c e lls .  plO, pl5 and p31 antigens were not 
detected in significant amounts, with the exception of p31 on high v irus 
producing c e lls . gp71 occurred  on virions and non-budding a reas  of the cell
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m em brane, p i 2 antigen was absent on v iral p a rtic le s  and relatively  abundant 
on non-budding a reas  of the cell su rface . An in terspecies reactiv ity  of gp71 
serum  with FeLV-producing cells, but not with sim ian v iru s  producing ones, 
was reproducibly detectable by cytotoxic test, w hereas IFT  provided no c lear 
evidence for such an activ ity . This was attributed to the low antibody titre  
and to the possible low valency of antibodies and /o r changes in accessibility  
of the in te r species antigenic determ inant caused by fixation. plO, p l5  and 
p31 an tise ra  possessing  mainly group and /or in ter species serological 
activ ities reacted  in the cytotoxic te s t exclusively with the high v irus producer 
Eveline cell line, but to a much lower degree than anti-gp71 or -p l2  s e ra .
By IFT, no labelling was seen with anti-plO serum , low amount of labelling 
was obtained with an ti-p l5  and -p31 s e ra . N either p31 nor p l5  antigens were 
found on budding s ites  o r on free  v ir io n s . It was concluded that gp71 and 
p i 2 antigens w ere integral constituents of the cell m em brane. It was also 
suggested that plO, p l5  and p31 antigens were passively adsorbed because 
die se antigens were detected only on high producer ce lls  and were shown to 
be re leased  into the m edium . Adsorption of v ira l constituents was not 
observed in the avian system  (Bauer, 1974). F u rtherm ore , Schwartz and his 
group confirm ed previous suggestions by Miche el e t a l . , (1972) and Aoki et a l . , 
(1972) that the type- and group-specific murine Ve antigens were located in 
a single molecule and that this molecule was rep resen ted  by gp71. If this 
molecule o r p a rt of it was expressed  on a particu la r productive o r non­
productive cell of certa in  mouse stra in s, it rep resen ted  the G antigenlA
(Obota e t a l ., 1975; Tung e t a l ., 1975). Ve and G^^ antigens were alsolA
found in "soluble" form  in the plasm a of m ice.
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R esults obtained by IFT  clearly  indicated the usefulness, reliability  
and sensitivity of this metliod in immunological s tud ies . Expression of v iral 
and virus-m duced antigens were detected and their type- or group-specificities 
w ere estab lished  by IFT  fa r before their m olecular p ro p ertie s  became knovm. 
In many instances IF studies were used to confirm  or to in te rp re t resu lts  
obtained by other immunological methods such as im m unofluorescence o r 
cytotoxicity te s ts .  Conversely, im m unofluorescent studies ca rried  out p rio r 
to the application of fe rr itin  labelling could be used for determ ination of the 
potency and specificity of the an tisera  and also a variety  of controls could 
easily  be run with the m ore simple method of im m unofluorescence.
A num ber of fac to rs  may influence the successful outcome of immuno- 
fe rritin  labelling . The use of adequate conjugants and fixatives is as 
necessary  as the standardisation of the labelling p ro ce d u re . However, being 
a highly sensitive immunological method with resolution at the m olecular 
level, the application of well defined, possibly monospecific an tisera  seem s 
to be the m ost im portant f a c to r .
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3. M ateria ls and Methods
70% glutaraldehyde w as'purchased from  Ladd R esearch  Industries, 
Burlington, U .S .A .
Purified ho rse-sp leen  fe rritin , containing 100 m g fe rr itin /m l was 
obtained from  Sigm a.
Lyophdised rabb it an ti-ca t globulin and goat an ti-rab b it globulin 
w ere obtained from  ICN.
Cells, maintenance of cells, synchronising and immunofluore scent 
techniques w ere described in the previous C h ap te rs .
P reparation of X  ~ globulins
Lyophilised an tisera  w ere f ir s t  rehydrated with 5 ml of d istilled  
water, placed in an ice bath and s tir re d  with a magnetic s t i r r e r .  Saturated 
ammonium sulphate (NH^)^ SO^ was added drop-w ise until the m ixture 
was 33% sa tu ra ted . S tirring  was continued for 30 m inutes. 33% (NH^)^ 
SO^ p recip ita tes out mainly the IgG fraction of the globulins. For immuno- 
fe rritin  work, this technique is  satisfactory , but globulins can be fu rther 
purified by DEAE-cellulose o r Protein-A -Sepharose chrom atography.
The precip ita ted  globulins w ere sedimented in a re frig e ra ted  
centrifuge a t 2, 500 r  .p .m . for 30 mins . The sedim ent was washed twice 
with cold 33% saturated (NH^)^SO^ and dissolved in 1 ml of phosphate 
buffer, O.IM, pH 6 .8 . Remaining (NH^)^SO^ was rem oved by dialysing 
extensively against phosphate buffer, changed four tim es.
The protein concentration of the IgG preparation  was determ ined by 
the method of Lowry (1954).
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One-Stage metliod for cross-link ing  antibody globulin to fe rritin  
by glu tar aldehyde
a . IgG and fe rritin  w ere mixed in a ra tio  of 5:1 pro tein  weight. This 
was roughly the equim olar ra tio  assum m g a m olecular weight of 
160,000 for IgG (T ristram  and Smith, 1963) and 750,000 m olecular 
weight for fe rr itin  (H arrison, 1959). The final concentration of the 
m ixture contained 5 mg of IgG and 25 mg of f e r r i t in /m l .
Protein content was determ ined by tlie method of L ow ry .
F e rr itin  concentration was determ ined d en sito m etrica lly .
lOD unit at 440 nm = 650 pg of f e r r i t in /m l. A lternatively, at
310 nm  = lOpg fe rr itin  i ro n /m l. F e rritin  has 20% iron and 15% N content
b . F resh ly  diluted 0.5% G A in phosphate buffer, O . I M ,  pH6.8, was added 
drop-w ise with gentle s tir r in g . 0 .2  ml of 0.5% GA/200 mg of total 
protein was used .
The m ixture was s tir re d  for 2 hours at room  te m p e ra tu re . In o rder to 
block rem aining free aldehyde groups, O.OIM lysin was added. 
A lternatively, untreated G A was rem oved by d ialysis against PBS .
c . The conjugate was separated  from  untreated IgG because these m olecules 
would compete for antigenic s ite s . Isolation of the conjugate from  the 
reaction  m ixture was by (NH^)^ 80^ precipitation a t 25% saturation . 
According to Siess et a l . , (1970) neither ^  -globulin nor fe rr itin  nor a 
m ixture of the two precipita ted  a t le s s  than 30% sa tu ra tion . ^  -globulin 
and 2T "globulin complexes which were form ed in the reaction  m ixture 
w ere also p recip ita ted  out at 25% saturation but they failed to go into 
solution ag a in .
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d . The p recip ita te  was washed twice with 25% (NH^)^SO^ and
dissolved in phosphate b u ffe r.
e .  After extensive d ialysis against four changes of PBS, the insoluble
precip ita te  was rem oved by low speed centrifugation a t 2, 500 r .p .m .
for 30 m inutes.
f . Finally, 0 .OIM lysin and 0 .02% NaN3 were added to prevent
aggregation and b ac teria l grow tli. The conjugate was stored at
4^C; it  rem ained reactive for several m onths.
Two-stage method for cross-link ing  antibody globulin to fe rr itin  
by glutaraldehyde
1. Activation of fe rritin
F resh ly  diluted GA was added to fe rr itin  in phosphate buffer, 0.05M, 
pH 6 .8 . The final concentration of fe rr itin  and GA w ere 50 mg and 1 m g/m l, 
re sp ec tiv e ly . F e rritin  was exposed to GA for 2 hours at 37*^C. At the 
end of the reaction, to remove unreacted GA, the fe rr itin  p re -tre a te d  with 
GA (FGA) was filte red  through a Sephadex G-25 column (25 cm . x i .6 cm ).
To avoid undesirable dilution only the middle section of the peak of the effluent 
FGA was used . Concentrations of FGA were determ ined by m eans of a 
spectrophotom eter.
2. Coupling of IgG to activated fe rritin
FGA was added to IgG in phosphate buffer in 5:1 ra tio  to give a final 
concentration of 15 m g. of FGA and 3 m g. of Ig G /m l. 0 .02% NaN^ was
added and the m ixture was incubated for 12 hours a t 37^C . At the end of the 
conjugation, O.OIM of lysin was added.
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Conjugates were separated by (NH^)^ SO^ precipitation at 25%
saturation or by gel filtra tion  (Bio gel A 1 .5M) where the middle peak
contained the 1:1 antibody + fe rr itin  conjugate.
O.OIM lysin and 0.02% NaN^ w ere added and the conjugate was 
ostored at 4 C .
Indirect fe rr itin  labelling technique (IFT)
Labelling of cells gro\STi in suspension cu ltu res is  technically m ore 
difficult than labelling of m onolayers. Cells have to be carefully resuspended 
and kept in suspension at every step of the labelling procedure in o rder to 
prevent aggregation and to ensure the labelling of the en tire  cell surface and 
the rem oval of the non-specifically bound fe rr it in .
a . Prefixation of cells
C ells, 2 X 10^ per sample, were washed twice with cold phosphate 
buffered saline (PBS) containing 5% foetal bovine serum  (FBS) (PBS-FBS).
Cells were resuspended in ice cold 0.25% GA for 30 minutes o r in 
1% GA for 5 minutes .
A lternatively, cells on ice were prefixed with 1% paraform aldehyde 
for 1 hour.
Prefixed cells were washed f ir s t  with cold PBS-FBS containing O.OIM 
lysin and with PBS-FBS. This step was omitted when ce lls  were labelled 
without prefixation. C ells were only washed twice and kept on ice .
b. Labelling of cells
Fixed and unfixed ce lls  w ere resuspended in 0 .2 m l. of the appropriate 
dilution of the an tiserum  which was approximately 3 tim es the pellet volum e. 
Cells were incubated at room  tem perature or, in the case of unfixed cells,
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on ice for 30 m inutes and were frequently resuspended during incubation.
At the end of the incubation period, they were washed twice with PBS-FBS 
and resuspended, using individual Pasteur pipettes for each sample, in 0 .2  ml 
of appropriate dilution of Fe-Ab conjugates. After 30 m inutes incubation at 
room  tem perature o r on ice, ce lls  were washed three tim es to remove 
unbound fe r r i t in . Gentle centrifugation was used to obtain the final p e lle t. 
Had the cells  been packed too tightly, the labelling of the surface would have 
been difficult to o b se rv e .
c . Preparation of cells for EM
The final pelle ts were fixed in cold 2.5% GA in M illonig's buffer 
without sucrose for 30 m inutes at 4 °C . Pellets w ere kept overnight in 
M illonig's buffer containing su cro se .
After post-fixation with cold 1% osmium te troxide, pelle ts were 
dehydrated by graded se rie s  of ethanol and embedded in A ra ld ite . Thin 
sections were cut, stained and finally examined in the E M . In certain  
experim ents, ce lls  were stained with 1% uranyl acetate a t the 70% ethanol 
s tep . A fter sectioning, these cells were not stained with lead c itra te  and 
uranyl a c e ta te .
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4 . Experim ents and R esults
The aim  of this im m unoelectron m icroscopic study was to examine the 
occurrence and distribution of FeLV struc tu ra l proteins.on the surface of FL74 
c e lls . In addition, the appearance of FOCMA was investigated on FeLV- 
infected homologous and heterologous cell m em branes . Synchronised FL74 
ce lls  w ere also labelled with fe rr itin  in various phases of the cell cycle, in 
o rder to see the quantitative differences in the expression  of antigenic s ite s .
The possible ability of monospecific v ira l an tisera  to influence the expression 
of FOCMA and vice v e rsa  were  examined by com petition ex p erim en ts . Finally, 
a se rie s  of im m unofluorescence and im m unoferritin experim ents were 
perform ed in capping conditions to study the possible independent behaviour 
of FL74 cell m em brane antigens including FOCMA.
A . D eterm ination of the distribution of fe rritin  m onom ers, 
d im ers and higher oligom ers in glutaraldehyde c ro ss -  
linked IgG preparations
F or p reparing  ferritin -antibody conjugates, both the one-stage and the 
tw o-stage GA coupling methods were used . The fe rritin  preparation  obtained 
from  Sigma contained mainly m onom ers but the naturally occurring  dim er, 
called /5-ferritin, and a few la rg e r  aggregates were also p resen t. The degree 
of conjugation and aggregate form ation was examined by negative staining.
F irs t, a se r ie s  of dilutions were made from  a sam ple of known 
fe rr itin  density to estab lish  the best dilution for negative stain ing. It was 
found that at the dilution of 1:1,000, individual fe rr itin  m olecules could easily 
be distinguished and subsequently this dilution was used in the ex p erim en ts .
Three sam ples with equal fe rr itin  densities were negatively stained.
The f ir s t  was a control containing uncoupled fe rritin , the second and third
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contained ferritin -antibody conjugates obtained by the one- and two-stage 
methods, respective ly . The sam ples were diluted with phosphate buffer and 
negatively stained with 2% phosphotungstic acid pH 7 .0  on carbon-coated 
copper g r id s .
F ig s . 76, 77 illu stra te  pure fe rritin  m olecules with electron dense 
cen tres  . Without contrasting, only the central iron containing core is 
rev ea led , F e rritin  label is seen in this form  in the EM . After negative 
staining, the protein shell also appears hi the form  of a c lear c irc le .
R epresentative fields from  the different p reparations, having fairly  
low and approximately equal densities of fe rritin  m olecules, were counted 
to determ ine the proportions of solitary, paired, tr im e ric  and oligom eric 
m olecules p re sen t. F e rritin  oligom ers occurred in all three p reparations 
with varying frequency . Only a few oligom ers were observed in the 
control, which was possibly due to naturally occurring  cross-linkages between 
fe rr itin  m olecules during s to rag e . The one-stage method produced m ore 
oligom ers than the tw o-stage method, but in both cases  the m ajority of the 
conjugates consisted of m onom ers and d im ers .
The occure^nce of fe rr itin  oligom ers, especially  in the one-stage 
method, indicated that a higher percentage of fe rr itin  m olecules were 
covalently associated  via GA and also via IgG m olecules to which they had 
been independently cro ss-lin k ed .
The presence of fe rr itin  oligom ers in these p reparations explains the 
appearance of sm all fe rr itin  c lu ste rs  seen on labelled cell m em branes and 
v irus p a rtic le s  in situations where the antigens them selves are  d ispersed .
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B. Com parison of various prefixation methods and their
effects on the p reservation  of antigenic sites
The distribution of independent m olecules in a perfectly  fluid plasm a 
m em brane would be expected to be random, but interactions between 
mem brane m olecules o r between m embrane m olecules and cellu lar s truc tu res, 
which m ust occur at le a s t to some extent in any living cell, would necessarily  
induce some deviations from  complete random ness. Experim ental 
determ ination of the true distribution of individual m olecules a t tlie u ltras tru c tu ra l 
level is  based on im m unoelectron m icroscopic techniques. The in terpretation  
of the observations gained by these techniques p resen ts  some difficulties 
because, due to the fluid nature of the m em brane, the binding of any label 
pertu rbs the random d istribution . This difficulty is m inim ised by labelling 
the surface components with monovalent ligands o r by im m obilising the 
distribution by prefixation with aldehydes.
Aldehyde prefixation was found particu larly  useful for the examination 
of the carbohydrate lectin recep to rs  which were not modified by aldehydes,
It was not successful for the im m obilisation and preservation  of protein 
m olecules, such as surface Ig (de P étris  and Raff, 1972).
Prefixed cells are widely used in im m unoelectron m icroscopy.
In virology, rep o rts  concerning preservation of cell m em brane antigens by 
prefixation, at f ir s t  sight, appear to be 'co n trad ic to ry .
Upon analysing 11 experim ents the following p icture em erged: G A
was used in 6, paraform aldehyde (PA) in 3 cases, while formaldehyde and a 
m ixture of GA-PA was used in 1 case each . In cases where PA was 
successfully used, GA seemed to have quite a deleterious effect. This
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might be explained by the fact tliat in those experim ents, enzymes and cell 
surface globulins were treated 'w ith  GA and appeared to be greatly  affected 
by it (Parr and Oei, 1973; Olsen e t a l 1973, 1975; de P étris , 1978).
On the other hand, in cases where application of GA proved to be satisfactory , 
mainly v ira l antigens w ere investigated (Gelderblom e t a l . , 1972; Calafat 
e t a l ., 1974; M orris  and F ritz , 1975; Bird well and S trauss, 1974; Schwartz 
e t a l . , 1976).
Selective im pairm ent of cell surface and v ira l antigenicity by 
a ltering  fixation protocols was reported  by Gatti e t a l ., (1974). Calafat 
e t a l ., (1974) using GA prefixation, were able to detect cell m em brane
labelling in MMTV infected cells  while M iller e t a l . , (1977) using acreolin  and
PA to prefix  MMTV infected ce lls, detected only the labelling of v irus partic les, 
but not that of the cell m em brane.
In the p resen t experim ent, FL74 cells  were prefixed p rio r to fe rritin  
labelling with e ither 0 .25% GA for 30 minutes 
o r 0 ,5  % GA fo r 5 minutes 
o r 1.0 % PA for 1 hour 
In addition, unfixed cells were labelled on ice which served as co n tro ls .
After prefixation, cells were labelled by the indirect im m unoferritin technique 
as described in the M aterials and Methods part of this C hapter.
F or the labelling procedure, the following an tise ra  w ere used:
1 . a n ti-p i5 serum  ra ised  in rabbits .
2 . an ti“p30 serum  ra ised  in rabbits
3 . anti-gp70 serum  ra ised  in rabbits
4 . n atu ra lly -occu rring  high titre  FOCMA serum  from  a virus
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negative cat, and
5 . from  a v iraem ic cat
6 . ca t serum  with neutralising  antibody activity of FeLV-AC.
1, 2 and 3 an tise ra  were labelled with fe rritin  conjugated goat an ti-rabb it 
IgG; 4, 5 and 6 an tisera  with fe rr itin  conjugated rabb it an ti-ca t IgG.
Electron m icroscopic examination of labelled ce lls  revealed the 
following:
The labelling intensity of budding or ex trace llu lar v ira l partic le s  
a fter GA and PA treatm ent when com pared to unfixed controls, varied 
depending on the p a rticu la r an tiserum  used.
F e rritin  densities on virions were reduced by GA prefixation when 
v iraem ic FOCMA serum  or cat serum  with neutralising  activity w ere applied . 
V irus labelling with gp70 antiserum  was not noticably affected by GA.
On the other hand, a fter PA prefixation, v irions rem ained heavily 
labelled with FOCMA serum , but labelling was greatly  affected on virions 
stained with cat an tiserum  to FeLV -AC. In the la tte r  case, in many instances, 
the surface of the virions appeared to be fuzzy and had a halo-like appearance 
without presence of any fe rr itin  la b e l . This suggested that initially, an 
antigen-antibody reaction took place but the binding of the antibody was weak 
and it was removed by the extensive w ashings.
F e rritin  labelled virions after GA and PA prefixations and without 
prefixation a re  shown in F ig s . 78, 79, 80, 81, 82 and 83.
Cell m em branes also displayed variation in labelling intensity which 
was re la ted  mainly to the prefixation method used and was not influenced so 
much by the various a n tise ra .
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Labelling of non-budding a reas  of the cell m em brane by anti-FOCMA 
serum  was considerably reduced in the case of PA treatm ent and reduced, 
but le ss  so, in the case of GA prefixation. Sim ilar re su lts  were obtained 
with ca t anti-FeLV -A C and rabbit anti-gp70 se ra . Cell m em brane staining 
by p l5  and p30 an tisera  was affected by PA but not so much by GA.
To sum up, p reservation  of antigenic sites after prefixation with 
GA appeared to be sa tisfactory  on virions and on cell m em branes as well, 
although a slight reduction in the labelling intensity was observed . PA 
prefixation did not reduce the labelling intensity of v irions, but considerably 
reduced that of the cell m em branes when FOCMA se ra  w ere used. V irions 
as well as cell m em branes were greatly  affected by PA in the case of all 
the other a n t is e ra .
Prefixation with 0 .25% GA for 30 minutes appeared to be the best 
com prom ise for the p reservation  of m ost of the antigenic s ite s . Subsequently, 
this method was used in all labelling experim ents . 0.25% GA prefixed virions
and cell m em branes can be seen in F ig s . 84, 85 and 86.
Based on the im m unoferritin studies of Aoki et a l ., (1969), the concept 
was developed that antigens on lymphocyte surface were arranged  in a mosaic 
of d iscre te  patches of variable sizes and patterns ch a rac te ris tic  of each 
antigen. In those studies, the antibodies were applied on living, unfixed c e lls . 
The distribution patterns obtained under these conditions a re  now known to be 
the re su lt of ligand-induced red istribu tion . The red istribu tion  pattern  is 
dependent on ligand ch a rac te ris tic s , mainly on valency and other general 
experim ental conditions, such as tem perature (Taylor e t a l . , 1971; de P étris  
and Raff, 1972). Three basic patterns of red istribu tion  of the labelled
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components were observed: 1. D ispersed; after labelling with monovalent
antibody or using prefixation . 2. Patches; when cells  w ere labelled with
odivalent antibody at low tem perature , 0 - 4 C, the label appeared to be 
concentrated in d isc re te  "spots" or "patches" separated  by unlabelled a re a s .
In im m unofluorescence techniques, "spotty" o r "broken rings" could be seen .
3, Caps; when ce lls  labelled a t 4^C were brought to higher tem perature  o r 
were labelled at high tem perature, 15 ~ 37^0, under norm al metabolic 
conditions all the label coalesced rapidly ( 1 - 5  mins) into a single "cap" 
at one pole of tlie c e l l . Capping was usually accompanied by endocytosis of 
the a reas  of labelled m em brane which resu lted  in the p rog ressive  disappearance 
of the label from  the su rfa c e .
V iral and FOCMA antigens showed the ch a rac te ris tic  redistribution 
pattern  of patching when unfixed FL74 cells were labelled on ice, which a re  
shovn in F ig s . 87, 88, 89 and 90,
C . Appearance and distribution of viral s truc tu ra l
antigens and FOCMA on the surface of FL74 cells
FL74 ce lls  were prefixed with 0 .25% GA for 30 m in u tes . After
washings, they w ere pre-incubated with 2% bovine serum  albumin in PBS
for 30 m inutes, then washed again and labelled by the ind irect IFT  as
described  in die M aterials and Methods p art of this C hap ter.
Immune se ra  used a re  described in experim ent B. All se ra  were 
applied a t a dilution of 1:2 which in pilot experim ents was found to give the 
best labelling r e s u lts .  F erritin-conjugated  rabb it an ti-c a t IgG and fe rr itin -  
conjugated goat an ti-rab b it IgG were applied at dilutions of 1:4 and 1:2, 
re sp ec tiv e ly .
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The following controls were used:
1. Specific immunologie blocking of the re a c tio n . Samples were 
treated  with specific unconjugated antibody p rio r  to their trea tm en t with 
fe rritin  conjugated antibody.
2. T reatm ent of sam ples with non-specific fe rr itin  conjugates.
3 . T reatm ent of sam ples with pure f e r r i t in .
4. Lymphocytes from  a FeLV and FOCMA negative ca t.
After labelling, cells  were fixed with 2.5% GA in M illonig's
buffer for 30 m inutes and p repared  for EM.
R esults
Cell m em branes exhibited various degrees of labelling depending on 
the an tisera  used . In each case the labelled antigenic s ites  were randomly 
distributed and tagged with a single fe rritm  or sm all c lu s te rs  of fe rr itin  
m olecules. C ells w ere heavily stained by the cat serum  which contained 
neu tralising  antibodies to FeLV-AC. Both v ira l envelopes and non-budding 
a reas  of the cell m em brane w ere labelled .
A nti-gp70 serum  which originally was prepared  from  FeLV-AB also 
stained virions as well as non-budding a reas  of tlie cell m em brane. The 
intensity of the m em brane labelling was considerably le ss  than when using cat 
serum , while virions w ere m ore intensely labelled .
p l5  and p30 an tisera  did not stain budding and intact v irus p artic les, 
while the cell m em branes appeared to be labelled . Much higher amount of 
label was obtained by anti-p30 than by an ti-p l5  se ru m .
V iral envelopes were found to be labelled by both v iraem ic and v iru s- 
negative anti-FOCMA se ra  and so were the non-budding a reas  of the cell
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m em branes. F e rritin  density on the cell m em branes was le ss  than that of 
the gp70 but m ore than that of p30 .
F e rr itin  labelling was not observed on any of the controls used, see F ig . 91
The appearance of labelling by various an tisera  is dem onstrated in 
F ig s. 92, 93, 94, 95 and 96.
D. F e rr itin  labelling of CT45-S cells  using FOCMA antiserum
As discussed  in Chapter Four, by im m unofluorescence test, no 
FOCMA expression was found in the FeLV -infected CT45-S cell m em brane.
In o rd er to confirm  this finding, CT45-S cells infected e ith er with FeLV-AB 
o r FeLV-B o r FeLV-C and also uninfected controls w ere labelled by the 
ind irec t IF T . C ells w ere prefixed, incubated with v iraem ic  FOCMA serum  
extensively absorbed with uninfected CT45-S cells  and labelled with fe rritin -  
conjugated rabb it an ti-ca t IgG.
In terpretation  of the re su lts  was made slightly com plicated by the fact 
that anti-FOCMA serum  was found by neutralisation te s t to contain neutralising 
activ ities to FeLV-A (1:8) and FeLV-C (1:4). It is m ost likely that there is 
a difference between the sensitivity of v irus neutralisation  and im m unoferritin 
tests  because low titre s  of anti-FeLV  antibodies w ere able to stain antigenic 
sites  by IF T . The following resu lts  were obtained.
Non-budding a reas  of FeLV-AB and B infected cells  were weakly 
labelled and large  a reas  of the cell m em branes appeared to be free of la b e l.
All FeLV-AB p artic le s  were labelled with normal labelling intensity while 
FeLV-B p artic le s  showed a strikingly heavy labelling.
FeLV -C infected cell m em branes were sporadically labelled . No
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label could be seen on the m ajority  of the v irus p a rtic le s  and only one or 
two fe rr itin  tags w ere attached to the few positive ones.
The intense labelling of FeLV-B partic les  was quite unexpected 
because the serum  did not have anti-B activity . It was thought, a t f irs t, 
that the cells might have been contaminated with other subgroups but this was 
not the case . Therefore, this was one m ore finding in line with the various 
observations concerning the curious nature of FeLV-B.
It was shown that the m ajor glycoproteins of FeLV iso lates varied 
in m olecular weight in SDS PAGE. FeLV-B had a range of 74, 000 - 82, 000 
Mr (NeU, personal com m unication). FeLV-B/Boston showed a high degree 
of c ro ss-n eu tra lisa tio n  with FeLV-A iso lates (Russell, 1977) as well as 
sim ila r m olecular weight for the m ajor g lycopro te ins. FeLV-B was found 
to be dependent on FeLV-A for contact transm ission  in the field and also 
under experim ental conditions (Jarre tt e t a l . , 1978; J a rre tt  and R ussell, 1978) 
It was suggested that a phenotypic ally mixed population of FeLV-B with A 
might enhance the growth of B by widening the range of perm issive  cells which 
would imply a differential cytotropism  of the subgroups.
Not only subgroups A and B but subgroups A and C were shown to have 
strange p ro p e rtie s . For example, neutralising antibodies to FeLV-C occur 
frequently in cats but FeLV-C is seldom iso lated . Cats experim entally 
infected with FeLV-A have antibodies to FeLV-C (Russell, 1977) which points 
to a possible existence of a group-specific determ inant shared by both 
subgroups.
In view of the above findings, labelling of FeLV-B infected cells 
might be due to a c ro ss-reac tiv ity  between subgroups A and B. The heavier
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labelling as well as tlie m ore intense im m unofluorescence pattern  might be 
explained by the presence of m ore antigenic s ites  p er unit length in the virion 
envelopes. A lternatively, glycoproteins of the subgroups might undergo 
changes during incorporation into budding p a rtic le s . This would also explain 
the d ifferences in the distribution of labelling found in FeLV-B and C infected 
c e lls . In the case of FeLV-B, virions were p referen tia lly  labelled while 
anti-FeLV -C  antibodies failed to label m ost of tlie v ira l p a rtic le s .
The lack of any considerable amount of label on FeLV -infected, 
especially  on FeLV-C hifected, CT45-S cell m em branes, in spite of tlie high 
anti-FOCMA titre  of the serum , suggested that FOCMA was not expressed 
on these c e l l s .
F e rritin  labelled FeLV-AB, -B and -C infected CT45-S cells  and
control cells  are shown in F ig s . 97, 98, 99 and 100.
E . F e rritin  labelling of synchronised FL74 cells
The use of im m unoferritin labelling technique is not lim ited to the
detection of antigens a lone . It is  equally applicable to the quantitative 
assessm en t of antigenic s ites  on the cell m em brane.
As d iscussed  in the previous C hapters, FeLV re lease  and antigen 
expression appeared to be cell cycle-dependent and occurred  in the E - 
phase. In o rd e r to examine differences in the number of labelled antigenic 
s ites , synchronised FL74 ce lls  were fe rritin  labelled in tlie S and E - G^ 
phase of the cell cy c le .
FL74 cells  were synchronised by excess thym idine. After re lease  
from  the synchrony-inducing block, cells were prefixed; one half of the cells
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w ere labelled by the ind irec t IFT  at 2 hours p o s t-re lea se  in the S phase, 
and tile second half at 10 hours p o s t-re lease  in the E - phase. Anti-gp70 
and anti-FOG MA sera , and ferritin-conjugated  rab b it-an ti-ca t and goat 
an ti-rabb it globulins w ere used . Labelled cells were p repared  for EM.
From  each block, fifty cell profiles w ere exam ined. Only intact 
ce lls  which had nuclei and exhibited the morphology ch arac te ris tic  of the 
p a rticu la r cell cycle phase under investigation w ere consid e red .
C ells in the S phase were sparsely  labelled . The density of fe rr itin  
was considerably increased  on E - G^  ^ phase cells, which was easily  noticed 
by a sim ple viewing of the c e lls . When the number of labelled gp70 antigenic 
s ites  was counted, two and a half tim es rnore fe rritin  labels p e r unit length 
w ere found on cells  in tlie E - G  ^ phase than on ce lls  in the S p h ase . The 
number of FOCMA antigens increased  le ss  in the E - G^ phase.
As indicative mean values, the fe rr itin  concentration per unit length 
of m em brane was as follows:
in the case of gp70 : 116.5 in S phase
- 289.6 in E - Gj^  phase
in the case of FOCMA : 96.6 in S phase
185.6 in E - G  ^ p h a se .
These values were in accordance with resu lts  obtained by im m unofluorescence
staining of synchronised FL74 cells . According to the la tte r , h ighest gp70
titre s  were m easured in the E - G^ phase. FOCMA titre s  also increased
in that period but peak expression occurred  later, in the G^ phase.
S and E - G^ phase-cells with various fe rr itin  densities are  
dem onstrated in F ig s . 101, 102, 103 and 104.
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F . Investigation of cell m em brane antigens under capping conditions. 
An im m unofluorescence-im m unoferritin study
In con trast to the essentially  diffusional nature of the patching process, 
capping rep resen ts  a non-diffusional, po larised  and m etabolically dependent 
p ro c e ss . Capping of particu la r surface components occurs only if they are  
cross-linked  by a m ultivalent ligand . Generally, capping req u ires  the p rio r 
form ation of patching. It is dependent on the valency of the reactan ts  and on 
the concentration of the ligand. Excess ligand (prozone o r antibody excess) 
o r too little  ligand (antigen excess) leads to the form ation of sm aller patches 
and a re  le ss  effective in inducing capping. Capping in lymphocytes occurs 
by a co-ordinated polarised  movement of the cross-linked  complexes towards 
that pole of the cell which is facing the nuclear indentation and contains m ost 
of the cytoplasm  and the cellu lar o rganelles. This pole corresponds to the 
"tail" o r "uropod" of locomoting c e lls . Only the c ro ss-lin k ed  m olecules 
appear to move to the cap while physically independent m olecules which are  
unlabelled o r insufficiently cross-linked  rem ain d ispersed  over the su rface .
Independence of m em brane components can be dem onstrated. For 
example, one component labelled with one m arker is capped completely and 
the distribution of the second component labelled with a second m arker is 
examined under non-capping conditions. If the second component is also 
allowed to cap norm ally it moves to the same pole where the f irs t  cap is 
located . The movement ch a rac te ris tic s  of the cro ss-lin k ed  m olecules and 
their dependence on metabolic energy indicate that some relationship ex ists 
between certa in  cellu lar fram ew ork located in the cytoplasm  which, somehow,
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generates the motive force to the m ovement. Very little  is known about the 
p rec ise  nature and organisation of this s tructu re  but putative struc tu ra l 
elem ents in lymphocytes as well as  in other cells  a re  the m icrofilam ents 
and the m icro tubules. Motility and cell shape altera tions a re  inhibited in all 
surface system s by cytochalasin B and capping is also affected to a variable 
extent (de P etris , 1974).
The fact that individual cross-linked  surface components move 
independently towards one pole of the cell can be used for the selective 
investigation of surface antigens. In the following experim ents, the behaviour 
of v ira l and FOCMA antigens were examined in capping conditions.
An im m unofluorescence study was perform ed p rio r to fe rr itin  
labelling whereby cells were f i r s t  incubated for various lengths of time, at 
37^0 with p i5, p30, gp70 and FOCMA an tisera  at the dilutions of 1:2, 1:4,
1:8 and 1:16 and were subsequently stained with fluorescein -con jugates.
When ce lls  were incubated at 37°C for 30 minutes a t the dilution of 
1:4, the following re su lts  were obtained. Complete caps were produced by 
p l5  and p30 a n tise ra . In the UV m icroscope, only the sm all, round, very 
bright, often in ternalised  caps were visible; p i5 m olecules needed only 10 - 
15 m inutes for the form ation of a complete cap,
FOCMA an tisera  also induced cap form ation but the size of the caps 
was much la rg e r  and their internalisation did not take place in the f ir s t  30 
m inu tes.
gp70 did not induce capping in the f ir s t  30 m inutes and cells  showed 
ring  fluorescence, but a fter longer incubation, gathering of the fluorescein-
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stained m olecules towards one pole of the cell could be observed . The 
differences in the length of tim e needed for cap form ation could be explained 
by the re su lts  of experim ent C which dem onstrated that gp70 had the m ost 
num erous antigenic s ites  followed by FOCMA, p30 and p l5 , in descending 
o rd e r . Cap form ation is  shown in F ig s. I l l  and 112.
To investigate the independent movement and d istribution of v ira l and 
FOCMA antigens, FL74 cells were labelled by the ind irec t IFT in capping 
conditions. A ntisera, dilution of se ra  and the time of incubation were the 
same as those used for im m unofluorescence staining.
F e rritin  labelling of antigens was detectable in the EM only when the 
sections w ere cut through or p ara lle l with the capped a rea  of the c e ll. Cell 
m em branes away from  the capped a rea  were free from  any la b e l. A ntisera 
to v ira l and FOCMA antigens all induced the capping of th e ir  respective 
an tigens. Not only could the capped antigen m olecules be v isualised in the 
EM, but by gradually increasing the incubation periods from  10 minutes to 
1 hour, the consecutive steps in the capping p rocess could also be followed.
In the f ir s t  step, large , continuously labelled a reas  of cell m em brane were 
seen and fe rr itin  m olecules were as dense as physically possib le . In the 
next step, invagination of the labelled m em brane occurred  which was followed 
by the pinching off of the vesicle from  the m em brane as in the typical pino- 
cytosis p ro c e ss . At f irs t, fa irly  sm all vesicles w ere seen which possibly 
fused to form  la rg e r  ones in the Golgi a re a . F e rr itin  m olecules were found 
along the inner surface of the otherw ise empty vesic les which la te r  appeared 
to detach from  the m em brane and had a condensed appearance . This 
probably indicated the beginning of hydrolytic degradation caused by fusion of
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the pinocytic vesic les with ly so so m es. Eventually all the labels were removed 
by the above p ro cess  and after incubation of cells  for much longer than 1 hour, 
they appeared to be unlabelled and intensively vacuolated . Cap form ation in 
consecutive steps is  dem onstrated in F ig s. 105, 106, 107 and 108.
The tim e needed for cap form ation and for the subsequent rem oval of 
the cross-linked  m olecules by pinocytosis differed with every an tisera  tested . 
The m ore num erous the antigenic s ites  were, the la rg e r  was the time needed 
for cap form ation and its  subsequent rem oval. Hence, p i 5 m olecules needed 
the sh o rtes t and gp70 m olecules, the longest tim e. To sum m arise, v ira l and 
FOCMA antigens appeared to move and form  caps independently on the surface 
of FL74 c e lls . Quantitative differences between the various antigens greatly  
influenced the length of tim e needed for cap form ation and its rem oval by 
pinocytosis. R esults obtained by both im m unofluorescence and im m unoferritin 
techniques w ere essentially  the sam e,
II
Most of the observations gained during the course of this study 
concerning FL74 cell m em brane antigens suggested that FOCMA was distinct 
and independent from  the v ira l antigens . However, the finding that v iral 
partic les  were heavily labelled with both v iraem ic and virus-negative FOCMA 
an tisera  indicated that either v irus neutralising antibodies were p resen t which 
w ere not detectable by virus neutralisation te st and /o r FOCMA cro ss-reac ted  
with the v ira l envelope glycoproteins. To explore these possib ilities, 
fu rther investigations were c a rried  out.
To com pare the sensitivity of the v irus neu tralisation  and IF tests ,
the following experim ent was perform ed: FL74 ce lls  w ere fe rritin -lab e lled
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using high titre  (1:512) v iraem ic FOCMA serum  which had neutralising  
activity of le s s  than 2 to FeLV-A determ ined by v iru s neu tralisation  test 
according to R ussell and Ja rre tt (1978). The serum  was used at dilutions 
of 1:2, 1:10, 1:20, 1:40 and 1:80 respectively, and the following re su lts  w ere 
obtained:
At a dilution of 1:2 some of tlie v irus p a rtic le s  w ere labelled in norm al 
density but the m ajority of them were not labelled at a l l . Non-budding a reas 
of the cell m em brane were m oderately labelled . 1:40 was the highest dilution 
which could be used for IFT, above which it was very difficult to detect any 
labelling. At 1:40 dilution, the proportion of labelled and unlabelled virions 
rem ained the sam e while the intensity of labelling was considerably reduced. 
Interestingly, the positive virions had always one fe rr itin  tag attached as 
shown in F ig s . 109, 110. Cell m em branes rem ained labelled although with 
slightly reduced in ten sity .
This experim ent dem onstrated the sensitivity of IFT  which appeared 
to be g rea te r  than that of the neutralisation  te s t .  S im ilarly , the specificity 
of the IFT  was also proved by the labelling of subgroup A virions only .
It was concluded that the labelling of virions by both v iraem ic and 
virus-negative FOCMA se ra  in experim ent C was possibly caused by 
neutralising antibodies undetected by neutralisation te s ts  .
Finally, the possible c ro ss-reac tiv ity  between FOCMA and gp70 
m olecules was examined by competition experim ents in norm al and capping 
conditions.
An im m unofluorescence study was f ir s t  perform ed with the following 
staining protocols:
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1. F ir s t  serum  FOCMA for 1 hour a t 37^C
Second serum  gp70 for 30 mins a t room tem perature  ( r . t . )
Third serum  fluorescein-conjugated goat an ti-rab b it IgG
(GaR-IgG-Fl) for 30 m inutes at r . t .
As a resu lt, m ost of the cells exhibited thin, patchy ring  fluorescence
and some of them had half moons on their su rfaces. This fluorescence
pattern  was s im ila r to that of the co n tro ls . As a control, cells were incubated
with gp70 and with the appropriate conjugate at room  tem p era tu re .
2. F ir s t  serum  FOCMA for 1 hour a t 37*^ C
Second serum  gp70 for 30 m ins a t room  tem perature
Third serum  RaC-IgG-FT for 30 mins at room  tem perature
The above staining protocol resu lted  in the form ation of caps in the
m ajority of the c e lls . Few half moons were also seen . This was identical
with the control group’s p a tte rn . Control ce lls  were incubated with FOCMA
at 37^C for 1 hour and with the appropriate conjugate.
3. Additionally, ce lls  w ere incubated f ir s t  with anti-p30 serum  at 37°C, 
secondly with FOCMA at r . t .  and stained with G aR -IgG -F I. All the cells 
were completely capped and the caps appeared to be in te rn a lised . In a 
s im ila r protocol where FOCMA was stained instead of p30, ring fluorescence 
and half-m oons were observed on the cell m em brane instead of cap s .
4 . F ir s t  serum  gp70 1 hour a t r . t .
Second serum  FOCMA 30 mins at r . t .
Third serum  GaR-IgG-Fl 30 mins at r . t .
Patchy ring-fluorescence was seen on the cells which pattern  was
sim ila r to that of the co n tro ls .’
5 . F irs t  serum  gp70 1 hour a t 37°C
Second serum  FOCMA 30 mins at r . t .
Third serum  RaC-IgG-FI 30 mins at r . t .
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Patchy ring fluorescence was seen on the cells which was different 
from  the controls where continuous rings were seen .
The above re su lts  suggested that FOCMA was independent of gp70 and 
of p30 . However, the re su lt of the fifth staining protocol indicated that 
capping of gp70 m olecules might induce patching of FOCMA m olecules.
To investigate the extent to which the capping p rocess  of one m olecular 
component influenced the behaviour of other components, FL74 cells were 
stained by the above staining protocols but instead of fluorescein-conjugates, 
fe rr itin  conjugates w ere used. E lectron m icroscopic examination of the cells 
showed the following:
When cells  were f ir s t  capped with ^ 7 0  and thereafte r incubated with 
FOCMA and stained for FOCMA at r . t . ,  FOCMA m olecules seemed to co-cap 
with the gp70 m olecules but the intensity of their staining was not decreased .
When cells  were f ir s t  capped with FOCMA and afterw ards incubated 
with gp70 a t r . t . ,  and stained for gp70, the co-capping was not as in ten se . 
gp70 m olecules were gathered on large  a reas of the cell m em brane, but were 
not capped en tire ly . This difference in the degree of co-capping was possibly 
due to the quantitative differences of FOCMA and gp70 an tig en s.
The co-capping of FOCMA and gp70 m olecules could be due to several 
fa c to rs . The two components might be iden tica l. The two components 
might be p a rts  of the same mobile m olecular unit, in other words, the uvo 
antigens might be p resen t on the same polypeptide chain, like some H-2 and 
HL-A antigens, or on two linked polypeptide chains, like m icroglobulin 
and human HL-A. Both mobile m olecules might be independent but they 
might ca rry  the sam e antigenic or recep to r site and therefore are  c ro s s ­
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reacting  sim ilarly  to tlie ConA recep to rs and surface IgG or to H-2 and -G- 
antigens . Finally, tlie two components could be norm ally independent but 
becam e secondarily associated as a re su lt of some change in tlie configuration 
or state of aggregation of one of the two components due to labelling and 
cross-link ing  by the ligand . This seem s to be tlie case, for example, for 
surface IgM and Fc recep to rs  of B lym phocytes. Wliich of the above situations 
between FOCMA and gp70 contributed to the observed co-capping phenomenon 
is not known. The fact that, in spite of co-capping, the labelling intensity of 
FOCMA was not influenced by pre - incubation with gp70 and vice versa , and 
also the re su lts  of experim ents 1, 2, 3 and 4, all strongly supported the 
in terpretation  that FOCMA and gp70 were not identical. On the other hand, 
if labelling of v irus partic le s  was not entire ly  due to the undetected presence 
of neutralising  antibodies, then, as an alternative, the c ro ss-reac tiv ity  of the 
two m olecules might be responsible for the labelling . However, the exact 
nature of the relationship between FOCMA and gp70 is  yet to be determ ined.
2 5 1
5 . D iscussion
During tlie course of this im m unoelectron m icroscopic study, valuable 
inform ation was gained about the occurrence and distribution as well as about 
the in teractions of the various antigens expressed on FeLV infected cell 
m em branes. The combination of imm unofluorescence and im m unoferritin 
techniques contributed greatly  to a bette r understanding of the resu lts  
obtained.
Although all prefixation methods seemed to reduce reactiv ity , it was 
nevertheless possible to find one which was sa tisfactory  for the system  under 
investigation .
Examination of unfixed cells by IFT revealed that the v ira l antigens 
pl5 , p30 and gp70 as well as FOCMA were freely  moving and upon c ro ss -  
linkage by the ligands all form ed p a tch es . When antigenic s ites  were 
im m obilised by 0.25% GA prefixation, the distribution of the antigens appeared 
to be random  all over the cell su rfa c e . D eterm ination of their true densities 
created  some difficulty because labelling of unfixed ce lls  induced redistribution 
while GA prefixation reduced the number of the reacting  s ite s .  However, 
quantitative com parison could be made between the individual antigens each of 
which displayed a ch arac te ris tic  density p a tte rn . gp70 was the m ost numerous 
followed by FOCMA, p30 and pl5 in descending o rd e r . These quantitative 
differences determ ined the behaviour of the antigens when investigated under 
capping conditions.
gp70 and FOCMA an tise ra  as well as the cat serum  with FeLV-AC 
specificities all stained both the v ira l partic les  and the non-budding a reas  of 
the cell m em brane. While gp70 antiserum  labelled v irions well, its
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labelling of the non-budding a reas  of the cell m em brane was slightly le ss  
In tense .
H ie antigenic s ites  labelled with FOCMA an tise ra  w ere not too 
num erous but the virions were fairly  heavily labelled by both v iraem ic and 
v irus-negative FOCMA s e ra .  The possible cause of th is unexpected 
labelling of v irions was investigated . High titre  FOCMA serum  with very 
low titre  subgroup A activity was used at a dilution of 1:40 which was twenty 
tim es over the sensitivity of the v irus neutralisation  te s t .  It was found that 
a proportion of v irus p artic le s, corresponding to subgroup A, was still 
labelled although the virions had only one fe rritin  tag attached. It was 
concluded that labelling of v irus p artic le s  by v iraem ic and virus-negative 
FOCMA serum , might have been due to the undetected presence of neutralising 
antibodies. The possible c ro ss-reac tiv ity  between FOCMA and gp70 m olecules 
was also examined in capping conditions. The resu lts  c learly  indicated that 
FOCMA was d istinct and independent from  gp70. Most likely, there was no 
c ro ss-reac tiv ity  between the two m olecules but another kind of association 
betv^een tliem could not be ruled out .  It should be mentioned that all these 
observations w ere perform ed with anti-gp70 serum  with FeLV-AB ac tiv ities. 
Therefore the p roperties  of FeLV-C glycoprotein and especially  its  
relationship to FOCMA could not be investigated.
Anti FeLV-AC cat serum  preferentially  labelled cell m em branes.
The highest num bers of antigenic s ites  on FL74 cell m em brane were labelled
by this se ru m . FL74 cells re lease  FeLV-ABC but not in equal proportions .
More sub-group C is  re leased  than A and B, and consequently m ore subgroup
C glycoprotein is expressed  on the cell m em brane. This would explain the 
heavy labelling by a serum  which had FeLV-AC sp ec ific ities.
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Another in teresting  observation concerning subgroup C was made 
when FeLV-infected CT45-S ce lls  w ere labelled with FOCMA serum  which had 
anti-FeLV -A C sp ec ific ities . With this serum , FeLV-C was not labelled 
while FeLV-AB and especially  B was heavily lab e lled . Such difference in 
the labelling of the cell m em branes was not detected . It might be possible 
that subgroup C glycoprotein underwent some change during or after 
incorporation into the v ira l envelope and as a consequence antigen-antibody 
binding could not take place, o r their binding was too weak. The finding that 
paraform aldehyde prefixation affected only the binding of FeLV-AC but not 
that of FeLV-AB o r FOCMA antibodies supports th is assum ption. It was 
not only in canine ce lls  but also in FL74 cells that v irions of subgroup C 
w ere not as heavily labelled as those of subgroup A or B. There was another 
unexpected re su lt which concerned subgroup B. FeLV-B infected CT45-S 
ce lls  and especially  the v ira l p a rtic le s  were heavily labelled with anti-FeLV - 
AC an tibodies. Several theories could be put forw ard to explain this curious 
behaviour of the subgroups. It was already suggested that some c ro s s ­
reactiv ity  might ex ist between subgroups A and B. As an alternative, in this 
situation, also a putative alteration  of glycoprotein B incorporated in the 
v irion might play a r o le .
p l5  and p30 an tise ra  did not stain intact and budding virions, while 
the non-budding a reas  of the cell m em brane were labelled . More p30 than 
p l5  m olecules w ere expressed  on the FL74 cell m em brane. Both p l5  and 
p30 m olecules appeared to be independent; they readily  showed patching and 
capping in favourable conditions. In competition and capping experim ents 
they did not seem  to influence the labelling intensity and the behaviour of 
FOCMA.
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FIGURE 76 : Unstained fe rr itin  m olecules, only the electron dense
cores a re  v is ib le .
X 80,000
FIGURE 77 : Negatively stained fe rr itin  m olecules . The protein
shells of the m olecules are  visible in the form s of 
c lea r c i r c le s ,
X 80,000
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FIGURE 78 : Unfixed FeLV p artic le s  incubated with cat anti-FeLV-AC
se ru m .
X  40, 000■
FIGURE 79 : Glutaraldehyde -prefixed FeLV partic le s  incubated with
cat anti-FeLV-AC seru m . Unstained section .
X  40.000
F IG U R E  80 : Paraform aldehyde-prefixed FeLV partic les  incubated with
cat anti-FeLV-AC seru m . The surfaces of the virions 
are  "fuzzy” .
X 40,000
#■ 1
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FIGURE 81 : Unfixed FL74 cell incubated with cat anti-FOCMA serum
Antigenic s ites  are  patchily d istributed (arrow ).
X 30.000
FIGURE 82 : Glutar aldehyde-prefixed FL74 cells incubated with
cat anti-FOCMA seru m . Antigenic s ites  are  randomly 
d istribu ted . Unstained section .
X 30,000
FIGURE 83 : Paraform aldehyde-prefixed FL74 cell incubated with
cat anti-FOCMA seru m . The cell m em brane is not 
labelled, budding and re leased  virions are  heavily 
lab e lled .
X 30,000
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FIGURE 84 : Glutar aldehyde-prefixed FL74 cell incubated with cat
anti-FeLV-AC se ru m . The cell m em brane is heavily 
labelled . Unstained section.
X  30,000
FIGURE 85 ; G lutaraldehyde-prefixed FL74 cell incubated with cat
anti-FOCMA seru m . Unstained section.
X  30,000
FIGURE 86 : G lutaraldehyde-prefixed FL74 cell incubated with
rabbit anti-gp70 se ru m . Unstained section.
X 30,000
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FIGURE 87 : Ligand-induced patchy distribution of p l5  antigenic
s ites  on unfixed FL74 c e l ls .
X 30,000
FIGURE 88 : Ligand-induced patchy distribiition of p30 antigenic
s ites  on unfixed FL74 c e l ls .
X 30,000
FIGURE 89 : Ligand-induced patchy distribution of gp70 antigenic
s ites  on unfixed FL74 c e l ls .
X 30,000
FIGURE 90 : Ligand-induced patchy distribution of FOCMA
antigenic sites on unfixed FL74 c e lls .
X 30,000
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FIGURE 91 : Control c e lls . Cell membranes and virus 
partic les are unlabelled.
X 15.000
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FIGURE 92 : FL74 cell incubated with an ti-p lS  se ru m . Intact v irus
p artic le s  are  not lab e lled . The cell m em brane is 
sparsely  lab e lled . Unstained section.
X 40,000
FIGURE 93 ; FL74 cell incubated with anti-p30 se ru m . Intact v irus 
partic les  are not labelled . The cell m em brane is 
m oderately lab e lled . Unstained sec tio n .
X 40,000
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FIGURE 94 : FL74 cell Incubated with anti-gp70 se ru m . The cell 
m em brane and the v ira l su rfaces a re  moderately- 
labelled , Unstained sec tio n .
X 40,000
FIGURE 95 : FL74 cell incubated with anti-FeLV-AC se ru m . The 
v ira l surfaces a re  m oderately labelled . The cell 
m em branes are  m ore heavily labelled with this serum  
than with the anti-gp70 serum  (see F ig . 94) or with 
anti-FOCMA serum  (see F ig . 96). Unstained section
X  40,000
FIGURE 96 : FL74 cell incubated with anti-FOCMA seru m . The 
cell m em branes and virus p a rtic le s  are  labelled .
The cell m em brane is le ss  heavily labelled with this 
serum  than with the anti-gp70 (see F ig . 94) o r with 
the anti-FeLV-AC serum  (see F ig . 95). Unstained 
sec tio n .
X 40,000
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FIGURE 97 : CT45-S cells infected with FeLV-B and incubated with anti- 
FOCMA serum  with anti-FeLV -A  and -C ac tiv itie s .
Note the heavy labelling of the v ir io n s .
X 20,000
FIGURE 98 : CT45-S cells infected with FeLV-AB. Cells w ere
incubated with the serum  described in F ig . 97. 
V irions are  slightly le ss  labelled than those in 
F ig . 97.
X  20,000
FIGURE 99 : CT45-S cells  infected with FeLV -C . C ells were 
incubated with the serum  described  in F ig . 97.
The cell m em branes are  sparsely  labelled (arrows) 
and the virions are  unlabelled.
X  20. 000
FIGURE 100 : Control CT45-S c e lls . C ells were incubated with 
norm al cat se ru m . Cell m em branes and virions 
are  unlabelled,
X 20.000
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FIGURE 101 : Synchronised FL74 cells in the E - phase incubated 
with an ti“gp70 se ru m . Cell m em branes are  heavRy 
lab e lled .
X 20 ,000
FIGURE 102 : Synchronised FL74 cells in the S phase incubated 
with anti-gp70 se ru m . Cell m em branes are 
sparsely  labelled .
X 20,000
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FIGURE 103 : Synchronised FL74 cells in Che E - phase incubated 
with anti-gp70 se ru m . The number of antigenic s ites  
per unit length is g rea te r  than in the -S phase . See 
F ig s . 102 and 104.
X  20. 000
FIGURE 104 ; Synchronised FL74 cells in the S phase . The cell 
m em branes are  sparsely  labelled . Budding and 
re leased  virions have s im ilar labelling intensities 
throughout the cycle . See F ig s . 101 and 104.
X 20,000
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FIGURE 105 : Capping p rocess . Stage one. Long length of the cell 
m em brane is  heavily labelled (a rro w s).
X 30,000 ■
FIGURE 106 : Capping p rocess . Stage two. The labelled cell 
m em brane is invaginated, pinched off and appears 
in the form  of a sm all vesicle (arrow ).
X 30,000
FIGURE 107 : Capping p rocess  . Stage th ree . V esicles are  la rg e r  than 
those in F ig . 106. Their inner surfaces, with budding 
v irions, a re  heavily labelled (a rro w ).
X 30,000
FIGURE 108 : Capping p rocess . Stage four . Detached and clumped 
fe rritin  m olecules a re  in the lumen of the vesic les 
(a rrow ). The cell is intensively vacuolated .
X 20,000
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FIGURE 109 : FL74 cell incubated with high titre  v iraem ic FOCMA 
serum  with low neutralising  activity to FeLV-A,
1:40 dilution . One‘virus partic le , presum ably 
FeLV-A, is labelled (arrow) the o thers a re  no t.
X  30,000
FIGURE 110 : FL74 cell incubated with the antiserum  described in 
F ig . 109. V irions are labelled with only one fe rr itin  
tag (a rro w s).
. X 30, 000
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FIGURE 111 : Ring fluorescence. FL74 cells  incubated for 30 minutes 
with gp70 antiserum  and goat an ti-rabb it fluorescein- 
conjugated globulin .
FIGURE 112 : Patchy ring  fluorescence and caps (arrow ). FL74 cells 
incubated, for 1 hour, with gp70 antiserum  and goat 
an ti-rab b it fluorescein-conjugated globulin.
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F IN A L  D IS C U S S IO N  AND C O N C L U S IO N S
FINAL .DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
In the course of this study a variety  of cell cyc le-re la ted  chaJiges 
were examined in feline leukaem ia v irus-infected  lymphoid cell lin e s .
These included an investigation of the cell cycle-dependence of virus 
re lease  and antigen expression, a study of the effects of m etabolic inhibitors, 
and the transm ission , scanning and im m unoelectron m icroscopy of c e lls .
Generally, this type of investigation req u ires  the use of a wide 
range of methods and especially the use of synchronous cell populations 
in which m ost of the cells  are  a t a sim ilar stage of biochem ical development. 
To gain well synchronised populations and to be able to in te rp re t data 
obtained on synchronised cells the phases of the cycle have to be analysed 
and their duration de term ined . The fact that in all tiie experim ents, 
lymphoid cell lines in suspension culture were used, re s tr ic te d  the choice 
of synchronisation procedures and life cycle analysis m ethods. After 
p relim inary  experim ents, the double thymidine block, cold treatm ent, and 
isoleucine deprivation of cells w ere selected as the m ost suitable techniques.
3For life cycle analysis pulse-labelling with H-TdR and m itotic index 
determ ination of synchronised cells were used.
By using two assay system s and applying two different synchronising 
methods it was established that FeLV production was cell cycle-dependent.
It occurred  in the G^ period in both homologous and heterologous cell l in e s . 
However, there was some difference between them concerning the exact 
tim e of the v ira l peak in the G^ phase itse lf . P articu lar attention was paid 
to the FL74 cell line which expressed  FOCMA and which re leased  virus in
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the early  p art of the p h ase . There was only a 2 - 3 hour gap between 
the m itotic and the viral peaks, and the question arose  which particu lar 
cells in tiie cycle were re leasing  m ost of the v iru s . To establish  this, it 
was necessary  to be able, morphologically, to identify individual cells  or 
groups of cells belonging to a certain  phase of the cell cycle . F or that 
purpose a detailed u ltra  s tructu ra l study of synchronised FL74 cells  was 
c a rried  out by transm ission  and scanning electron m icroscopy .
An analysis of morphological data obtained by TEM and SEM 
revealed that synchronised FL74 cells exhibited d istinct u ltras tru c tu ra l 
variations which were closely rela ted  to the cell c y c le . When morphologically 
charac terised  ce lls  were examined for budding C-type partic les  it was found 
that in both TEM and SEM preparations it was the early -G ^-ce lls  that w ere 
re leasing  the highest number of v irus p a r t ic le s . In addition, a number of 
im portant observations was made by TEM and SEM. Thus, it was established, 
for the f ir s t  time, that lymphoid ce lls  showed ch arac te ris tic  cell surface 
changes which w ere highly cell cycle-specific . In many instances, these 
surface changes were s im ilar to those reported  by P orter e t a l . , (1973) 
and Hale e t a l . , (1975) for monolayer c e lls . This finding gave r is e  to the 
assum ption that all p ro liferating  cells, normal or transform ed, go through 
a sequence of cell cycle-dependent phenotypic expression . The fact that 
the mam morphological types of mononuclear cells  described  by Dantchev 
and Bel pomme (1977) bore a strik ing  resem blance to the phenotypes of 
synchronously growing FL74 cells  greatly  supports this th eo ry . It would 
also follow from  this that the prevalence of one morphological type in a 
certa in  leukaem ia cell population m erely reflec ts  the position of the cells 
in the c y c le .
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The form ation of certa in  surface s truc tu res  by a membrane 
assem bly p rocess  as well as the shedding off of m em brane projections 
w ere also followed up and dem onstrated. ' These observations contributed 
to a b e tte r understanding of the changing nature of the cell surface 
structu re , and gave morphological evidence for the shedding off of 
surface components which had already been dem onstrated by radioim m uno­
assay (Neil, personal communication).
Evidence for tlie cell cycle-dependent expression  of antigens 
was obtained in a se rie s  of experim ents using im m unofluorescence 
techniques. It was established that the v iral s truc tu ra l pro teins pI5 
and p30 reached a peak in the early-G ^ phase which declined la te r  in the 
G^ period . The pattern  of surface im m unofluorescence closely followed 
the pattern  seen in the cytoplasm . gp70 also reached a peak in early-G ^ 
phase but rem ained at the sam e level and diminished only in the following 
S phase. Anti-FOCMA se ra  produced a staining pattern  s im ilar to that 
of gp70 antiserum  with the difference that there was a second prom inent 
peak 14 hours la te r  in the iate-G ^ period . The p resence of the second 
"FOCMA peak" on the feline tumour cell lines FL74 and its  absence from  
the FeLV -infected canine CT45-S cell line suggested that FOCMA was 
distinct from  the v ira l antigens.
It is thought that the periodic fluctuation in staining intensity 
re flec ts  the periodic synthesis of the an tigens. This view is  supported by 
the findings of other re se a rch e rs , made at about the sam e tim e as the 
p resen t experim ents were ca rried  out, concerning the synthesis and cleavage 
of R-MLV p recu rso r proteins (Naso and Brown, 1977). They provided
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evidence for the synchronised synthesis of viral p rec u rso rs  p rio r to virus 
re lease  in the middle - S and la te  - S - phases of the cycle . Considerable 
difference was found between the post-synthetic processing  of gag and env 
p recu rso r polypeptides in MSV-MLV-infected cells (Witte and W eissman,
1974, 1976). The prolonged excretion pattern  for gp69-71 m olecules was 
in strik ing con trast to the rapid excretion ra te  per unit tim e fo r p30 m olecu les, 
The assumption that s im ilar post-synthetic p rocesses take place in FL74 
cells would explain tiie rapid appearance and utilisation of the proteins pl5 
and p30 in the early  -G^ phase which coincides with peak v iru s  re lease , and 
the m ore prolonged presence of the gp70 antigen peak which p e rs is ts  during 
die whole G^ phase . M oreover, the synthesis and post-synthetic processing 
of FOCMA p re cu rso rs  would also be different from  tiiose of the v ira l 
p recu rso rs  and this would account for the 14 hour gap between the viral 
antigen and FOCMA p eak s ,
In o rder to investigate m ore closely the regulatory m echanism s 
responsible for the expression of antigens and to determ ine the events which 
impose cell cycle-dependence on v irus replication and antigen expression, 
the effects of various metabolic inhibitors were exam ined. M itosis has a 
prom inent ro le in oncornavirus rep lication . Drugs, such as vinblastine 
sulfate and high doses of cytochalasin B, wliich in terfered  with the mitotic 
p rocess also inhibited virus re le a se . Low d ises of CB did not affect m itosis 
but still inhibited v irus re lease  which was possibly caused by its  known effect 
on the gly CO sedation of the v ira l p recu rso rs  . The inhibitory effect of CB 
was found to be rapid, reversib le  and cell cycle-dependent. V irus production 
and cytoplasm ic antigen expression w ere greatly  reduced when CB was applied
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during S and e a r ly -G^ periods , Actinomycin D, a potent inhibitor of 
RNA synthesis, inhibited v irus re lease  in log phase ce lls  gradually .
In synchronised cells AMD inhibited v irus re lease  and cytoplasm ic 
antigen expression m ost when applied during the la te  -S and early  -G^ 
p erio d s. It did not affect the expression of cell m em brane an tigens.
Inhibition by AMD was thought to have been caused by its  effect on v iral 
p recu rso r polypeptide mRNA. This was also reflected in the reduced 
ra te  of v irus re le a se . The continuous presence of cell m em brane antigens, 
notably gp70 and FOCMA, indicated that a considerable pool of m em brane 
associated proteins existed in these cells and /or that m ore RNA species 
with different functional half lives were operating in tlie v ira l synthetic 
p ro c e ss . Cycloheximide, which affects protein synthesis, inhibited 
v irus re lease  rapidly and com pletely. Cell division was also affected 
by this drug suggesting that it was necessary  for FeLV production that 
regulatory system s influencing cell division rem ained unim paired. These 
re su lts  indicated that v irus production and antigen expression were regulated 
by a complex cell cycle-dependent synthesis of RNA, mRNA, v ira l and 
cellu lar proteins, which in turn was co-ordinated by m ito s is .
To obtain data on the topographic arrangem ents of cell surface
antigens, including FOCMA, immunoelectron m icroscopy of cells was
perform ed. P rio r to the labelling procedures, experim ents were carried
out to com pare various prefixing methods and their effects on the p reservation
of antigenic s ite s . Prefixation with 0.25% glutaraldehyde for 30 minutes
appeared to be the best method and was consequently used during the experim ents
When unfixed ce lls  were labelled on ice the v ira l antigens as well as FOCMA
showed the ch arac te ris tic  red istribution  pattern  of patching.
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F erritin  labelling of cells revealed that the cell surface antigens 
were randomly d istribu ted . gp70 was found to be the m ost numerous 
followed by FOCMA, p30 and p l5  in descending o rder . p30 and pl5
an tisera  did not stain intact v irus partic les, while the non-budding a reas 
of the cell m em brane w ere labelled . Both gp70 and FOCMA an tisera  
stained v ira l partic les  as well as non-budding a reas  of the cell m em brane.
In o rder to investigate the unexpected labelling of v ira l partic les  by 
viraem ic FOCMA antiserum , an im m unofluorescence-im m unoferritin study 
in capping conditions and a se rie s  of competition experim ents were perfo rm ed . 
The resu lts  indicated that FOCMA wds distinct from  gp70 and that labelling 
of virions was possibly due to the undetected presence of neutralising 
antibodies in the FOCMA an tisera  used. After labelling of cells in capping 
conditions, v ira l antigens and FOCMA appeared to move and form  caps 
independently. Quantitative differences between the various antigens 
influenced the length of time needed for cap fo rm ation . When synchronised 
FL74 cells  were labelled in the S and early  phases of the cycle it was 
found that the number of labelled antigenic sites per unit length was two 
and a half tim es higher on early -G ^- cells than on cells in the S phase.
This was in accordance with re su lts  obtained by imm unofluorescence staining 
and indicated that during peak antigen expression the number of antigenic sites 
per unit length in c reased .
It is hoped that the findings made in the course of these investigations 
have cast some new light on the in ter-relationsh ip  between the cell cycle 
and feline leukaem ia v iru ses and have reaffirm ed the overall im portance of 
the cell cycle concept in a variety  of f ie ld s ,
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